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Agenda Item 1b
NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP
Minute of Meeting of the North East Scotland Transport Partnership Board
Aberdeen, Wednesday, 13 February 2019
Present:

Councillor Peter Argyle (Chairperson); Councillor Sandra Macdonald
(Vice Chairperson) and Dr Margaret Bochel (Vice Chairperson); and
Councillors Philip Bell, Alex Nicoll and Jennifer Stewart (Aberdeen
City Council), Councillors David Aitchison, John Cox and Ian
Mollison (substituting for Councillor Colin Pike) (Aberdeenshire
Council); and Mr Gerry Donald.

In Attendance:

Rab Dickson, Louise Calder, Kirsty Chalmers Derick Murray and
Kelly Wiltshire (Nestrans); Gale Beattie, Mark Masson, Joanna
Murray and Robert Templeton (Aberdeen City Council); and Paul
Finch, Andrew Leil and Ewan Wallace (Aberdeenshire Council).

Apologies:

Councillor Colin Pike, Ian Ross and George Mair.

The agenda and reports associated with this minute can be found at:http://www.nestrans.org.uk/about-nestrans/board-meetings/
Please note that if any changes are made to this minute at the point of approval, these
will be outlined in the subsequent minute and this document will not be retrospectively
altered.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
1.
Members were requested to intimate any declarations of interest in respect of the
items on today’s agenda, thereafter the following was intimated:(1)
The Chairperson declared an interest in relation to item 6(b), (Publications and
Consultations), specifically relating to the Cairngorms National Park – Proposed
Local Development Plan update by virtue of him being a Council appointed Board
member of Cairngorms National Park Authority. He considered the nature of his
interest did not require him to leave the meeting and therefore chose to remain in
the meeting for consideration of the item;
(2)
Councillor Cox declared an interest in relation to item 3(b), (Aberdeen International
Airport Consultative Committee) by virtue of him being a Council appointed
member of the aforementioned Committee. He considered that the nature of his
interest did not require him to leave the meeting and therefore chose to remain in
the meeting for consideration of the item; and
(3)
Gerry Donald declared an interest in relation to item 11, (Health and Transport
Coordinator) by virtue of him being an employee of NHS Grampian and also as
Chair of the Health Transport Action Plan which has an accountability to the
Coordinator post. He considered that the nature of his interest required him to
leave the meeting and he therefore took no part in the consideration of the item.
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MINUTE OF BOARD MEETING, 12 DECEMBER 2018
2.
The Board had before it the minute of its previous meeting of 12 December 2018,
for approval.
The Board resolved:to approve the minute as a correct record.
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
3.
The Board had before it a report by the Director of Nestrans, which provided an
update on liaison activity with other RTP’s with the Scottish Government and other
organisations.
The report recommended:that the Board note the progress on liaison arrangements with other RTP’s, the Scottish
Government and others and the arrangements for future meetings.
The Director highlighted amongst other items, the following areas for members’
attention: Transport Scotland and RTP’s meeting held in Dundee on 9 January 2019 in
relation to workplace parking charges; and
 City Region Deal Transport Working Group meeting held in Aberdeen on 22
January 2019.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
BOARD APPOINTMENT TO
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

THE

ABERDEEN

INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT

4.
The Board had before it a report which sought approval of the appointment of a
Nestrans representative on the Aberdeen International Airport Consultative Committee.
The report recommended:that the Board agree a Nestrans nomination to the Airport Consultative Committee.
The Board resolved:to nominate Dr Maggie Bochel as the Nestrans representative on the Airport Consultative
Committee.
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MEARNS STATIONS CAR PARKING STUDY
5.
The Board had before it a report which detailed the outcomes from the Mearns
Railway Stations Car Parks study that took place in 2018 and recommended options to
move forward.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the outcomes of the Mearns Stations Car Parking Study; and
(b)
instruct officers to:(1) continue to work in partnership with Aberdeenshire Council and with ScotRail
and Network Rail to progress a potential small extension to provide additional
parking spaces at Portlethen;
(2) continue to work with ScotRail, Network Rail and Aberdeenshire Council to
progress potential new parking spaces as an extension to the existing car
park at Stonehaven;
(3) consider future options for a small extension to car parking in Laurencekirk;
(4) make representations in respect of the Aberdeenshire Local Development
Plan that the stations and car parking should be identified as key issues for
each of these towns; and
(5) make representations that the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
should protect the land at Kirkton Road, currently used as a Roads Depot as
a potential long-term location for a further car park to serve Stonehaven
station.
The Board heard from Rab Dickson who outlined the key findings of the survey and study.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
CIVITAS PORTIS PROJECT UPDATE
6.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on the European
project Civitas Portis.
The report recommended:that the Board note progress on the Civitas Portis project.
The Board heard from Rab Dickson who highlighted progress in relation to (1) a Freight
Distribution Strategy which had now been completed and would be uploaded to the
Nestrans website; (2) the appointment of a Freight Advisor who would liaise with
Aberdeen Harbour Board and freight companies; (3) Park and Ride Research including
the preparation of an action plan to increase patronage; (4) travel planning to encourage
modal shift from single occupancy car drivers in the North Dee area indicating that the
next engagement event would be held on 20 March 2019 in Aberdeen Altens Hotel; and
(4) improving walking and cycling opportunities.
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The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
RAIL ACTION PLAN UPDATE
7.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on a number of rail
related issues.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the contents of this report and progress in regard to rail matters; and
(b)
authorise officers to progress car park proposals at Dyce station in partnership
with Aberdeen City Council and Abellio ScotRail and report back to a future
meeting with detailed proposals.
Rab Dickson highlighted the following items for members’ attention: Insch Station access – consultants to be appointed following tender exercise to
undertake an options appraisal for improving access particularly for passengers
with mobility difficulties;
 Revolution in Rail - a breakfast briefing event on Monday, 4 March 2019, in the
Jurys Inn Hotel, Aberdeen about the forthcoming Aberdeen to Inverness railway
works, the closure of the line between May and August 2019, and the plans that
are being made for the rail replacement buses; and
 Dyce Station improvements – A meeting has been organised with Abellio ScotRail
who are considering the implementation of a possible extension to the car park.
The Board resolved:(i)
to approve the recommendations;
(ii)
to note that a report in relation to the Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen
Strategic Rail Study would be submitted to the next Board meeting in April 2019;
and
(iii)
to note that Alex Haynes, Managing Director of the ScotRail/Network Rail Alliance
would be attending the next Board meeting in April 2019.
PROGRESS REPORT
8.
The Board had before it a progress report which outlined the status of various
activities in support of the Regional Transport Strategy.
Rab Dickson provided an update in relation to a query regarding the A96 dualling route
from Aberdeen to Inverness, indicating that he and Ewan Wallace had attended a
meeting on 31 January 2019 with Transport Scotland and their consultants. He indicated
that the project was being progressed in four sections with Amey Arup appointed as lead
contractor on the section between east of Huntly and the AWPR. He intimated that
options would be issued for stakeholder consultation between Spring and Autumn 2019
following which a preferred option would be identified.
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The Board resolved:to note the content of the progress report.
PUBLICATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS
9.
The Board had before it a report which provided information on the recent
publications and consultation papers of interest and sought to agree a response where
appropriate.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
approve the proposed response in Appendix A as Nestrans’ representation on
Aberdeenshire Council’s Local Development Plan 2021 Main Issues Report; and
(b)
approve the proposed response in Appendix B as Nestrans’ representation on the
Cairngorms National Park Proposed Local Development Plan.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
2018/19 BUDGET MATTERS
10.
The Board had before it a report which provided an update on the Partnership’s
2018/19 monitoring and forecast out-turn position and sought consideration of any
budget or monitoring issues that may arise.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1;
(b)
approve the virements set out in Appendix 2;
(c)
approve the request for delay in drawdown presented in Appendix 3;
(d)
note the change of strategic maintenance funding to Great Northern Road;
(e)
note the Strategic Transport Fund position; and
(f)
note the projects for which Nestrans will receive funding from Sustrans for delivery
by mid May 2019.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
2019/20 BUDGET PROPOSALS
11.
The Board had before it a report which sought approval of the 2019/20 budget, subject
to funding being confirmed.
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The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
approve the 2019/20 Budgets of £1,026,350 and £5,808,315 with programmes as
detailed in Appendices 1 and 2, subject to funding levels being confirmed and
making any appropriate adjustments following the Board’s consideration;
(b)
note the potential for additional funding for cycle schemes by Sustrans; and
(c)
note the reserve list of projects detailed in Appendix 3.
Andrew Leil advised that the proposed budget may be subject to future amendment by
the Board, following final confirmation of budget allocations by both local authorities when
setting their budgets.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
INFORMATION BULLETIN
12.
The Board had before it a report which provided information and updates on a
number of matters not requiring a decision.
The report recommended:that the Board note the contents of the report.
Rab Dickson made reference to the agreed changes to safety camera site prioritisation
criteria, Transport Scotland’s traffic forecasts 2014-2037 and the Getabout website.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS
13.
The Board had before it a list of recent and forthcoming conferences of interest to
Nestrans.
The Board resolved:to note the content of the list.
PENDING BUSINESS AND REPORTS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
14.
The Board had before it a report which (1) provided information on the progress
on pending business and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings; and
(2) provided the opportunity for the Board to add to or amend the scheduling.
The report recommended:-
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that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the provisional scheduling
of major reports for future Board meetings.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
In terms of Section 50(A)(4) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, the
Board agreed to consider the following item with the press and public excluded
from the meeting, so as to avoid disclosure of information of the classes described
in paragraph 1 of Schedule 7(A) to the Act.
HEALTH & TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATOR - EXEMPT
15.
The Board had before it a report which sought approval to extend continuation of
Nestrans part funding the post of Health and Transport Co-ordinator and to agree to part
funding the post as a permanent post rather than a contract position.
The report recommended:that the Board agree to commit funding from future budgets under the Health
and Transport line of a sum equal to half the employment costs of a Health and Transport
co-ordinator.
The Board resolved:to approve the recommendation.
As described in paragraph 50A of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, the
following item contained personal or sensitive personal information about a
particular person(s), therefore the press and public were excluded from the
meeting.
TEMPORARY DELEGATION OF NESTRANS DIRECTOR POWERS - CONFIDENTIAL
16.
The Board had before it a report which sought approval for the temporary
delegation of the powers granted to the Nestrans Director to the Transport Strategy
Manager for ‘housekeeping’ purposes during an anticipated prolonged period of
absence.
The report recommended:that the Board –
(a)
approve that during a planned period of prolonged absence of the Director, that
the Director may sub-delegate the following powers and appointment temporarily
to the Transport Strategy Manager:(1) the delegation of powers granted to the Director as set out in Appendix 1;
and
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(b)

(2) the appointment as Nestrans’ proper officer;
all subject to the following conditions:- (i) the period of planned absence of the
Director is greater than 3 weeks; (ii) the date of commencement and planned end
of that absence is notified to the Board; and (iii) that where an extension of the
sub-delegations contained in recommendations (1) and (2) above is required for a
period greater than that so notified, that the extension is approved by the Board;
and
instruct a review of the Director’s delegated powers to be undertaken and reported
back for consideration later this year.

The Board resolved:to approve the recommendations.
COUNCILLOR PETER ARGYLE, Chairperson.
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Agenda Item 3a
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 April 2019

Strategy 3a Director’s report on liaison between RTPs, and with the Scottish
Government and Others



Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update the Board on liaison with other RTPs, with the Scottish
Government and other organisations.


Background

This report details meetings with other RTPs across Scotland, Transport Scotland and other
national transport bodies highlighting issues of interest across Scotland. It also notes the
minutes from Steering Group meetings covering both the Health and Transport Action Plan
(HTAP) and the Bus Alliance (previously LABOF).


Recent Developments

The last full Board meeting was held on 13 February 2019.
The following meetings took place after the issue of papers for the last Board meeting, but are
reported here for Members’ information.
❖

East Coast Main Line Officers Group, York, 5 February 2019
Nestrans were represented by colleagues from SEStran. The budget and future of
ECMA was discussed at the meeting with regards to ensuring that Scottish interests
continue to be reflected.

❖

RTP Lead Officers meeting, Perth, 6 February 2019
The Lead Officers discussed the following:
• Regional Transport Working Groups with concerns regarding their feasibility in
practice given the proposed structure. This was noted as less of a concern for
north east Scotland, given the similarity to current working groups.
• The inclusion of workplace parking charges in the Transport Bill.
• Membership of West Coast Rail 250.
• Liftshare and whether investment is still providing best value for the service.
This will be discussed in further detail with a representative from Liftshare
attending a future meeting.
• Updates on the proposed Low Emission Zones across Scotland.
• The need for better working relationships with Heads of Planning Scotland.
• Active Travel funding regarding clarity on the future bidding process and
timescales. A further unallocated spend opportunity was highlighted.
• Transport Systems Catapult introduced themselves to the group and discussed
potential opportunities for joint working with RTPs.
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❖

RTS Member/Officer Working Group, Aberdeen, 7 February 2019
The Member/Officer working group discussed the decisions made to that point by the
Board and the content of the workshop which was to be held following the forthcoming
Board meeting.

❖

Strategic Transport Appraisal Members’ workshop, Aberdeen, 8 February 2019
Consultants Jacobs presented the options highlighted to date for consideration as part
of the Strategic Transport Appraisal, which is being conducted as part of the City
Region Deal. They discussed how these have been grouped into themes for
consideration and how the high-level sifting process will be carried out.
Members were asked to highlight any further options that should be considered within
the themes being used for both the National Transport Strategy and the Regional
Transport Strategy.

Meetings of relevance held since the last Board meeting include:
❖

East Coast Main Line Authorities (ECMA) Consortium meeting, York, 27
February 2019
This meeting was attended by colleagues from SEStran. Currently, the draft budget for
2019/20 assumes expenditure of £31k for the secretariat support, £35k for advocacy
and communications and £20k for further research, to be split between the members.
The Consortium agreed to keep subscription levels at the same level as the current
year.
A draft work programme for 2019/20 was approved but needs to be further developed
to take account of anticipated events in Scotland, during the coming year.
SYSTRA have been appointed to refresh the 2016 “Investing for Economic Growth”
study for ECMA. At the RTPs’ request, SYSTRA will be required to consult with the
RTPs, to ensure that the refresh includes appropriate input in respect of the route
throughout Scotland.
The Williams Review into how the rail industry operates in the UK was also discussed,
with ECMA agreeing to submit a response through the Chair.
It was also announced that LNER are looking to rollout the new Azuma trains shortly.
It is anticipated that the first Azuma will be brought into service from mid-April 2019,
with full rollout complete by end of 2020.

❖

Bus Alliance Board, Aberdeen, 28 February 2019
The Board had a discussion on the purpose of the Alliance. This included the number
of good initiatives instigated by the bus companies (e.g. Grasshopper, mobile and
contactless ticketing) and the local authorities (AWPR, Dyce link road and Diamond
Bridge, producing bus journey times savings) and the need for promotion of the
benefits of these initiatives to bus users. There was also discussion regarding the need
for a collective single voice highlighting these benefits but also that there was a
collective agreement of further improvements required to make bus travel more
attractive in order to achieve both the bus companies’ and local authorities’ aims.
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The meeting also received two presentations:
1) There was a discussion with ScotRail regarding the improved services due to be
implemented in December 2019 and May 2020 and how bus services and rail
services could better integrate to improve overall service to customers.
2) There was a discussion with the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA)
regarding the potential impacts of a Low Emission Zone (LEZ) in Aberdeen and
what the bus companies can do to prepare for and influence the LEZ.
The Alliance also discussed a draft of a “State of the Network” report. This has been
referred back to the Executive for completion.
A Draft Minute of the meeting is attached for members’ information at Appendix 1 to
this report.
❖

CoSLA Environment & Economy Board, Edinburgh, 1 March 2019
Regional Transport Partnerships were represented by colleagues from SEStran. The
Planning Bill and Regional Transport Working Groups were discussed. It was noted
that there was no reference to Strategic Development Plans in the Planning Bill
discussion. Regarding the Regional Transport Working Groups, it was clarified that
this was primarily in reference to input to the forthcoming Strategic Transport Projects
Review, STPR 2.

❖

RTP Chairs meeting, Edinburgh, 6 March 2019
The Chairs discussed the following:
• There was a discussion with representatives from the Scottish Fire and
Rescue, the Health Directorate and the Scottish Ambulance Service on working
relationships with RTPs and local authorities, concerns regarding the
centralisation of services and the impact of technology on the sector.
• An update to the recommendations of the NTS Roles and Responsibilities
Group.
• An update on the Transport Bill and the Planning Bill.
• The Williams Rail Review - Hitrans to look at whether there are any crossboundary or joint considerations.
• Potential membership to West Coast Rail 250.
• An update on the Glasgow Low Emission Zone and the next steps.
• An update on the Scottish Islands Passport.
• An update on the discussion at Scottish Chief Officers of Transportation
(SCOTS), regarding working relationships between local authorities and the
third sector.

❖

Transport Scotland re Active Travel Delivery Plan workshop, Stirling, 6 March
2019
Kelly Wiltshire attended this workshop on behalf of the Director.
•
•
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The meeting was opened by Chief Executive of Transport Scotland;
Stakeholders from across Scotland, Transport Scotland, Local Authorities,
Regional Transport Partnerships and Third Sector were represented;
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•

•

❖

The delegates were spilt into groups and several facilitator-led sessions took
place, to look at the recommendations of the Active Travel Task Group and
how these recommendations could be implemented across Scotland;
The groups were also asked to consider what could be improved in the
recommendations and if anything else should be considered.

Aberdeen International Airport Consultative Committee, Aberdeen, 15 March
2019
The Director attended this meeting. Matters of note discussed during the meeting were:
•
•
•
•

❖

Passenger numbers through the Airport appear to have plateaued with
signs of recovery underway;
The Committee’s response to the Government’s Aviation 2050 Green
Paper (the Nestrans’ response is discussed later in this agenda);
The changes to drone use in the vicinity of airports; and
Various other technical consultations on aviation matters.

HTAP Steering Group, Aberdeen, 19 March 2019
The Health & Transport Action Plan Steering Group met at Foresterhill Health Centre
on 19 March. A draft minute of the meeting is attached as Appendix 2 to this report.
Members may wish to note recent connections at national level, with Transport
Scotland, Cycling Scotland and the involvement with the national Mobility & Access
Committee Scotland (MACS).

❖

Travel Planning business breakfast, Aberdeen, 20 March 2019
As part of the ongoing consultancy work being carried out by Sweco looking at Travel
Planning in the North Dee, Altens and Tullos areas being funded through the Civitas
Portis project, a Business Breakfast meeting was held at the Altens Hotel.
Speakers from Sweco, Aberdeen City Council, Grampian Cycle Partnership, NHS
Grampian and Nestrans provided updates on the project and invited input, comment
and discussion from the many businesses who attended. A number of information
displays and staff were available to encourage sustainable travel opportunities.

❖

Transport Scotland re rail, Aberdeen, 20 March 2019
This regular quarterly meeting was attended by Transport Scotland, Network Rail and
ScotRail. Under discussion were:
•

•
•

3a Directors report.docx

Aberdeen to Inverness including Kintore Station
o Discussion included the blockade in summer, the Kintore station
contractual arrangements and the delay to Kintore station operational
date.
Insch Station accessibility study
o Including the study inception meeting and site visit
Local Rail Development Fund
o The potential for a bid to support the south of Aberdeen stations study
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•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

❖

Aberdeen to central belt
o The forthcoming meetings of the Reference Group and associated
Transport Scotland meetings with stakeholders
Aberdeen to Peterhead/ Fraserburgh
o Including the emerging outcomes from the study into the Aberdeen to
Dyce section of track (likely to be the subject of a full report to the next
Nestrans Board)
Mearns car park study and Dyce parking issues
o As previously reported to the Nestrans Board
Station travel plans
ScotRail’s planning applications for Inverurie and Stonehaven stations
o Request for further dialogue with Aberdeenshire Planners
Future non-diesel trains
o Following the recent announcement regarding the phasing out of diesel
trains by 2050
Rail revolution timetables
o Discussion on implementation through to the May 2020 timetable
change
o Discussion on the impacts for passengers travelling south from
Portlethen, Stonehaven and Laurencekirk with request for further
discussion with ScotRail on possible timetable tweaks to improve
understanding and potential journey times
Service performance and train rolling stock rollout
o Discussion on the cancellation of certain trains and the impacts at
particularly the smaller stations

Scottish Government re Place Principle Conference, Glasgow, 22 March 2019
Rab Dickson attended this joint meeting organised by the Improvement Service to
bring together Scottish Government with representatives from SCOTS, SLAED and
HOPS, the representative organisations for transport, economic development and
planning.
The intent was to bring together senior officers to improve joint understanding of Place
and to help those interested in place, to work more collegiately to maximise resource
utilisation.
The agenda included updates and discussion around the Place Principle context;
impact and implications, with an emphasis on regional context and how we design and
deliver public services in a place. There were presentations from the Scottish
Government’s advisor on Regional Economies and the Head of Regeneration Unit,
Scottish Regeneration Forum and Scotland’s Towns Partnership.

❖

Visit from the Active Nation Commissioner, Aberdeen, 26 March 2019
Nestrans hosted a discussion with Lee Craigie, Scotland’s Active Nation
Commissioner and elected members and officers of both Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire Councils and representatives of NHS Grampian and Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce.
Lee later met with the committee of Grampian Cycle Partnership and spoke at a
Friends of the Earth Scotland event at RGU as part of North East Climate Action Week.
She also joined Jon Barron, the Nestrans Cycling Development Officer, on a bike ride
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around the city to see some of the infrastructure measures that have already been
implemented and was informed of future plans.
The discussion was really valuable from all aspects and a further meet is planned for
the near future. Ms Craigie said she was delighted to be in the North East and, “learn
more about the opportunities and challenges Aberdeen and the wider region faces in
bringing about the transformation to become more active”. She added, “Becoming an
active nation is not just about Transport, and so in addition to trying out the
infrastructure in the area, I was very pleased to be able to meet with members of the
public, local councillors from across the political spectrum, business leaders and NHS
Grampian to learn more.”
❖

MaaS Investment Fund Consultation Workshop, Perth, 26 March 2019
Nicky Laird attended this meeting at which Transport Scotland provided an overview
of the proposed Mobility as a Service (MaaS) Investment Fund. It is designed to be
simple without stifling innovation, with agreed funding released on delivery of agreed
milestones. It was proposed that funding is to be 40 – 100% depending on application.
Additionally, public/private partnerships will be encouraged, as will projects that are
able to be implemented within a year of the funding being awarded. Other eligibility
criteria were also highlighted.
Key dates were noted as the following:
• April – Pre-interest notice registration opens.
• May - Pre-interest notice registration closes.
• June – Full briefing & competition opens.
• August – Full briefing & competition closes.
• November – Applicants notified and contracts awarded.
Match funding was also discussed.

❖

Aberdeen to Central Belt Reference Group, Dundee, 1 April 2019
Rab Dickson attended this meeting, which was chaired by Transport Scotland’s Head
of Rail, Bill Reeve. In addition to Transport Scotland, the group consists of Nestrans
and Tactran, ScotRail, Network Rail and freight interests.
The group has been formed to oversee the development of options to deliver on the
Scottish Government’s commitment to reducing journey times from Aberdeen to
Edinburgh and Glasgow and to guide the expenditure of £200million for this project,
which was a commitment from the Scottish Government as an add-on to the Aberdeen
City Region Deal.
The meeting received updates from Network Rail, including the potential benefits
which will accrue from capacity and signalling improvements; freight crossover and
sidings; centralising signalling between Stonehaven and Aberdeen; rationalisation of
level crossings; Western approaches to Edinburgh; “Seven Cities” rail project which
includes options in and around Perth; and increased performance once new HST
rolling stock is fully operational.
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Future options to be considered will include a full signalling strategy, potential for
removing constraints on the Tay Bridge, reviewing train planning rules and future
timetable improvements by December 2019 as improved rolling stock is delivered.
Mr Reeve will present an up-to-date picture to Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce meeting on 9th April and any further information can be provided to the
Board orally.
❖

RTP Lead Officers re Infrastructure Commission, Perth, 2 April 2019
Rab Dickson met with the other RTP Lead Officers in Perth to discuss a possible joint
response to the Infrastructure Commission’s Initial Call for Evidence and Contributions.
It was agreed that a collective response was worthwhile, even if individual RTPs also
intended to submit their own responses. Nestrans’ response, which is included in Item
6b on this agenda, is based on and is consistent with, the collective response.

❖

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce meeting Transport Scotland re
Aberdeen to central belt rail, Aberdeen, 9 April 2019
Rab Dickson is scheduled to attend this event, which has been arranged by the
Chamber to receive from Transport Scotland’s Head of Rail an update on rail matters
affecting the region, including progress with major projects such as AberdeenInverness and Aberdeen-Central Belt schemes.

❖

CoSLA Environment & Economy Board, Edinburgh, 12 April 2019
Regional Transport Partnerships will be represented by colleagues from Hitrans. The
agenda includes discussion on the Transport Bill and the Planning Bill.

❖

East Coast Main Line Officers Group, York, 16 April 2019
This meeting will be attended by colleagues from SEStran, who will provide feedback
as necessary.



Future Programme of Meetings
❖

Nestrans Appointments Committee interviews, Aberdeen, 1 May 2019

❖

RTP Lead Officers, Perth, 8 May 2019

❖

Bus Alliance Board, Aberdeen, 30 May 2019

❖

RTP Chairs meeting, Dundee, 5 June 2019

❖

CoSLA Environment & Economy Board, Edinburgh, 7 June 2019.

❖

Aberdeen International Airport Consultative Committee, Aberdeen, 7 June 2019
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Recommendation
The Board is recommended to note progress on liaison arrangements with other RTPs, the
Scottish Government and others and arrangements for future meetings.

RD/NL/RGM 4 April 2019
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APPENDIX 1
North East of Scotland Bus Alliance
Minute of Meeting of the Bus Alliance Board
Committee Room 5, Town House, Thursday 28th February 2019

Present

George Mair, Chair (GAM)
Rab Dickson, Nestrans (RD)
Gale Beattie, Aberdeen City Council (GB)
Richard McKenzie, Aberdeenshire Council (RM)
David Liston, Stagecoach North Scotland (DL)
Andrew Jarvis, First Bus Aberdeen (AJ)
Dougie Bain, Bains Coaches (DB)

In Attendance

Nicola Laird, Nestrans (NL)
Derick Murray, Nestrans (RGM)
Mark Williams, SEPA (MW)
Colin Gillespie, SEPA (CG)
Desmond Bradley, Scotrail (DB)

Apologies

Ewan Wallace, Aberdeenshire Council
Greig Mackay, Bus Users Scotland
Jock Petrie, MW Nicoll
David Philips, First Bus
Elaine Milne, Deveron Coaches

Item
1

2

Action
Welcome & Apologies
GAM welcomed everyone to the Bus Alliance and gave apologies.
Minute of the Bus Alliance Board 27 August 2018
The minute was approved.
a) Matters Arising
All actions complete. No further comment.

3

Discussion with Scotrail
Des Bradley of Scotrail gave a presentation on the anticipated impacts
of ‘Rail Revolution’ and the opportunity for more collaboration between
Scotrail and bus operators. It was agreed that the slides would be
distributed to the Board following the meeting.

NL

The next phase of the upgrade, with the planned rail blockade, was
confirmed to be May 4th to August 19th 2019.
It was identified that any collaboration between operators and Scotrail
would not remove competition between the industries. However,
Scotrail have identified that they need improved access to the stations
to cope with the anticipated increase in demand. They are looking for
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more sustainable station access to complement the increase in
services.
It was noted that the primary issue is that feeder services are often not
commercially viable. Scotrail noted that they did not envisage dedicated
feeder buses but saw the opportunity to utilise routes that already exist
and travel close by. It was noted that gains could be made through
marketing, promotion and awareness raising if this was done. Scotrail
highlighted that they seek to increase bus use by existing train users,
rather than moving bus users to the train.
Potentials to consider were identified as:
• Kemnay to Kintore;
• Deeside to Stonehaven (for travelling south);
• The opportunity to relaunch the Dyce shuttle service.
It was identified that there may be opportunities for rethinking the
current services and what would work in the future. It was also identified
that making the train service more ‘clock face’ would help for timetabling
bus services.
The operators highlighted that more advance notification is required for
timetable changes, as the rail timetable changes are not at a natural
change point for buses and it takes more time to amend the timetables
that Scotrail currently provides. It was agreed for RM to provide DB
the list of smaller operators.
It was noted that Grasshopper may need consideration with regards to
opportunities for rail integration. Would be simpler for consumers if
there was a single product. RM to raise this at the next Grasshopper
meeting with a view to initiating a future meeting with Scotrail to
discuss.

RM

RM

The Board Resolved: -

4

To note the report and to continue discussion with Scotrail as
appropriate between partners.
Presentation by SEPA
Mark Williams and Colin Gillespie of SEPA gave a presentation on
Clean Air for Scotland (CAFS) air quality modelling. They agreed to
provide slides to Board members following the meeting, on the
condition that they be kept confidential at this time.

NL

Although there are air quality improvements, SEPA found it is unlikely to
improve further without intervention. Likely to need more intervention
than in previous action plans. Unable to revoke AQMA until after three
years without exceedances.
It was identified that the major contribution to emissions is from traffic
rather than shipping.
It was noted that up to 60% of NOx emissions on Union Street are from
buses.
Looking to make bus operator app data freely available for use by
operators, customised to their information.
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Looking to see whether there is scope to move Euro 6+ vehicles from
lower frequency routes to higher frequency routes, to replace the Euro
4/5. Asked whether it would have a greater impact to focus on reducing
the number of the Euro 2/3 fleet first. Agreed that this would be useful.
SEPA noted that Euro 5 emission level for NOx is worse than Euro 4.
Question as to whether Euro 5 buses could be retrofitted to mitigate.
Harbour are considering decarbonisation of their site through Civitas.
SEPA noted that their recommendation is to look at bus emission
reduction in the first instance.
It was asked why the focus of concentration is on NO2 rather than
Particulates (PM)? SEPA confirmed that NO2 has been identified as the
bigger issue. Consideration of PM to follow.
If this is the case then this needs to be sold to the public as message is
otherwise mixed, given previous focus on PM. Noted focus should be
on reducing air polluting emissions rather than focusing on any one
measure, NOx or particulates.
Wellington Road also has areas of exceedances and changing buses
may not make a difference. Need to consider where the focus should be
as it is likely there will only be one LEZ.
It was identified that an early dialogue is hugely important as an LEZ
can be either a threat or an opportunity.
RM noted that their Realtime supplier is looking to potentially put
cameras on shelters to identify which vehicles are giving emission
spikes to show variability. Has been done in England with good effect.
Need to consider LEZ as one of the tools and needs a complementary
range of measures.
Don’t want to move air quality issues from one location to another.
Need to consider what the significance is of car reallocation to other
roads, both on the roads under consideration to be made bus only and
to the nearby areas where cars would migrate to. However, impact of
cars anticipated by SEPA to not be significant.
DM indicated that Modelling suggests that 5% of traffic will be removed
from city centre but could have 40% removed from city as a whole as a
result of AWPR.
It was identified that there is a need to understand what the target is
before action can be taken. There is an opportunity to consider what the
operators can do, but also what assistance they need to be successful.
It was agreed to keep Air Quality and LEZ on the agenda as a
standing item for future meetings.

NL

SEPA to send round bus app to get an update on the fleet.

MW/CG
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The Board Resolved: To note the report and keep air quality on the agenda as a standing
item.
5

State of the Network Report
Report was briefly discussed. It was identified that there is a lot in the
report to consider. Useful to take more time and return with specific
comments.
Timescales agreed as follows:
- NL to distribute a matrix of all outstanding information required
with minute of meeting.
- Comments & information required to be returned by Friday 15
March 2019
- Final draft of report due 18th April in time for consideration at Bus
Alliance Executive. Board members to attend first part of
Executive Group to discuss.
- Report to be finalised for signing off at Bus Alliance Board on
30th May.
NL to diarise the above and send out.

NL
All
NL

NL

NL

The Board Resolved: To agree the actions above.
6

A96 Collective Travel Study
Deferred to next meeting.

7

Advance Notice for Events
It was identified that there is an opportunity for better communication of
events and for the Alliance and applicable events teams to collaborate
to gain more advance notice of the programme of events going forward
and what commercial opportunities there could be.
GB noted that operators may not be currently included in the general
checklist of communications. Will take back to the appropriate people.
The Board Resolved: GB to take feedback to the appropriate persons and report back at
next meeting.

8

GB

AOCB
Relationships between partners
RGM provided an update on the positive role of the Bus Alliance and
the relationships between operators and the councils. It is important to
look collectively at what has been achieved. Need to ensure that
conversations remain positive in spite of frustrations.
There was concern raised that it is still important to consider the
challenges rather than just focus on the positive. It was agreed that
there needs to also be a focus on building on the good that has already
been done. Although the challenges cannot be ignored, we need to
consider opportunities despite challenges. Present a positive view of
where we want to go and prove that we are collectively heading in that
direction.
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There was a request for a paper to the May Board meeting
regarding locking in the benefits of new infrastructure. GB agreed
to take this forward as an action.

GB

Funding
RM informed group that the Bus Infrastructure Fund is due to be
relaunched as a Bus Partnership Fund. Will be over a 3-year basis.
Planned £3m per year with opportunity to split spending over the 3
years.
Transport Scotland
RM noted that a rep regarding the Transport Bill would like to attend a
Bus Alliance meeting to see an example of good practice. Agreed that
they should be invited to attend the May Board meeting.
Representation on the Bus Alliance
Concern was raised with regards to smaller operators who are on the
mailing list but who have not responded to communications as yet or
signed the Alliance agreement. Agreed that those who have not
responded to contact yet will be provided another opportunity to
do so. If this is unsuccessful, they are to be removed from the
mailing list.
9

NL

NL

Date of Next Meeting – 10:00, 30th May 2019
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APPENDIX 2
HTAP Steering Group
Tuesday 19th of March 2019
Foresterhill Health Centre, Aberdeen
Minute
Present
Gerry Donald, (Chair), NHS Grampian (GD)
Derick Murray (Vice Chair), Nestrans (DM)
Rab Dickson, Nestrans (RD)
Nicola Moss, Moray Council (NM)
Gale Beattie, Aberdeen City Council (GB)
Ewan Wallace, Aberdeenshire Council (EW)
Virginia Irvine-Fortescue, Public Representative (VIF)
Andrew Stewart, HTAP Programme Manager (AS)
Marsali Craig, Mobility & Access Committee for Scotland (MC)
Apologies
Euan Esslemont, Scottish Ambulance Service (EE)
Mike Ogg, Aberdeenshire Heath & Social Care Partnership (MO)
Joyce Duncan, ACVO (JD)
Joanne Riach, NHSG (JR)
Stephen McNamee, AH&SCP (SMcN)
Item
Action
1.
Welcome and Apologies
Apologies noted as above.
2.
Previous Minute
Approved as accurate.
3.
Mobility Access Committee for Scotland (MACS)
Marsali Craig, an Aberdeen resident who sits on the MACS was invited by
the Chair to speak to the group about MACS. MC explained that MACS has
a strategic remit to advise Scottish Ministers of Transport and Travel
Needs of people with disabilities and to consult people with disabilities.
MACS were pleased to be invited to HTAP as MACS are aware of the issues
people have accessing health and care services. MC highlighted that for
many people there may be no transport available and where there is, it
may not be accessible. MC added that MACS have sought dialogue with
service operators. There are a lot of organisations and MACS feel the
responsibility is spread across many for the lack of inaccessible transport.
MACS recognise that there are a lot of different standards that apply e.g
coaches are not the same legislative requirements for buses – so it’s
recognised as a difficult one to solve. One size doesn’t suit all. MC has
read the HTAP annual report and said it demonstrates that you recognise
the vast challenge of addressing the issues, but there is a need to resolve
responsibility issues. It was hoped IJBs would work collaboratively to
develop a transport service that brings together SAS, Local authorities.
MACS feel we need to get the organisations to work together to help make
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it easier to use public transport or community transport alternatives for
access to health and social care. MC said HTAP was in line with the five
ambitions of a Fairer Scotland.
MC agreed that if we could improve the transport element of missed
appointments we would reduce waste of clinician time.
MC highlighted that most people with a disability do not have access to a
car. Those who do, can struggle to find blue badge spaces within a
manageable distance of their destination. As a group, HTAP appears
aware of these issues. Accessible travel is not just for disabled people. An
accessible transport system is accessible for everyone. We have an ageing
population that will require accessible transport even though they won’t
see themselves as disabled.
GD mentioned the issues of missed appointments, coaches being
inaccessible and also, the issue of IJBs taking a lead on access to health
issues, mentioning positive engagement with Aberdeen H&SCP.
Marsali confirmed her awareness of THInC, THInC in the City.
GD asked if these initiatives are of value and if not, what else what should
we be doing?
MC felt that there is an excellent scheme currently running in Aberdeen,
but it will require resolution of the question of “long term responsibility.”
It is now funded for three years and an evaluation report of the project
will be undertaken. GD invited MACS members to contribute to that
review.
GD welcomed the input of MC and offered to maintain the link so that
MACS can help steer HTAP.
Any transport plan should have accessibility considered right from the very
beginning. Past experience shows it can be an after-thought making it
more expensive and less ideal.
MACS push training for people who provide transport. MACS push the
need for understanding of visible and invisible disability. GB mentioned
her experiences of working with Access Panels and the value of hearing
about first hand accessibility experiences.
NM mentioned the Moray Accessibility Forum. The most featured issue is
Blue Badge parking. NM also acknowledged the issue of coach style
vehicles being more suitable for rural services than urban buses. The
meeting acknowledged the issues with steps on these coaches operating
in Grampian. The meeting noted that the public sector has a collective
voice. DM pleased that Aberdeen IJB are recognised for funding an access
to health project. On the coach issue we have had issues locally.
Stagecoach are bringing in low floored double decked buses. Stagecoach
looked at the comments from earlier purchases so are learning. DM also
picked up on the point MC made about the one stop shop principle that
could one day lead to patients booking appointments and transport
together. DM pleased MC attended.
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EW has been involved in this issue. EW has suggested to Accessible Travel
Framework that one of the most successful approaches for lobbying for
additional funding is to learn from active travel lobbying.
EW we have a major bus manufacturer in Scotland. What are we building
for the future?
VIF mentioned her patient experience and her observations of witnessing
longer, more difficult journeys for those who are unable to use the
coaches and thanked MC for attending.
RD mentioned that the national and regional transport strategies are being
reviewed and health and well-being and equity are at the heart of the
strategies. A genuine desire to achieve equilibrium across strategic
themes.
MACS recognise a shift in the right direction generally across Scotland. But
there is much to do.
DM referred the active travel lobby they are all saying the same thing.
From a strategic point of view MC might want to replicate in some way
and offered help locally if there is something that can be done to facilitate.
GD thanked MC for giving the group an insight into MACS.
GD asked MC about what relationship MACS would wish to have with
HTAP partners locally. MC will take back to MACS and consider.
GD offered MACS a seat at the HTAP table.
DM said from a strategic point of view we lack a formal voice because we
are not a statutory body. So it is difficult to influence even locally.
SAS and their medical criteria – the Patient Transport Service – for some
no help is available, some specialists no longer visit smaller local hospitals
and some residents can miss appointments due to travel costs. The issue
of PTS being unable to carry family or carers when transporting a patient
was raised. This can mean financial hardship or practical challenges for
family members or carers. MC highlighted the issue of people being
eligible for PTS but being turned down due to the service having reached
capacity.
MC said that MACS are positive about our work in Grampian.
ACTION: AS to add MACS to future agenda.
Stephen McNamee of Aberdeen H&SCP is now chair of the Access to
Health & Social Care Sub-Group. RD, AS and Stephen have had a handover
meeting.
4.

Matters Arising
ACTION: AS will draft a letter for GD to send to the three IJB Chief Officers AS
about attending the HTAP Steering Group.
Outstanding action to agree Steering Group sponsors for Sub-Group Work
Plan. ACTION: JR and SMcN to confirm Action Sponsors.
JR/SMcN
NHSG volunteering – ACTION: Virginia will follow up.
VIF
HTAP Plan – all dates for meetings, workshops etc confirmed for 2019.
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Pending ACTION: JR to circulate the Healthier Futures Strategic Plan.
Sub-Group Chair appointment done.
NHS Estates involvement in Transport issues, HTAP etc. Ongoing.

JR

5.

HTAP Programme Manager Update
The meeting welcomed the re-introduction of a Programme Manager
report.
Ginny and AS are at the NHSG Review to man a stand promoting HTAP.
DM highlighted that the minute of this meeting will go to the Nestrans
Board. DM asked for all the good engagement stuff to go in report.

6.

Draft Recommendations from the Steering Group Workshop
GD noted quite a bit has been achieved and thanked everyone involved in
that.
The meeting accepted the recommendations. NM offered to help tailor
the questions with AS.
ACTION: AS will re-run the Steering Group workshop in November with
questions issued in advance. NM will contribute to revising questions.
AS/NM

7.

Transport & Public Health Sub-Group
If chair unable to attend future Steering Groups, will ask sub-group Chairs
for a one page report.
DM raised the working lunch AS has planned and hopes they can develop
the links with Cycling UK.

8.

Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group
GD raised correspondence with a councillor suggesting THInC change
name. AS went back and explained the promotion could be improved.
Promotion of THInC – ACTION: AS to come back to group with proposals. AS

9.

AOCB
ACTION: SMcN to clarify which of the apologies for the AtoH&SC Sub- SMcN
Group can be cc’d the minutes but not listed as apologies.
GB raised IJB and what we could develop or design to engage councillors
and other politicians. ACTION: EW, GB and AS to pick up.
EW/GB/AS
DM agreed that anything we can do to raise the profile among Members
is good. MC closing remarks that it is very positive what we are trying to
do and she will be trying to help at MACS.

10.

Future Meetings in 2019
Wednesday 10th July 10-12
Friday 27th September 10-12
Friday 29th November 0930-1230 (HTAP Review Workshop)

Minute by AS.
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Agenda Item 3b
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 April 2019

3b



Regional Transport Strategy Progress and Update

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to update members regarding the development the next Regional
Transport Strategy and to recommend future actions.



Background

Nestrans’ Regional Transport Strategy was approved by Ministers in 2008 and was refreshed
in 2014. Members have previously agreed to review the Strategy with an intention to produce
a third strategy (RTS 2040) by the end of 2019.
A workshop was held with Members following the Board meeting on 13th February 2019 at
which was discussed the timeline for development of the RTS, links with the City Region Deal
Strategic Transport Appraisal, the vision for the RTS and the need for supporting research to
be carried out.


Progress

Communication and engagement
A key part of our communications and engagement strategy is the development of an RTS
2040 website which will be the focus of consultation and engagement activity throughout the
development of the strategy. The website is currently being developed and will be separate
from the Nestrans website. It will be simple in design and will provide a portal through which
we can post updates on RTS progress and invite comments on discussion papers (see below),
and the draft strategy itself once it is approved for consultation. The website will be designed
to allow feedback to be submitted via an online form and all comments collated by the Nestrans
team.
Comments submitted from stakeholders and the public through the website will not be
displayed on the website and will not themselves be subject to further comment or discussion.
It is felt that there are other appropriate channels, such as the Getabout, Facebook and twitter
pages, that can provide this social media interaction and dialogue.
Discussion papers
A programme of short discussion papers is planned as part of our communication and
engagement plan. It is intended that these will not provide proposals, but rather a concise
overview of the issues and challenges related to a specific topic and allow the public and
stakeholders to input their views, evidence and suggested actions to be considered as part of
the development of the RTS. In summary, it is an opportunity to promote discussion rather
than a consultation on a draft policy direction. It is hoped that they will provide further insight
into the key challenges faced in some areas and to help shape the policy direction and actions
included within the strategy.
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These discussion papers would be issued on the website (see above) on a rolling weekly basis
and be open for comment for a set period of time.
There are a wide range of potential topics that could be explored through discussion papers
however, in order to keep it focussed and manageable within the timescales and resources
available, it is proposed that the following topics are covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordability of transport
Transport and disability
Alternative fuels
The local rail network
Road safety and casualty reduction
Transport and health
Behaviour change and mode shift
Active Travel (Walking and Cycling)
Bus travel and bus park and ride
Managing demand
Rural accessibility

It is requested that the Board consider the approvals process for issuing discussion papers
and, as they do not form Nestrans opinion or a proposed policy direction, whether they can be
published directly onto the consultation website or whether they need to go through more
formal approval channels.
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce Business Bulletin
An article on the new RTS will appear in the next Chamber Business Bulletin being published
in May, which is based around the theme of Transport. As well as a summary of the significant
improvements to transport that have been made in recent years, this will also highlight the
process that is underway to develop the next strategy.
Supporting research
As discussed at the workshop on 13th February it was felt beneficial to undertake three pieces
of supporting research to inform the development of the RTS:
1. Demand management
2. Successful city region case studies
3. Rural accessibility.
Progress is being made on each of these papers and it is intended that we will report these to
the Board in June.
Emerging outcomes
Work is continuing to develop the outcomes of the RTS. These are structured under the
already agreed four pillars which link to the emerging National Transport Strategy and the RTS
objectives identified and agreed through the Strategic Transport Appraisal. These are
presented in Appendix A for information and are cross-referenced to show which objectives fit
under each pillar. It is intended that more detail on the emerging outcomes of the RTS will be
presented to the Board at the workshop following the Board meeting.
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Strategic Transport Appraisal
Work is continuing on the option development and sifting of transport proposals as part of the
Strategic Transport Appraisal. The consultants Jacobs have compiled a long list of options
and are now assessing these against the objectives. Nestrans officers were involved in a
workshop to discuss this sifting process and the links to the RTS on 27th March 2019. The
consultants are due to produce a report over the next few weeks, which will be subject to
officer comment before reporting to City Region Deal Board and then to the Councils and
Nestrans. It is intended that this will inform the RTS in terms of schemes which are worthy of
further consideration.
Strategic Environmental Assessment
The first stage of the Strategic Environmental Assessment process is the preparation of a
scoping report. The purpose of scoping is to identify the environmental issues to be taken into
consideration during the strategy development process. It sets the scope of the environmental
assessment and is a statutory requirement. A scoping report has been prepared and
submitted to the SEA consultation authorities (SEPA, Historic Environment Scotland and
Scottish Natural Heritage) for comment. The consultation authorities now have a 5-week
period within which to provide any comments on the proposed scope of the SEA.



Next Steps

The updated timeline which details the key steps in the RTS development process is provided
for information in Appendix B. A paper copy of this will be available at the meeting.
An informal workshop is to be held with Nestrans Board Members immediately following the
Board meeting on 17th April 2019 and will discuss emerging outcomes of the RTS.
It is proposed that a North East Transport Consultative Forum (NETCF) is held in late May /
early June to discuss progress and allow discussion on the emerging outcomes. The results
of this meeting will then be reported to the Nestrans Board in June.


Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note the progress being made in regards to the development of the RTS to 2040;
2. Authorise officers to develop discussion papers for the purposes of engaging with
stakeholders and the public through the website.

KC 2 April 2019
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Appendix A

RTS Pillars and Objectives
RTS Objectives
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RTS Pillars
Promoting equality across the north east
Helping the north east economy prosper
Taking action to reduce impact on climate change
Improving health and wellbeing across the north east

Increase
access to a
Reduce the
sustainable
business costs
transport
of transport for
system for all,
all sectors of
recognising
the economy to
specific needs
realise the
of
aspirations of
disadvantaged
the Regional
and
Economic
vulnerable
Strategy
users

Reduce the
adverse
impacts of
transport on
public health
and the natural
and built
environment

✓

Improve the
integration of
transport and
land use to
reduce the
need to travel
by private car

Improve the
relative
competitiveness
of public
transport
compared to
the private car

Maintain and
enhance a safe,
resilient and
reliable
transport
network

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Appendix B
2019
7

Meetings

Related projects

Steering Group
Members/Officers Group
Members' Workshop
Nestrans Board
NETCF / Sounding Board
SEA Sub-Group
ACC City Growth and Resources Committee
Shire Infrastructure Services Committee
Cumulative Transport Appraisal
Strategic Development Plan
Local Development Plans
National Transport Strategy
Strategic Transport Projects Review

Data gathering and analysis
Strategic Transport
Public and stakeholder consultation
Appraisal and first
Development of objectives
stage of RTS
Publication of Pre-Appraisal Report
development
Option generation, sifting and appraisal
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RTS Key Tasks

SEA

Equalities Impacts
Health Impacts

NETCF consultation on direction of RTS III
Scoping paper
Consultation with Members
Background paper on Case Studies
Background paper on Managing Demand
Background paper on Rural Economies
Discussion of Background Papers with Members
Discussion of Background Papers with wider Stakeholders
Review of issues, problems & opportunities from STA
Development of objectives and key pillars of RTS
Development of website
Issues paper - Affordability of transport / Transport Poverty
Issues paper - Transport and disability
Issues paper - Alternative fuels
Issues paper - Rail
Issues paper - Road safety and casualty reduction
Issues paper - Transport and health
Issues paper - Behaviour change / mode shift
Issues paper - Cycling
Issues paper - the bus network / park and ride
Issues paper - Managing demand
Issues paper - Rural accessibility
Development of outcomes / policies
Appraisal against objectives/STAG/SEA
Draft RTS
Submit Draft for Consultation to Board
Public & Stakeholder Consultation on draft
NETCF / Sounding Board
Report results of consultation
Final Draft
Submit Final Draft to Board
Submit to Minister
Scoping Report
Submit Scoping Report to SEA Gateway for consultation
Environmental Report
Submit Environmental Report & Draft RTS to SEA Gateway
Post Adoption Statement

January
14
21

28

4

February
11
18

24-Ja n

19-Feb

25

4

March
11
18

25

1

8

April
15

May
22

29

6

13

20

27

3

June
10
17

24

1

8

July
15

22

29

5

August
12
19

26

2

9

September
16
23

30

7

October
14
21

28

4

November
11
18

25

2

December
9
16

26-Ma r

07-Feb
13-Feb

17-Apr

19-Jun

18-Sep

06-Nov

11-Dec

Opti on tes ti ng

Submission of comments on proposed plan to committee
Propos ed Pl a ns to Commi ttee November/Ja nua ry
Cons ul ta ti on on a dra ft expected duri ng s ummer 2019
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Agenda Item 5a
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 April 2019

5a Rail Matters Update



Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide members of the Board with an update of progress in
regard to a number of matters regarding railways in the north east of Scotland.


Background

Members will be aware that the Regional Transport Strategy refers to a North East Rail
Action Plan. Nestrans Rail Action Plan is available from the website at:
http://www.nestrans.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/5a-RAP-Jan-10.pdf
Rail usage in the north east has grown significantly in the last decade. Although recent
reports indicated a reduction in rail use as a result of the economic downturn, it is likely that
a return to growth can be expected. Proposals for enhanced Aberdeen-Inverness line
including dualling the track between Aberdeen and Inverurie and a new station at Kintore,
will be enhanced by a proposed “Revolution in Rail” providing new rolling stock, increased
capacity and more regular stops at local stations.


Progress



Kintore Railway Station

Consultants working on behalf of Network Rail and contractors BAM are finalising the GRIP5
designs for the station and car park, and a 3-D visualisation of the station is attached for
interest. At Aberdeenshire Council’s Infrastructure Services Committee on 14 March 2019,
Network Rail confirmed an anticipated 12-month construction period for the station, starting
in April/May 2019.
The funding arrangements between Transport Scotland and Network Rail have now been
confirmed, allowing Network Rail to proceed with tendering the construction of the project to
contractors BAM. This will enable the most disruptive elements of station platform to be
undertaken concurrent with the closure of the rail line during summer 2019. Discussions
continue on finalising the grant funding arrangements with Transport Scotland, and
incorporation of an element of public art.

5a Rail Matters
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An artist’s impression of the proposed station at Kintore has been prepared and is
reproduced below for members’ interest.



Aberdeen-Inverness Upgrade

Members will be aware that Network Rail are undertaking a major upgrade of the railway
line between Aberdeen-Inverurie as part of a Transport Scotland commitment to the
Aberdeen-Inverness line and in particular to enhance local travel opportunities at both
ends of the line by improving capacity and resilience.
Over the summer period, this work will entail a period of blockade with replacement buses
operating. Network Rail and ScotRail have been undertaking a number of engagement
events to try and ensure that passengers are fully aware of the plans and are able to
minimise issues from any disruption.
Bus replacements are scheduled to operate between:
• 4th May- 14th June Dyce-Inverurie;
• 15th June- 9th August Dyce-Huntly;
• 10th August- 12th August Aberdeen-Inverness;
• 13th August- 19th August Aberdeen-Huntly.
This will enable almost complete dualling between Aberdeen-Inverurie and the
infrastructure to enable Kintore station. Timetable improvements will be stepped up at
May 2019, then after the works, again in December 2019 timetable change and finally in
May 2020.


Other Rail Matters



Timetable and Performance considerations

Members may be aware from articles in local media that a number of issues have been
raised about the timetable changes in December 2018.
ScotRail’s proposals for a “Revolution in Rail” which has previously been reported to this
Board, there has been a move to separate long-distance Inter-City services from those
serving local stations. With the introduction of new local services, between Aberdeen and
Montrose calling at all stations (Portlethen, Stonehaven and Laurencekirk), there has been a
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reduction in stops by the through express trains, necessitating some passengers to change
at Montrose for onward journeys.
Performance has been an issue, with a number of cancellations causing disruption to
passengers, particularly the local services have been prone to unreliable services. ScotRail
have recognised an issue, partly due to difficulties in delivery of new rolling stock and the
knock-on effect in terms of driver training and have been instructed by Scottish Government
to improve performance.
Other criticisms have surrounded the loss of direct services from Laurencekirk to the Central
Belt (particularly Edinburgh, since change times at Montrose can be prolonged). Nestrans
are in contact with ScotRail and will seek changes to the timetables as they develop to see if
some of these concerns can be allayed.



Insch Accessibility Study

As reported previously, Nestrans were successful in being granted £25,000 from Transport
Scotland as part of the Local Rail Development Fund to undertake a feasibility study for
accessibility options at Insch railway Station.
After a procurement process, AECOM were appointed to carry out this study. The inception
meeting and a site visit was carried out on Tuesday 12th March 2019 and an Inception
Report has now been received and shared with Transport Scotland and other partners. Part
of the study work will include consultation with residents, local MP, MSPs, Councillors,
access and disability groups and the local Community Council.
Nestrans Board will receive regular updates as the study progresses.



DfT announcement on Funding for Access for All

On 4 April, the Department for Transport announced funding to improve access to stations
across the UK. Their Inclusive Transport Strategy, published on 25 July 2018, included a
commitment to extend Access for All funding by an additional £300million.
73 stations have been announced in the current tranche, to be delivered by the end of March
2024, of which six are in Scotland.
It is understood that Transport Scotland had included Insch in their list of bid stations, but
those selected have much higher patronage than Insch, ranging from 382,000 passengers at
Dumfries to over 1.4million at Croy in 2017/18. By comparison Insch had 88,000
passengers last year.
The DfT have also announced that in addition to these significant upgrades, a further
£20million is available for Mid-Tier Access for All schemes, which will provide for
accessibility improvements in the £250,000 to £1million bracket. Subject to the findings of
the accessibility study discussed above, it may be that this is appropriate to deliver
improvements at local stations.
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Local Rail Development Fund

As discussed above, Transport Scotland offer grants to local authorities, Regional Transport
partnerships and others under a Local Rail Development (LRD) Fund first launched in
February 2018. A total of £2million was available and some £680,000 has been allocated in
year one.
In addition to a grant of £25,000 to Nestrans to study accessibility issues at Insch, the fund
has also been awarded to:
• East Lothian Council to assess transport needs and opportunities in the Haddington
area (LRDF Contribution: £40,000);
• Fife Council to assess Cross Forth Travel (£170,000);
• Hitrans to assess transport needs and opportunities in the Helensburgh area
(£50,000);
• Linlithgow and Linlithgow Bridge Community Council to assess transport needs and
opportunities around access to Linlithgow Station (£27,000);
• Newburgh Train Station Group to assess transport needs and opportunities in the
Newburgh (Fife) area (£82,000);
• South Lanarkshire Council to assess transport needs and opportunities in the
Clydesdale corridor (£25,000);
• StARLink to assess transport needs and opportunities in and around St Andrews
(£40,000);
• Tactran a) to assess transport needs and opportunities from and within Bridge of
Earn and between South/West Perth, Fife and Edinburgh (£97,000); and
• b) Stirling Strategic Park &Ride (£125,000).
On 28 February, the Scottish Government fund announced that the Fund would be open for
applications again in 2019, with the remaining balance of £1.3million available.
At the last meeting of the Board, members agreed to take forward an assessment of
potential new railway stations to the south of Aberdeen. It is suggested that this would meet
the criteria of the LRD Fund and therefore it is recommended that Board instruct officers to
bid for funding support for the appointment of a consultant to conduct an appraisal into
potential new station sites between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk, up to an estimated fee of
£80,000.
Applications must be submitted to Transport Scotland by 28 June 2019, which will enable
assessment to take place prior to the end of March 2021. This will enable Nestrans and
local authority partners to progress station options, the outcome of which can be included in
the developing Regional Transport Strategy and Strategic Transport Appraisal and fed into
Transport Scotland’s ongoing work on Strategic Transport Projects Review.



Train Punctuality Standards to be tightened

A more exacting standard for punctuality is being brought in on UK railways in an attempt to
improve performance. From 1 April, train times will be recorded to the minute at every stop,
rather than the current measure which deems a train to be "on time" if it reaches its final
destination within five minutes of the timetable, or 10 minutes for a long distance.
Rail punctuality across the UK sank to a 13-year low in 2018 and this information will let
passengers get a more accurate picture of the exact performance of their service. It won't
lead to more compensation for passengers because companies will continue to be held to
the standards set down in their franchise agreements, which don't take account of the new
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measures, but industry body the Rail Delivery Group (RDG) said the punctuality information
will help train operators pinpoint the causes of delays and improve their services.
Train firms will publish a spread of information about their services, such as how many were
early, within a minute of the timetable or within three, five, 10 or 15 minutes. The proportion
of trains cancelled will also be shown.



Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:
a) note the content of this report, including progress made regarding the new station at
Kintore and the upgrade of Aberdeen-Inverurie;
b) note the efforts to publicise and engage with passengers regarding the potential
disruptions due to the works scheduled for this summer;
c) instruct officers to continue dialogue with Transport Scotland and ScotRail in regard
to timetable changes with a view to encouraging adjustments which will mitigate
some of the perceived loss of service; and
d) instruct officers to develop a bid to the Local Rail Development Fund to undertake an
assessment into the potential for new stations between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk.

KW/RD/8 April 2019
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC1 - Rail Links and Services
EC1a:
Aberdeen Ministerial announcement on STPR 10 Dec 08
Reducing journey Central Belt rail includes rail service enhancements between
times to
improvement
Aberdeen and the Central Belt and reconfiguration of
Edinburgh and
the national rail timetable (incl trying to reduce
Glasgow, and
journey times to the Central Belt by up to 20mins) as
further south.
priority projects. On 28 Jan 2016 S Gov announced
£200million to help improve journey times and
increase capacity between Aberdeen and the Central
Belt as part of a £254million package in addition to
the City Region Deal. Mar 2017 Minister announced
team to be set up to review options for capacity
improvements between Aberdeen and Dundee, as
well as options for double tracking Usan Junction and
the South Esk viaduct at Montrose.
East Coast
Main Line
Authorities

Manifesto launched 15 July 2014.

£3K Revenue in
18/19
Invoiced in full

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Members of overview team
include representatives from
Transport Scotland, Nestrans,
Tactran, the ScotRail Alliance
and freight and passenger rail
service operators. Reference
Group Meeting held on 1 April
and further details in
Director's Report.

Aberdeen &
Grampian
Chamber of
Commerce met
with Transport
Scotland to
discuss this on
9 April.

Details of meeting on 27 Feb
in Director's Report.
Subscription levels to remain
at same level in 19/20.
SYSTRA appointed to refresh
the 2016 “Investing for
Economic Growth” study for
ECMA

Systra to seek
input from
RTPs of the
route in
Scotland.
LNER to start
roll out of
Azuma trains.

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC2 - Strategic Roads
EC2a:
Aberdeen
The final section of AWPR opened to traffic on 19
Overcoming
Western
February 2019, which completes the opening of
constraints on the Peripheral
the entire new trunk road project. The final new
network that have Route section of road, around 4.5 miles long (7.5km),
a direct impact on Balmedie to
links the southern Craibstone to Stonehaven and
travel to/from the Tipperty
Charleston section with the Parkhill to Blackdog
north east, such (AWPR-BT) ® section.
as the A90
Along with the opening of the final section, the
through or around
Craibstone, Parkhill and Kingswells North
Dundee and
(northbound) Junctions were also fully opened to
dualling the A96
traffic having been restricted under temporary
to Inverness.
traffic management arrangements.
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Since opening fully, AWPR/B-T has continued to
operate well, with road users now enjoying a
range of benefits, including reduced journey
times, improved journey time reliability, reduced
congestion, enhanced safety and better local
access.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

As previously reported,
Aberdeen Roads Limited
(ARL), Transport Scotland
and Police Scotland have
closely monitored operation
since AWPR/B-T fully opened
to ensure it is working as
anticipated. Some instances
of queuing and delay on the
diverging slip roads have
been observed at Kingswells
South junction during some
peak periods, and this is
being monitored by Transport
Scotland and ARL,
particularly with regard to
queuing on the slip roads.

Elements of
finishing
works,
including items
such as
landscaping
and fencing are
ongoing,
however these
are all within
areas which do
not affect the
safe operation
of the new
trunk road.

Status

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
AWPR/B-T
Management of certain sections of the A90, A92
continued
and A96 has now been transferred to Aberdeen
City Council and Aberdeenshire Council, in line
with Detrunking orders which were published in
2010 and 2012, as part of the AWPR/B-T project.
As of Monday 1 April 2019, Local authorities now
operate and maintain the following sections of
road: ~ The A92 (previously the A90) from
Charleston to the Haudagain roundabout
(Stonehaven road, Bridge of Dee, Anderson
Drive) will become the responsibility of Aberdeen
City Council;
~ the A92 (previously the A90), from Haudagain
roundabout to Blackdog (The Parkway, Ellon
EC2a (contd)
Road) will become the responsibility of Aberdeen
City Council;
~ the A96, from Craibstone to the Haudagain
Roundabout will become the responsibility of
Aberdeen City Council;
~ the A90 (to be reclassified as B977) between
Balmedie and the A975 (Newburgh road) junction
will become the responsibility of Aberdeenshire
Council.
A92 Signage
The A90 between Stonehaven and Blackdog became

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Status

Traffic management will be
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Laurencekirk
Infrastructure Secretary Keith Brown announced
Flyover
£24M of funding on 28 Jan 2016 to take forward the
design and construction of a grade separated junction
on the A90 at Laurencekirk junction. Transport
Scotland has appointed Amey to undertake route
option assessment work and develop a preferred
junction option, leading to the preparation of draft
road Orders. Nestrans has shared previous work and
will be part of the Partnership Group overseeing the
project along with Transport Scotland, Aberdeenshire
and Angus Councils.
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EC2a (contd)

A96 Dualling

The Scottish Gov’s Infrastructure and Investment

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

S Gov has
committed £24
million

Preferred option for a grade
separated junction at the
A90/A937 to south of
Laurencekirk identified and was
on public display at exhibitions
in Laurencekirk on 20 July and
24 August. Material from the
exhibition can be viewed on the
Transport Scotland website
project pages. Transport
Scotland has announced the
intention to award a £300,000
ground investigation contract
to Allied Exploration and
Geotechnics Ltd, which will
provide the detailed
information needed to help
inform the ongoing
development and assessment
of the preferred option.

Subject to
completion of
the mandatory
standstill
period, the
ground
investigation
work is
programmed to
start in early
May and
expected to be
on site for
around eight
weeks.
Preferred
option being
developed in
greater detail
and aim to
publish draft
orders in 2019.
Latest

Public exhibitions were held in

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC4 - Connections by Sea
EC4b:
Aberdeen
AHB has received all the necessary consents in
Improved access Harbour
support of their expansion plans, namely from
and facilities at
Transport Scotland, in the form of a Harbour Revision
ports and
Order, from Marine Scotland, as Marine Licenses,
interchange with
and from Aberdeen City Council as Planning
passenger ferries.
Permission in Principle. It is estimated that the
development will generate an additional £1 billion per
annum to the economy by 2035, and create an
additional 7,000 equivalent jobs. Funding
arrangements for the project incorporated
commercial borrowing from the European Investment
Bank, and funding from the Aberdeen City & Region
Deal. Construction contract signed with Dragados
UK on 20 Dec 2016 for the £350 million project that
will include 1,400 metres of new quay, with a water
depth of up to 10.5 metres and create an additional
125,000 square metres of lay-down area. Michelle
Handforth officially took over role as new Chief
Executive on 5 Feb 2018. Quay names are to be
Dunnottar the 400m east quay, Crathes the 175m
south quay, Balmoral the 300m west quay and
Castlegate the 540m north quay.

Future Actions/ Progress

EC4c:

The focus in one of the key

Support to

Aberdeenshire Council has won funding from

To be done

Target

Construction underway for
Aberdeen South Harbour. A
section of Greyhope Road
closed to the public from 17
April 2017 until the completion
of construction works in June
2020. The 22 cassion units
that will make the E and N
Quay and SE Pier of the new
harbour have been
manufactured in La Coruna in
NW Spain then travel 1,000+
miles by sea to the Cromarty
Firth for quality checks and
are then towed to Aberdeen,
when required. The first 6,000
tonne caisson "Brenda"
arrived on 28 Feb and
measures 50m long, 15m
wide and 16m deep. GPS
equipment is used to position
it with an accuracy of +/20mm. It is then filled with
water to sink it to the sea bed
and various fill material used
to displace the water.

The 2nd
caisson
"Shirley"
arrived at
Aberdeen
South Harbour
on 27 March.

Status

In accordance
with maritime
tradition, each
caisson is
named after a
family member
of someone
closely
involved with
the expansion
project.

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
EC4d:
Scottish Ferries Final Plan published December 2012 with strategic
Continue dialogue
guidance for the provision of ferry services in
with the Scottish
Scotland through to 2022. S Gov undertaking a policy
Government and
review into the legal, policy and financial implications
Northern Isles
relevant to future procurement of ferry services. A
ferry service
deal has been agreed for the three passenger ferries
operator to
serving the Northern Isles to be purchased outright by
ensure continuing
Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd (CMAL) with loan
services from
funding from the Scottish Government. The MV
Aberdeen.
Hamnavoe, MV Hrossey and MV Hjaltland, which
have previously been leased from Royal Bank of
Scotland, have been taken into CMAL ownership.

Future Actions/ Progress

EC5 - ConnectionsNorthern
by Air Isles
EC5a:
New / improved
Support
routes
expansion of
direct
destinations from
Aberdeen and
frequency of
popular services.

Following a hearing at the Court of Session, Serco
airBaltic will increase summer schedule of flights
to Riga (Latvia) by providing Tuesday and
Saturday flights from 2 April - 28 Sept. The route
is in its 3rd year of operation from Aberdeen and
this represents a 40% increase in the number of
flights than last year.
Widerøe will add a third daily flight on weekdays
to Stavanger from Aberdeen. A new lunch time
flight will be added for the summer season and
will be effective from Mon 3 June until 21 June. It
will begin again on Mon 12 Aug through to Thurs
24 October. Scandinavian Airlines (SAS) is also
increasing flights from Aberdeen to Copenhagen
with a new Wed morning departure from 17 April.

The Invitation to Tender for the Submission of
Loganair is introducing 3 non- Fares will start
stop flights to London
from £49.99
Southend each way from
and be the only
Aberdeen every weekday
airline flying to
from 12 May along with
London whose
Sunday services. Train
fares all include
services to Liverpool Street
a 20kg checked
can then provide access to
bag allowance.
the heart of London in under
an hour.

The Smith Commission has recommended that Air

S Gov plans to replace APD

Air Passenger

To be done

Target

Status

The 2 freight ferries that
serve the Northern Isles
network from Aberdeen to
Kirkwall, Orkney and Lerwick
have been purchased by S
Gov. The MV Helliar and MV
Hildasay had previously been
chartered from Fortress, but a
formal deal has been
completed and they will now
join the Caledonian Maritime
Assets Ltd (CMAL) fleet.

↑

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
Aberdeen
Details of a £20 million investment in the airport over
International
the next 3 years were unveiled during a visit by the
Airport
First Minister on 1 Feb 2016. This will allow a 50%
Improvements increase in the size of the terminal building and
include the creation of two new passenger lounges,
an expanded baggage reclaim area, a new security
search area, new immigration facilities and new retail
and catering facilities within the main departures
lounge. This will see the construction of a 2 storey
extension to the south of the existing terminal,
making space for new arrivals and immigrations
facilities, and new business lounges on the upper
level.
Peripheral
Aviation Campaign being undertaken to protect

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done
Aberdeen International
Airport is the first airport in
Scotland to receive the CAA’s
Phase 2 Accreditation that
promotes a positive security
culture. The CAA visited the
airport during a period of
twelve months to audit the
airport’s approach to security
among its employees and
third parties.
The Airports Commission

Target

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC1 - Rail
IC1a:
Seek to secure
an increased
frequency of
services between
InverurieAberdeenStonehaven and
improved
services to
Inverness.

Project/Action Progress
Aberdeen to
Inverness
Improvements

On 28 March 2014 First Minister announced £170
million scheme of works, to be completed over the
next five years. This includes redoubling of most of
the track between Aberdeen and Inverurie, platform
extensions to accommodate six-car trains at Insch
and Elgin and infrastructure to allow for new stations
at Kintore and Dalcross. BAM was appointed by
Network Rail on 16 Oct 2015 for the upgrade of the
Aberdeen-Inverness line.

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

To be done

Target

Status

Page 51

Bus replacement services
Full details of
arranged for planned
project on
closures of various sections network rail
of the line for the Aberdeen website and
to Inverness improvement as project twitter
follows:
account:
Sat 4 May – Fri 14 Jun (6 wks) @NetworkRailA
- Dyce to Inverurie;
2I
Sat 15 Jun - Fri 9 Aug (8 wks) Dyce to Huntly;
Sat 10 Aug - Mon 12 Aug (3
days) - Abdn to Inverness
Tues 13 Aug - Mon 19 Aug (6
days) - Abdn to Huntly

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC1b:
Kintore Station Included within GRIP3 report on Aberdeen Proposed new
®
Inverness line improvements to be delivered by 2019.
station at Kintore
Bid submitted to Scottish Stations Fund and award of
and further
60% of the £12.2M project cost agreed. Nestrans
development of
and AC have committed to fund the remainder.
the rail system to
Geotechnical survey successfully completed. Other
be set out in the
surveys now completed include transportation report,
Rail Action Plan,
noise report, flood and drainage, tree survey,
including
ecology. Final 3D design and cross sections etc
improvements to
produced. Agreement from Transport Scotland that
the accessibility
funding in CP5 control period can be carried onto
of existing
CP6, due to the delays in implementation of the main
stations
A2I works. Land in the control of Scottish Ministers
but required for the scheme has been acquired by
voluntary purchase. Land associated with the
substantive 1st CPO has now passed into the control
of the Council. The 2nd CPO has been confirmed by
Scottish Ministers and their month notice has been
serviced. Designs and contract documents being
finalised for the junction and footway improvement of
the U242C/Northern Road. Network Rail are
progressing GRIP Stage 5 design on the Platform
element, alongside the second phase of rail works
(Dyce – Inverurie). Two passenger benches from the
previous Kintore Station have been sourced and
arrangements are in place to have these renovated
and installed on the new platforms.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£200K budget in
2018/19 (with
£2.012M delay draw
down to 2019/20)

Contractor BAM currently
onsite executing works,
following land acquisition
issues being completed.
Tender process for
construction ongoing and
Network Rail hope to be in a
position to announce a
contract award in early May
2019. Full station
construction anticipated to
take approx 12 months with
an opening date of May 2020.
Critical rail side elements will
be undertaken during
summer 2019 when the line
will be closed. Footbridge
and lifts will probably be
sited , after the summer 2019
blockade. Car park, road
access, telecoms, CCTV and
other work will be undertake
after the rail blockade.

Liaison
continuing with
Transport
Scotland and
Network Rail
on finalising
contractual and
funding
issues..
Further delay
draw down to
19/20 requested
in separate
budget report.

Invoiced to date =
£109.4K

Status

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Southern
Consultancy study to be undertaken to look into
Stations Car
future forecasts for station usage in the Mearns area
Park Study
(Laurencekirk, Stonehaven and Portlethen) and
consider options for car park extensions if required.

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

To be done

£30K Capital delay
draw down to
2018/19

Final report for this study
Suggested
received and invoiced in full. further action
around
additional car
parking to be
discussed and
developed.
Additional
stop in Portlethen
in Draft report to
Aecom
commissioned
to
investigate rail requirements
be finalised
between Aberdeen and Dyce
and invoiced.
and Ellon optimistic scenario
Delay in draw
sensitivity. Additional funding to down of
model a potential rail timetable remaining
including further sites to the
funds
north of Aberdeen agreed.
proposed in
Draft report received and will separate
be subject of report to June budget report
Board.
as final version
of report will
not now be
received until
April 2020.

Invoiced = £32.9K
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IC1d:
Investigate, in line
with the principles
of STAG, the
feasibility, costs
and benefits of
new railway lines
to expand rail
provision in the
north east.

Portlethen Fraserburgh
Peterhead to
Aberdeen
strategic
transport
corridor study

New ticket
vending
installed
and operational
Budget
approved
tomachine
undertake
multi-modal
study for
the Aberdeen to Buchan corridor to consider the
feasibility, costs and benefits of options, including
new rail lines. Study awarded to SIAS in partnership
with Peter Brett Assoc and Natural Capital. Funding
contribution of £25K provided by TS in 2015/16.
STAG part 1 assessment published on Nestrans
website and referred to Councils. Two further pieces
of work commissioned to provide further background
evidence to assist with future consideration of which
elements be progressed to STAG Part 2 appraisal.
Additional appraisal published on Nestrans website
and findings referred to Councils and Transport
Scotland.

nestrans

£41K Capital in
2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£35.7K

Target

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC2 - Road Improvements
IC2a:
Traffic Signal
Replacement of the Remote Monitoring System
Strategic Roads Monitoring and (RMS) that only allows for dial-up monitoring activities
Capacity
Control
. Upgrading all the remaining sites on this
improvements – Upgrade
architecture,124 units in Aberdeen and 31 in
tackling
Aberdeenshire, would allow for improved monitoring
constraints at A90
and fault finding to be carried out and give the ability
Ellon - Peterhead,
to carry out alterations to the operation of the traffic
dualling of the
signals in a more proactive manner. In additional it
A96 (as identified
would provide the potential for corridors not currently
in the IIP),
operating under SCOOT/UTC control to be brought
Haudagain
under control to improve public transport operations
junction, Access
and facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. Propose to
to Aberdeen from
split project over 2 years and current budget allows
the south, and at
upgrade of almost 50% of sites.
other junctions
serving
Aberdeenshire
Queen's Road Commissioning of a consultant to project manage all
towns.
SCOOT
works required to upgrade the traffic signal
Corridor
installations on Skene Road/Queen's Road, between
the Crematorium and Springfield Road in order to
bring them under SCOOT/UTC (Split Cycle Offset
Optimisation Technique/Urban Traffic Control)
control. This will aim to improve the traffic signal
network efficiency in this region and seek to improve
the reliability of public transport on this corridor.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£185K Capital in
2018/19

Implementation delayed due to
procurement issues and delay
in draw down approved in Feb
to complete works not invoiced
by 31 March. Contract
awarded to Siemens and
installation of equipment
started on 10 Feb. To date 79
of 99 outstation transmission
units and 46 of 91
communications equipment
have been installed with 73 of
99 traffic signal
configurations being
updated.

60% of works
to be
completed by
end March with
remaining 40%
of works
expected to be
complete by
end May 2019

Invoiced to date =
£6.6K
£120K delay draw
down to 2019/20

Status

↑

£125K Capital in
2018/19

Project tendered and contract
awarded to Siemens. All works
now complete and final
Invoiced = £125,177 invoice received.

↑

IC2a (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC2a (contd)
Digital
Completion of the final stage of the UTC
Communication communication upgrades to allow the removal of the
s Migration
obsolete Tele12 module from Woodhill House. This
will align all UTC and SCOOT operated signals to
current communication provision and enable them to
be fit for future technologies.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
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Budget

To be done

Target

£50K Capital in
2018/19

Contract awarded to Siemens
and installation of equipment
started on 10 Feb. To date 13
of 15 outstation transmission
units and 12 of 15
communications equipment
have been installed with all
15 traffic signal
configurations being
updated.

All works to be
completed by
end March with
only testing
and
commissioning
to take place
thereafter.

Works started on 22 Oct 2018.
Additional sites being funded
through ACC Bus Lane
Enforcement funds. Five signs
have been installed to date
which will be commissioned
and operational by end of
March and Nestrans
contribution invoiced.

The works to
install the
remaining 4
signs is
underway and
expected to be
complete by
end April,
although need
for a temporary
traffic
regulation
order to carry
out works at
A96 site in
Bucksburn may
delay this.

Invoiced to date =
£3.3K

Variable
The third phase of Variable Message Sign (VMS)
£154.2K Capital in
Message Signs - deployment aims to capture locations where decision 2018/19
Phase 3
points arise in relation to the AWPR. This funding
would provide an additional three signs to be
Invoiced in full
deployed to capture decision points for routing onto
the AWPR once opened. It will also allow advertising
of Park and Ride locations where appropriate.
Following 3 indicative sites identified: A90 Ellon Road
sbd, just south of roundabout at B&Q, A947
Newmachar to Dyce Road, sbd, prior to AWPR
junctions and A93 ebd, prior to AWPR junction.
Permission granted for signs within TS and AC road
boundaries. ACC bus lane enforcement monies have
been identified for the procurement of 3 additional
VMS.

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC2b:
A947 Route
Further budget approved for 2017/18 to continue
Strategic Roads Action
delivery of road safety improvements. Aecom
Safety
commissioned in 2016/17 to look at opportunities
improvements –
such as overtaking lanes and junction improvements
alignment and
and develop a series of statements from the Action
junction
Plan. Night time audit of any missing road studs and
improvements on
average speed camera case studies undertaken and
A90 south
will help determine programme for 2017/18.
including at
Delivery of Action Plan to be progressed and
Laurencekirk.
business cases developed for individual schemes
Overtaking,
along the corridor.
junction and
alignment
improvements on
A90 north and
A96. Route
Action on A92,
A93, A944, A947
Reflective Road A944 / B993 to A97
Studs

TrunkDrive
road
IC2d:
Dyce
Prioritised
maintenance for
strategic routes,
with particular
benefits for public
transport and
sustainable
modes.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£40K Capital in
18/19 (with £111.2K
delay draw down to
2019/20)

IRAP Surveys being undertaken
on the A947, which has
identified a programme of
mitigating measures to reduce
accident risk along the route.
Brief to be issued on an
active travel crossing
adjacent to Banff Bridge at
the top side of the A947 to
reduce pedestrian and cycle
risk and further delay in draw
down of £20K for this work
requested in budget report.

Works will
continue into
19/20 and
include a further
commission on
climbing lane
and overtaking
opportunities.
Continuous
monitoring of
accident
statistics and
programme of
road
maintenance
works to be
undertaken.

Invoiced to date =
£16.5K

£28.6K delay draw
down to 2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£0.5K
A97 / A944 to Formartine
£30.8K delay draw
down to 2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£20.2K
Bear to undertake
of maintenance
Various
locations -£80K
Resurface
Carriageway - Patching £112.3K Capital in
18/19
Invoiced in full.

Status

↑

Confirmation of cost and start
date awaited from Markon.

↑

Confirmation of cost and start
date awaited from Markon.

Worksnot
to begin
Janon
forDyce
a
Work
taking23
place
Drive as traffic diverting here
pending full opening of AWPR
and so budget has been used
towards surfacing of Great
Northern Road as an alternative
maintenance on a strategic
corridor.

Great Northern
Rd surfacing
contribution
has been
invoiced in full.

↑
↑
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IC2d:
Prioritised
maintenance for
09/04/2019
strategic routes,
with particular
benefits for public Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy and
Strand
transport
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
sustainable
modes.
Union Street
Bus lane resurfacing

Regional Transport Strategy
Progress Report

B9119 Garlogie Footway improvement along the B9119 which has
slowly been eroded by HGVs and is now presenting
safety concerns.
AWPR Signage Developing signing strategy and preliminary design of
in Aberdeenshire strategic signage. Full list of signs requiring
amendment or replacement being drawn up, but not
expected to be as extensive as anticipated as
signage at main junctions included within the AWPR
contract.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

£60K Capital in
18/19
Invoiced in full.
£7.8K Capital in
18/19
Invoiced in full.

Works completed and have
been invoiced in full.

£12.5K Capital in
2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£0.8K

Page 57

Works completed at reduced
spend. Full budget not
required and virement
approved in Feb.
Signage has been ordered
through AC Signshop and
works are continuing with the
installation. Further to meetings
with Police Scotland and
Colleagues within AWPR,
additional signage has been
identified for section of the
AWPR currently operational.

Target

Status

↑
↑
Signage works
following
opening of the
full AWPR
ongoing.

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC2e:
Support Local
Authorities in
bringing forward
LTS projects that
contribute to
strategic
objectives

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Page 58

Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Roads
Hierarchy
Review

£180K Capital in
2018/19

A client group has been set up
with officers from Aberdeen City
Council, Nestrans,
Aberdeenshire Council and
SDPA. Aecom appointed in
July to undertake consultancy
work to develop options for a
roads hierarchy to make best
use of the AWPR and facilitate
implementation of the City
Centre Masterplan. Stakeholder
and community council
engagement completed. Draft
report received and reviewed
by staff with comments being
returned in March.

Client group
comments to
be
incorporated
into revised
draft report.
Outcomes to
be reported to
ACC and
Nestrans Board
in coming
months.

Report on roads hierarchy proposals prepared to
ACC Full Council on 11 May 2016. It suggested
principles to manage the transport network to
distribute traffic across the City and to/around the
centre to maximise use of the AWPR, direct traffic to
most appropriate routes and enable good access to
the City Centre with appropriate priority for active and
sustainable modes to meet the need to reduce city
centre traffic levels to enable the transportation and
public realm objectives of the City Centre Masterplan
to be delivered. Council resolved to approve the
proposed principles for the future distribution and
management of traffic across the city, following the
opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route;
and instructed officers to engage with stakeholders
on the proposed framework and intended hierarchy
including an online consultation. Consultation results
reported to CHI Cttee in August 2017 who agreed the
central Roads Hierarchy Principles set out within the
report and instructed the development of the detailed
roads hierarchy.

Invoiced to date =
£166.2K

Status

↑

IC2e (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
City Region
CRD funding being used to meet costs of upgrade to
Deal (CRD)
strategic Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM)
commissioned by Nestrans to ensure it provides a
suitably robust basis for transport and land use
appraisal. Systra appointed to upgrade model
following a competitive tender through Scotland
Excel.

IC2e (contd)

Page 59
Strategic
Transport
Appraisal

Strategic Transport Appraisal agreed as part of the
City Region Deal. Transport Scotland arranged
procurement and Jacobs appointed to undertake
appraisal.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Invoiced to Nestrans
by end 18/19 and
recharged to CRD =
£15.4K

2014 base model and forecast
models for 2017,2022, 2027,
2032 and 2037 completed. Draft
Model Development Report
prepared. Audit being
undertaken by Aecom. Draft
audit report and technical note
and recommendations for any
future model received and
additional model development
work commissioned to address
some comments. Additional
work 50% complete. Transport
Scotland managing requests
for access to model through
Latis framework with Nestrans
being contacted to grant formal
approval.

Model being
used for the
Cumulative
Transport
Appraisal and
includes SDPA
Proposed Plan
allocations and
being used to
inform LDPs.
Applications
being received
for information
from the model
for a number of
other studies.

Jacobs has been appointed to
develop the options generation
and sifting stage. Workshop
held with officers on 27
March to discuss the initial
sifting of emerging options.

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Development
STF Supplementary Guidance was adopted by the
Plans
Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA) on
25 June and ratified by both Councils before coming
into force on 28 Aug 2015. STF payments to date
given in budget matters report. Decision of the Court
in respect of the challenge by Elsick Development Co
Ltd was published on 29 April 2016. The Court
upheld the appeal and quashed the Supplementary
Guidance. SDPA granted leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court. Hearing held on 13 June 2017.
Judgement announced 25 Oct and subject of
separate STF report.

Page 60

IC3 - Bus Improvements
IC3a:
Bus stop
Quality bus
improvements
corridor
improvements to
services and
facilities.

River Dee link. Bridge of Dee Stag Part 2
Provision of raised kerbs at 45 bus stops on key
transport corridors in Aberdeen and 5 new
replacement bus shelters on Great Western Road
and North Deeside Road.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Systra appointed to undertake
the cumulative transport
assessment using ASAM14 to
Invoiced to date =
identify the impacts on the
£83.9K
transport network resulting from
the proposed Strategic
Development Plan and to
identify what additional
infrastructure would be required
to facilitate the scale of
development. CTA report
prepared as supporting
documentation for Proposed
Plan that was agreed by the
SDPA on 24 August and ratified
by both Councils. Statutory
period of representation
complete.
Further investigations to be
Preparatory works are
£20K Capital in
2018/19 and £120K complete. Orders to install the
delay draw down to bus shelters and for SSE to
supply the power connections
2019/20
have been placed. The
tendering process for the
Invoiced to date =
footway excavation works
£30.9K
completed on 7 Jan and civils
costs less than expected and
virement previously approved.
Works began on 19 Jan but
have been subject to some
delays due to footway
condition.
£107.5K in 2018/19

Target

Status

Further
cumulative
transport
appraisal works
in support of
LDP MIR
allocations
ongoing and
additional
budget agreed.
Initial draft CTA
report based
on LDP
allocations to
be submitted
by 1 April and
reviewed by
officers.
Delay in draw
down
previously
approved, but
will reduce in
accordance
with any costs
invoiced by
end March.
Works
expected to be
complete by
mid April.

↑

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC3b:
Review and
continue to
deliver the Bus
Action Plan to
improve quality
and reliability of
services and set
out proposals for
extending bus
priority measures.

Project/Action Progress

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

Page 61

To be done

Target

STAG part 1 assessment
finalised and has been
published on ACC website.
Aecom appointed to undertake
STAG part 2 following
competitive tender. Inception
report received. Discussions
held on modelling
requirements for quantitative
analysis.
Tender has yet to be issued and
no further spend expected in
2018/19

Surveys to be
arranged for
May 2019 to
upgrade microsimulation
model with
post AWPR
traffic flows.

Scottish Statutory
required
to
£200K
and
Feasibility
study toInstruments
investigate ways
to maximise
£90.1KCapital
in 2018/19
connectivity between new developments in the
Aberdeen Local Development Plan. Contract
Invoiced to date =
awarded to Sias, Peter Brett Associates and
£83K
Energising Environments. The Pre-Appraisal report
has been finalised and published on the ACC
website. STAG part 1 appraisal reported to ACC CHI
Committee in May and approved.

ChargePart
notices
now being
sent
STAG
2 appraisal
tendered
and PBA consultants appointed.
Options appraised against
STAG criteria and public
consultation completed on 30
Nov. First draft of the STAG
part 2 report received and
officer comments returned.

Final study
report to be
prepared by
end March.

City centredesign
shuttleworks
bus report
to
Additional
done received.
to include Agreed
25 space

RTS Bus
Plan to
to the
be new Response
Letter
hasAction
been sent

Locking in the Appraisal and development of improvements that can £29.5K in 2018/19
AWPR benefits - be made to 'lock in" the benefits for bus routes and
Wellington
active travel due to traffic reductions predicted as a
Invoiced to date =
Road Multiresult of AWPR. This will include consideration of
£12.7K
Modal Corridor road hierarchy proposals post AWPR and
Study
information given on this separately at IC2e above.
Aecom commissioned to undertake STAG part 1
study for Wellington Road corridor.

New escheduling
system

nestrans

Replacement system that will provide better routing
information and have reduced maintenance costs in
future

£2K Capital in
2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£1.9K

IC3c:
Explore the
options for rapid
transit in the
longer term
through the Bus
Action Plan.

Bus Lane
Aberdeen
Cross City
Transport
Connections

City Centre
IC3d:
A90
Schoolhill
Expand Park and
Ride provision
linked to the
development of
the AWPR and
explore the
potential for minihubs that can be
served by existing
bus provision

Status

Funding
included in
separate
2019/20 budget
proposals
report.

↑

↑
↑
↑
↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC3d:
Ellon P&R
Phase 1, which includes extension to existing car
Expand Park and
park, resiting of recycle centre and new directional
Ride provision
signs completed. Ongoing problems with land
linked to the
ownership and acquisition has been referred to
development of
Transport Scotland. Funding approved for phase 2 the AWPR and
additional external waiting facilities and upgrade to
explore the
turning circle to accommodate 15m vehicles.
potential for minihubs that can be
Aecom commissioned to progress scheme to tender.
served by existing
bus provision

Page 62

A93 Crathes
Mini-hub

Oldmeldrum
Interchange
Hub

P&R operation

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£50K in 2018/19
(with £237.9K delay
draw down to
2019/20 approved)

Land Clearance works
complete. Delays incurred due
to requirement for a water
mains survey and finding that it
goes across the cleared site.
Discussions ongoing with
Aecom and Aberdeenshire
Council Projects Design
Team to progress the
specification and tender
process of the project

Anticipate that
scheme will go
to tender late
spring / early
summer, with
construction
commencing
late summer /
early autumn.

Invoiced to date =
£46K

Contribution towards the creation of a Mini
£7K (with 53.9K
Interchange Hub which would include for a
delay draw down to
designated car park, improved bus stop facilities and 2019/20 approved)
pedestrian crossing facilities
Invoiced to date =
£1.8K

Status

Settlement reached with
National Trust for Scotland
Board for land and AC
Property Dept dealing with
this. Awaiting notification of
land being transferred to the
Council.
Contribution towards the development of a Mini
£15K (with £69.6K Consultancy work regarding
Interchange Hub at Oldmeldrum to complement the delay draw down to drainage issues, planning
existing services operated by Stagecoach and Bain
2019/20 approved) approval and tender
Coaches and enhance the long term viability of these
specification and construction to
commercial services. The scheme includes the
continue into 2019/20.
Invoiced to date =
creation of a car park, footways, and lighting to
Aberdeenshire Council's
£16.6K
enhance alternative modes of transport and
Legal Services are continuing
encourage people out of their vehicles to reduce the
to finalise the land lease and
carbon footprint. Aecom appointed to progress
associated conditions.
detailed design.

Specification
and tendering
to be
progressed.

Brief developed with LABOF partners to gain a better Research being

Action Plan to be

Aecom appointed and market

Delay in draw
down
previously
approved, but
will reduce in
accordance
with any costs
invoiced by
end March.

↑

↑

↑
↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
IC3e:
Aberdeen City In accordance with Council's Bus Information
Improve
and Shire Bus Strategy documents - replace and/or provide bus
information
Stop
timetable display cases at bus stops within Aberdeen
provision
Information
City and Shire to ensure minimum standards and
including
Initiatives
content can be provided, is DDA compliant and
expanded realallows for future standardised region wide
time information
improvements to timetabling information. Further
systems across
funding approved for 2016/17 to continue initiative.
Aberdeen
City interchange
IC5 - Transport
IC5c:
Integrated
The integrated ticketing strategy (including smartcard
Work with
Ticketing
possibilities) as approved by Nestrans Board on 18
operators to
April was approved by both Councils and is available
develop
to download from Nestrans website. Launch of new
integrated
multi operator ticket scheme - Grasshopper took
ticketing across
place on 8 May 2014. Full details on prices and
services and
coverage on grasshopperpass.com website.
operators in the
Grasshopper pass coverage extended to allow travel
north east.
on multi-operator services over a wider area in 2015.
From 22 Aug 2016 the Grasshopper ticket can be
stored on a smartcard, making it Scotland's first
means of smart multi-operator travel.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

£20K Capital in
2018/19

This is a reactive programme
resulting from bus stop changes
and remedial works identified by
inspections throughout the year.
The available budget through
Nestrans contribution has
been reached.

Invoiced in full

Costs being met
from approved
Travel Planning
budget

Nestrans again contributing in
2018/19 along with both
Councils, Stagecoach and First
Aberdeen to a marketing
campaign to advertise the
GrassHOPPER smartcard.
Promotional Material
commissioned through Xerox
and includes Roll Up Bottles,
Sticky Note Pads, Cleaning
Cloths and Pens with Smart
Screen Tapers.

Target

Status

↑

Nestrans
contribution of
£1.6K towards
Grasshopper
promotion in
2018/19 has
been invoiced
in full

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
IC6 - Walking and Cycling
IC6b:
Broad Street
The Marischal Square development has been
Urban realm
Pedestrianisatio approved by ACC. Broad St Civic Square has been
improvements to n
agreed to be considered within the City Centre
improve the
Masterplan. ACC on 6 Oct agreed the detailed design
pedestrian
for Broad Street streetscape, which will be bus only
environment,
with shared footways for pedestrians and cyclists.
including
The shared paths will extend towards Union St with
pedestrianisation
Caithness paving. The cost is being met by Muse for
schemes in the
public realm work on Broad Street, Sustrans
City Centre.
contribution, developer obligations money to improve
Core Paths, and CCMP capital money. Traffic lights
at Gallowgate/ Upperkirkgate to be removed and
replaced with a shared surface for vehicles and a
roundel (mini-roundabout with a road surface feature
that indicates roundabout driving rules apply and
pedestrians are given priority) and a Toucan crossing
at the Union St/Broad St junction.

Schoolhill public Contribution to phase 1 of public realm improvement £76.9K Capital in
realm
to provide an enlarged entrance plaza to the War
2018/19
Memorial and Art Gallery with new footways.
Invoiced in full

Aberdeen City

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Public realm works complete
and Broad Street now partially
pedestrianised between Queen
St and Upperkirkgate with
access for buses and cyclists
only over this section and
enforcement cameras in
operation. Bus stops located
south of Queen Street. ACC
has instructed a review of the
scheme with relevant
stakeholders 6 months after
opening and full review of
scheme one year after opening
with any recommendations from
either review being reported
back at the earliest opportunity.

A public on-line
survey is open
from 18 March
to 12 April to
obtain views
on the public
realm
improvements
and will be
reported to
Committee in
May along with
feedback from
statutory
consultees incl
bus companies
+ emergency
services.

Status

Nestrans contribution has
Contract
been invoiced. Phase 1
duration is for
works tendered by ACC.
12 weeks.
Hunters appointed and are
likely to be on site weekend
commencing 30 March when
Robert Gordon's College are
on holiday.

↑

↑

ACC approved the City Centre Masterplan proposed
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Current Actions/ Progress

Page 65

Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IC6d:
Continued
development of a
connected
network of
strategic cycle
routes on key
routes within
Aberdeenshire,
across the
boundary into
Aberdeen and on
routes through
the City to work
towards the
CAPS vision for
cycling and lock
in the benefits of
other
infrastructure
improvements,
including the
AWPR.

Project/Action Progress

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

A96 Inverurie to Contribution towards the creation of a dedicated cycle £450K in 18/19
Kintore
/ footway between Inverurie and Kintore starting at
the Thainstone Roundabout. Phase 1 from Kintore
Invoiced to date =
Railway Station to Business Park undertaken by
£455.9K
Leiths and works complete with only snagging issues
being rectified. Phase 2 will extend the shared use
section from the Business Centre to Thainstone.

Works complete and final
measurement being made.
Nestrans contribution has
been invoiced.

Integrated
Travel Towns

Costs associated with the
development of Portlethen ITT
town by WSP complete.
Remaining budget to be used to
carry out topographical survey
and outline design of a path
linking Carolines Wood, Ellon to
old Academy site.

A98 Seafield
Street, Portsoy

Feasibility and Design of Future Cycleway / Footway
Schemes associated with the 5 ITT Towns being
developed by Aberdeenshire which include
Fraserburgh, Ellon, Huntly, Portlethen & Inverurie.
Community Links to provide £100K match funding to
Aberdeenshire Council. Aecom commissioned to
undertake detailed design of schemes in Ellon, Huntly
and Fraserburgh. WSP commissioned to undertake
detailed design of schemes in Inverurie and
Portlethen.
Footway Reconstruction

A98 Shore
Footway Reconstruction
Street, Macduff

A98 Skene
Footway Reconstruction
Street, Macduff

£13.5K in 2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£6.7K

£10.95K Capital in
2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£11.2K
£14.5K Capital in
2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£13.9K
£26.5K Capital in
2018/19
Invoiced to date =
£27K

Target

Status

↑

↑

Works complete and
invoiced.

Works complete and
invoiced.

↑

Works complete and
invoiced.
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
River Don paths Formalising and widening of existing narrow dust
- Farburn
paths and the replacement of existing bridge across
the Farburn to improve a section of the River Don
path behind the Burnside Drive Flats in Dyce.
Developer contributions of almost £10K available and
£35K agreed from Sustrans.

Seaton Park
Entrances

Page 66

IC6d (contd)

Craigshaw Dr
cycle route

Future Actions/ Progress
Budget

To be done

Target

£34K delay draw
down to 2019/20
approved.

Path agreements completed.
Further bid made to Sustrans
for construction funding, but
they have requested additional
works which has delayed the
tender process and works will
continue into 2019/20

Delay in draw
down of
Nestrans
contribution to
19/20
approved.

Although close to getting
agreement with landowner there
is now not enough time to
undertake the final designs,
apply to Sustrans for additional
funding, tendering and the
physical works prior to the end
of the financial year.

Reduction in
budget
approved in
Feb.

Improve access through Seaton Park by constructing £1K in 18/19
a new entrance way at east side of Park and
widening the path close to St Machars Cathedral,
Invoiced to date =
following on from recommendations in a Feasibility
£0.5K
Report funded by Nestrans in 2015/16. Sustrans has
confirmed £11K match funding in 2017/18 through
Community Links.

Project reduced to feasibility and design only and
delay draw down of budget to 2017/18 agreed, with
match funding from Sustrans confirmed. Public
engagement on Citizens Space completed on 12 Dec
2018 and feedback analysed.
Riverside Path, Completion of detailed design of a shared use cycle
Br of Dee-RGU route along the northern bank of the river Dee
feasibility and
between the Bridge of Dee and Robert Gordons
design
University to form a strategic active travel route that
will link the City Centre with Robert Gordons
University Garthdee Campus. Sustrans again
awarded match funding for design in 2018/19 through
Community Links.

nestrans

£25K Capital in
18/19

Status

Further speed surveys to be Detailed Design
undertaken.
and Estimate
The Traffic Road Order (TRO) ongoing.
Invoiced to date =
process commenced in Jan
£25K
and is continuing.
£7K Capital in 18/19 No further works to be
undertaken this financial year to
develop options and propose
Invoiced to date =
that this is investigated using
£6.96K
STAG methodology in future

↑

↔

↑

↔
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Wellheads
Detailed Design and Contract document preparation
Cycle Link
for an extension of the existing Welheads Drive
design
shared use path to the north, by-passing the
roundabout, to connect with Farburn Terrace, the
extension will reduce conflict at the roundabout and
improve safety and directness for cyclists. Also
included will be the design of a cut-through at the
Market Street closure to create a safe and coherent
cycle connection with the Welheads shared use cycle
route. Bid to Sustrans Community Links to seek
match funding of Nestrans contribution was approved
and available budget now £60K.

Page 67

A90(T) Parkway
Extension
(BalgownieFairview)

IC6d (contd)

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£30K Capital in
18/19

Online Public Engagement
published on Citizens Space
was completed at the end of
Jan 2019. Letters asking if the
landowners would be willing to
consider selling the required
land have been sent out and
responses received. Site
meetings to be set up and
heads of terms proposed.

Detailed Design
and Estimate is
ongoing.
Request for
delay in draw
down of
remaining
budget in
separate
budget matters
report.

ACC Estates still seeking to
purchase land at Buckie Farm
to complete access through
area adjacent to tree belt
toward Balgownie Road.
Redesign of cycle route ongoing
following comments received
from Sustrans.

Land purchase
still not agreed
so project
cannot proceed
this year and
reduced budget
agreed in Feb.

Invoiced to date =
£21.36K

Extend the cycle route on the Parkway from
£9K Capital in 18/19
Balgownie Road to connect in with the Third Don
Crossing cycle facilities at Fairview Street, including Invoiced to date =
upgrading of existing footway to a shared use surface £9.05K
with a 1m wide hard separation strip and 2.5m wide
shared use footway. Dropped kerbs and tactile
paving will be installed at appropriate locations along
with adequate lining and signing. Some localised
earthworks may be required to increase footway
width. A Toucan crossing will also be installed at the
eastern end of The Parkway.
Sustrans funding of up to £150K in 2017/18 agreed
in principle, but provisional on design approval.

Status

↑

↔
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
RTS actions
Middlefield &
Contribution to Active Travel improvements in
Northfield
Middlefield and Northfield. Works will include
Active Travel
improvement to active travel infrastructure to link up
Project
residential, education and commercial buildings in
this area including links to existing and planned
strategic cycle links . Nestrans funding will specifically
be utilised to improve ped-cyclists crossings on
Manor Avenue and Provost Rust Drive and ped /cycle
directional signage.
Junction
Detailed design of options for alterations to Broomhill
Alterations to
Road - Anderson Drive and Westburn/Lang Stracht Lock in the
Anderson Drive with a focus on improvements for
Benefits (LiB) of Active travel. Land around Woodhill House has
AWPR
provisionally been confirmed to be within ownership
of ACC with no restrictions.

RTP Active
Travel Grant

IC6d (contd)

F&B Way generic design of replacement bridges.

A944 cycling and walking path feasibility and design
between AWPR and Kingswells

IC6e:

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

£90.2K in 18/19
(delay daw down
from 2017/18)

Works completed and no
further costs to be invoiced.

Virement
proposed in
separate
budget report.

Status

Invoiced to date =
£84.4K

£20.7K in 18/19
(comprising 4.7K
delay draw down
from 17/18 and £16K
allocation in 18/19)
Invoiced to date =
£7.1K

£133.4K grant
offered by S Gov.
Further £254K
awarded from
2018/19 budget and
available until June
2019.

Tender to be issued for
consultancy support to
undertake the design of
preferred realignment of the
junction to the north,
stakeholder consultation,
online public consultation,
detailed estimate and detailed
design. Virement proposed
in separate report to increase
budget.
Systra appointed in Jan 2019
following competitive tender.
Inception meeting held and
works underway.

Aecom appointed in Jan 2019
following competitive tender.
Inception meeting held and
works underway.

Design will
continue into
2019/20 and
delay in draw
down of
remaining
budget
requested in
separate
budget report.
Extension to
works on both
projects to be
undertaken
using
additional
budget that is
available until
June 2019 and
further projects
for any
remaining
budget to be
agreed.

↑

↑

↑

↑

This will be led by development officers within Council
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
IC8 - Port Surface Connections
IC8a:
Transport links Stag Part 1 assessment of transport links to new
Support
to new harbour harbour commissioned by ACC and PBA consultants
measures to
at Bay of Nigg. appointed. Appraisal and delivery of any approved
improve access
outcomes to be funded through £25M allocation
to port facilities.
within City Region Deal. Combined pre-appraisal and
part 1 Stag report completed.
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Union Square ®
IC9 - Freight
IC9b:
Freight Action
Investigate
Plan
potential for
measures to
provide more
reliable journey
times for HGVs
and identify a trial
route for
implementation of
priority measures.
Local Transport

See EC4b
Finalised Freight Action Plan and Freight Forum
meetings can be viewed on Nestrans website. HGV
route maps for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
areas on Nestrans, Grampian Police and Council
websites. Updated freight action plan developed in
association with GreCor and launched at Freight
Forum meeting on 23 June 2014.

Projects to be developed where possible from LTS.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Tender returns assessed for
STAG part 2 appraisal and
PBA - Stantec appointed.

Inception
meeting to be
arranged.

Civitas project (see EC4b)
contains a work package with
projects relating to Freight.
Freight advisor appointed.
Regular meetings held with
freight advisor and
implementation group and
works progressing. A
distribution strategy has been
developed and published on the
Nestrans website.

Freight
routeing and
preferred
options for
HGVs
continuing to
be
investigated.

Status

↑

↑
↑
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Sub Strategy 3: The Strategic Policy Framework

® = MTS project

Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
TB1 - Promoting Travel Planning and Travel Awareness
TB1a:
Travel Planning Continuing to provide assistance to
Implementation and future support
companies to develop travel plans. Travel
development of Nestrans’
Know How website launched on 22
Travel Planning Strategy.
September 2016 to help organisations create
travel plans. Promotional leaflets and
business cards have been produced on behalf
of Transport Scotland and Nestrans have
started to distribute these.

Page 71
TB1b:
Continue to provide
support through the
Sustainable Travel Grants
Scheme

Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Sweco, transport consultants
continuing to work on the
Civitas Portis project on
Travel Planning in the North
Dee, Tullos and Altens
business parks in Aberdeen
and a business breakfast was
held in Altens Hotel on 20
March.
Travel Planning Various travel planning related packages to
£76.8K Capital in
A refresh of the Regional Travel
strategy &
be commissioned via Civitas Portis work.
2018/19
Planning Strategy is to be
Action Plan
(comprising £16.8K undertaken.
delay in draw down
from 17/18 and
£60K allocation in
18/19)
Invoiced to date =
£64.4K
Sustainable
Budget approved to continue to provide grant £13K Revenue in
Huntly Dev Trust has
travel grant
scheme in 2018/19. Details on grant criteria
18/19
refurbished 12 e-bike lockers
scheme
and guidance can be viewed on the Nestrans Invoiced to date = and installed the first of them
website.
£7K
at the caravan park. The
claim for their grant was
submitted by end March.

TB1c:
Carshare
Encourage increased up- website
take of car-sharing and car
club schemes

Annual licence for getabout liftshare
website and call centre to be renewed for
2019/20.

Costs to be met
from travel plan
budget

Getabout liftshare adverts
being broadcast on radio.

Target

Status

Nestrans has
contributed
along with
other RTPs to
the
Travelknowhow

↑

Staff
Engagement
website.

↑

↑
↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
TB1c:
Strategy Strand
Encourage
increased upRTS of
actions
take
car-sharing and car Project/Action Progress
club schemes
Co-wheels Car Car club launched in Aberdeen City on 2 April
Club
2012. The Mearns car club was launched on
28 June and has 2 cars for hire in
Laurencekirk and one in Inverbervie.
Wheelchair Adapted Vehicle launched 16 July
2013. The Accord Smartcard can now be
used for Co-wheels membership. Following
tendering process by ACC, Co-wheels
contract to start 1 April 2017 for a period of 3
years, with the option to extend for up to 2
further years
Car
share
lanes
See
IC2c
TB1d:
Getabout
Aberdeenshire
Council used Smarter Choices
TB2
- Promoting Active Travel
TB2a:
Travel Planning Radio
See TB1a
Advertising
advert booking contract on Original
Develop an Active Travel
106fm has been extended to Mar 2020.
Action Plan with the aim of
encouraging more people
to walk and cycle more
Community
S Gov provides funding to the Community
often.
Links
Links Programme by Sustrans that is open to
Programme
bids from Local Authorities for infrastructure
projects to promote cycling and walking.
Smarter
Choices
Smarter Places
(SCSP)

Both Councils deliver SCSP projects under
the Getabout brand. The Minister for
Transport announced on 30 May 2018 that
an additional £2 million Smarter Choices
Smarter Places Open Fund launches in June
2018. The new funding stream from S Gov
and delivered through Paths for All will be
available for public, community and third
sector organisations that want to change
people’s everyday travel behaviour. The
grants will be between £5000 and £50,000
and will require to be match funded.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Budget

To be done

Target

Status

Two hydrogen fuel cell
Toyota Mirai cars have joined
the co-wheels fleet and will
be available for public use by
members from 1 April.
Further details in CR1a
below.

Costs met from
Costs met from
Travel Planning
budget

New Getabout branded fleeces,
Radio adverts have been
promoting the Sustrans
Workplace Journey Challenge
in March.
Councils are preparing bids
to Sustrans for Community
Links funding in 2019/20 and
these have to be submitted
by 1 May 2019.
Nestrans was successful in an
application for £5,000 to be
match funded against the
Nestrans Travel Planning
budget to pay for advertising in
Aberdeen city centre to promote
pedestrian safety during dark
winter months. Campaign
ended on 26 Jan 2019 and
claim for grant to be
submitted along with
supporting evidence report.

↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
Full information
on the fund can
be found on
Paths for All
website.

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

Cycling
Development
Officer

£35.9K Revenue in Budget approved for 2018/19
18/19
and will attract a grant of up to
£100K from Sustrans. Tender
returns for additional
ped/cycle counters using
this grant to be assessed and
awarded and have until 15
May to claim 18/19 grant.

Grampian
Cycle
Partnership

Page 73

Cycle
Roadshow

TB2b:
Health &
Work with NHS Grampian Transport
and Community Planning Action Plan
Partnerships to deliver the
Health and Transport
Action Plan and achieve
objectives for a healthier
population.
Community

Nestrans appointed an officer to help take
forward bids, act as a liaison between north
east authorities and national bodies and to
help design and promote cycling routes
across the region. Sustrans willing to match
fund the post costs and up to further £50K
project costs by Nestrans with £100,000 per
year capital for strategic routes in the NE.
The Grampian Cycle Partnership is now a
constituted group and has held several
events and meetings across Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray. Lee Craigie the
Active Travel Commissioner met with GCP
on 26 March.
Range of bikes purchased and delivered for
use at local events to encourage cycling in
schools, communities and organisations.
Service Level Agreement for purchase,
storage, transport and maintenance of full kit
for event and hire rates in place.
HTAP works being progressed by HTAP
support manager and sub groups. Further
funding approved for 2018/19 to continue part
funding of the HTAP Programme Support
Manager, general HTAP actions and provision
of the THInC service until end March 2019.

Nestrans are statutory partners, contribute

Funding to be
provided from
Travel Planning
budget and
Councils SCSP
awards
£40.9K Revenue in
18/19 (incl £4.3K
delay draw down
from 17/18)
Invoiced to date =
£34.3K

£10K Revenue in

To be done

Target

Status

↑

The GCP website has been
launched
http://www.grampian
cyclepartnership.org/

↑

Cycling Roadshow was used
at a Climate Week Family Fun
day at Hazelhead Park on
Saturday 16 March 2019.

↑

HTAP progress given in part 4
of progress update. Purchase
of an accessible bike planned
through HTAP budget, but
due to bespoke nature it had
to be ordered from the
Netherlands and delivery not
expected until May.
Budget approved to meet

Delay in draw
down of HTAP
budget for
accessible
bike requested
in separate
budget report.

↑
↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
INCENTIVES AND ENFORCEMENT
IE1 - Changing Choices through Incentives & Partnerships
IE1a:
Bus Operators First Aberdeen's King Street depot opened
Work with operators to
its door for a special International
identify possible fare
Women’s day event from 09.30am until
incentives to encourage
12.30pm on Fri 8 March and invited female
increased bus use,
candidates to come along and experience
particularly where this
what it would be like to have a career as a
enables access to
bus driver. The training team were on
employment or training
hand to answers candidate’s questions on
all aspects of the role, whilst giving them a
taster session of theory and driving skills
required to drive the vehicles. All
candidates were also offered the chance
to get behind the wheel of the training bus
to experience driving the bus for
themselves in a safe and controlled
environment.

Supported

On 17 May Aberdeen City Council approved

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Stagecoach North Scotland
has invested £3.5M towards
the introduction of 15 brand
new smart electric-hybrids
double deck buses that will
operate on service 35
between Aberdeen, Banff and
Elgin The buses are low floor
easy-access with leather
seats, seatbelts, free wi-fi,
USB charging points and
contactless payment
facilities. They also have a
vehicle tracking system
enabling passengers to know
when they will arrive at the
stop. The 15 new buses are
expected to all be on the road
by April 2019.

As part of a
pledge to
make its
services more
accessible to
blind and
partially
sighted people
Stagecoach
employees in
Aberdeen took
part in a
training
session on 6
March as part
of the RNIB
Swap with Me
event.

Status

↑

↑
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
RTS actions
IE1b:
Through the Local
Authorities/Bus Operators
Forum (LABOF) continue
to develop the Quality
Partnership for Public
Transport and the Bus
Punctuality Improvement
Partnership to achieve
improvements in bus
provision and increased
levels of bus use.

Future Actions/ Progress

Project/Action Progress

Budget

To be done

North East of
Scotland Bus
Alliance

£27.8K in 18/19

Additional passenger surveys
again commissioned by
Nestrans to supplement the
national autumn survey
programme. A state of the
network report is being
prepared and will inform future
actions.
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IE2 - Using Enforcement
IE2a:
Low Emission
Support enforcement of
Zones
vehicle emission standards
to improve air quality, in
Aberdeen City Centre and
towns across the north
east.

CARE North
IE3 - Parking
IE3a:
Parking
Ensure a coherent
Strategy
approach to parking
controls and standards
across the north east
through delivery of the
Regional Parking Strategy.
IE3c:

nestrans

The North East of Scotland Bus Alliance has
been approved by both Councils and the
operators and has been signed.

The Scottish Gov announced a commitment
to introduce LEZs into Scotland's 4 largest
cities by 2020 and launched a consultation on
building Scotland's LEZs on 6 Sept.

Nestrans and ACC involved in Interreg IV
Regional Parking Strategy published on
Nestrans website. ACC strategic parking
review to be funded by the City Centre
Masterplan and form part of the Civitas Portis
project that received EU grant funding.

Invoiced to date =
£26.8K

SEPA has constructed an
emissions model for Aberdeen
City Centre and this is available
to ACC to assist with
considerations for any LEZ
development within Aberdeen.

ACC successful in applying to
Aberdeen City Council is
undertaking a strategic car
parking review within Aberdeen
City and have appointed
AECOM.

To be considered as part of

Target

Status

↑

An LEZ Project
Group
(including
Nestrans) has
been initiated
and will
oversee the
development
of Aberdeen's
LEZ.

↑

ACC intending
reporting
outcome to
City Growth &
Resources
Committee on
25 April

↑

↑

↔
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Current Actions/ Progress
Strategy Strand
Project/Action Progress
Budget
RTS actions
CR1 - Carbon Reduction, Noise and Air Quality
CR1a:
EV Charge
AC bid for 70% through Low Carbon
£45K Capital in
Support measures which
points in
Challenge Fund to give £300K for EV charge 18/19
encourage uptake of
Aberdeen-shire point installation. Remaining 30% match
alternative fuels for public
funding proposed to be split between AC and
transport, private and
Nestrans. Bid to Fund was unsuccessful and
public sector vehicles, to
no grant awarded.
build on the north east’s
role as an energy hub and
work towards the
Low emission The 15 brand new electric-hybrids double
decarbonisation of
Buses
deck buses being introduced by
transport and
Stagecoach on service 35 between
improvements in air quality.
Aberdeen, Banff and Elgin by April 2019
will reduce CO2 and NOx emissions and
provide around 45% more capacity for
those travelling on the service.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
To be done

Target

Aberdeenshire Council still in
discussion over land
availability to install charge
points in community
facilities, therefore
installation of the chargers
will continue into 19/20.

Delay in draw
down of
budget
requested in
separate
budget report.

Service 35 connects more
than 15 towns in
Aberdeenshire and Moray to
both Elgin and Aberdeen. It
operates every 30 minutes
between Aberdeen and Banff
Monday – Saturday and
hourly on Sundays. The
service between Banff and
Elgin operates every hour
Monday – Saturday and every
2 hours on Sundays.

Hydrogen Fuel ACC’s hydrogen programme has seen the
Cell Vehicles addition of the first two cars available for
public use. The Toyota Mirai models will
join the Co-wheels Car Club fleet in the
city and be available for club members to
hire through the online booking system.
They are right-hand drive and will be
stationed at Gallowgate Car Park and East
Craibstone Street from 1 April 2019.

The Mirai uses hydrogen fuel
cell technology to enable
long-distance emission free
motoring and has a range of
about 300 miles. A 3rd new
Toyota Mirai will join the staff
pool car fleet operated by Cowheels at RGU. The world’s
first dual fuel hydrogen street
sweeper is also in use in
Aberdeen.

AWPR

The free Community Weekend

AWPR GoNorthEast campaign was launched

Status

↑

↑

Anyone not

↑
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Health and Transport Action Plan
HTAP Sub Group
HTAP General

Progress

Quarterly
meetings

All meetings for 2019 are scheduled.

HTAP Steering
Group

Steering Group members from NHS Grampian,
Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council,
Aberdeenshire Council and Moray Council
attended a workshop held on the 9th of
November 2018 to review the progress made
by the HTAP group. Feedback on the
workshop has been positive.

A repeat of the exercise has been
scheduled for 29th November
2019. The intention would be to
widen the workshop to include
sub-group members.

↑

HTAP
Programme
Manager

The Programme Manager continues to
promote the work of HTAP locally and
nationally. This has resulted in the
development of relationships which are of
benefit to the partner organisations and the
HTAP Programme. Nestrans had allocated
£10K budget for HTAP related activity. This
was divided up between the purchase of a
wheelchair accessible bike for the Getabout
Roadshow, a one off award to Mid Deeside
Ltd to continue their volunteer driver pilot at
Aboyne Hospital and THInC publicity
material.

The HTAP Programme Manager
will begin preparing the Annual
Report for 2018/19.

↑

The Sub-Group continue to develop methods
for delivering actions within the Work Plan.

Capacity issues have
compromised progress on
actions within the Work Plan.

→
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Project/Actions

Budget

Future Actions/ Progress

Target

Status

↑

Transport and Public Health
Work Plan
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HTAP Sub Group

Project/Actions Progress
CIVITAS PORTIS Joanne Riach and the HTAP Manager
presented on Transport & Public Health at
the 27th of February Evening Talk Series
delivered by CIVITAS PORTIS.
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Sustrans

The HTAP Programme Manager assisted
with arranging input to the CIVITAS PORTIS
Business Breakfast on 20th of March,
including engaging a Public Health
colleague to present and health checks
provided by Sport Aberdeen. CIVITAS
PORTIS are helping with the 16th of May
HTAP/Faculty of Public Health training day.
Full details and invitations will be available
soon. The day is an opportunity for HTAP
partners to network and benefit from
training on Joint Evaluation of Public Health
Initiatives. The event will be jointly funded
by Nestrans and CIVITAS PORTIS.
The Programme Manager was invited to
meet with the Sustrans Management Team
following a discussion held last year with
Transport Scotland at a Transport and
Health seminar. The meeting was very
positive and encouraging to HTAP partners.
A number of actions were agreed and have
already been followed up. Phil Thornley
iBike Co-ordinator for Sustrans will be
attending the next T&PH Sub-Group to
discuss safety perceptions around schools
and the barriers to encouraging more young
people to be active.

Budget

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Target

Status

↑

Sustrans will be forming a new
group to develop the ability of
NHS Boards to apply for funding.
The HTAP Programme Manager
will be invited to join this group
once up and running.
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HTAP Sub Group

Project/Actions
Cycling UK

Progress
Budget
Cycling UK, formerly Cycle Touring Club, have
appointed a Cycling Development Worker for
Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire and Moray. The
HTAP Programme Manager arranged a
working lunch event, held on the 2nd of April in
Aberdeen. The "Food for Thought" informal
event helped establish new relationships and
dialogue on issues of inclusion and equity
around transport and health issues.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
Target
The HTAP Programme Manager
will take advice from colleagues
on whether the format is
something that people would find
useful to repeat.

Status

The Programme Manager is to
report to the Steering Group
options for increasing awareness
of THInC. Work is ongoing
engaging third sector colleagues,
H&SCP colleagues and others in
promoting the project.

↑

↑

Access to Health and Social Care
Transport to
Health & Social
Care Information
Centre (THInC)
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THInC (Transport to Health & Social Care
Information Centre) continues to be promoted
to residents attending health and social care
appointments. The THInC In The City project
continues to be popular with residents and
stakeholders. The Programme Manager met
with NHSG colleagues working in Mental Health
and agreed a THInC Awareness Week,
commencing 27th November 2018. There was
a THInC stall at Royal Cornhill Hospital and we
saw a big push on visibility of THInC posters,
leaflets and helped raise awareness of THInC
and Thistle Cards etc.
Sub-Group Chair Stephen McNamee, Aberdeen Health &
Social Care Partnership, has agreed to Chair
the Sub-Group.

↑
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Project/Actions Progress
Budget
Accessible Travel The Programme Manager attended the
Conference
second Accessible Travel conference in
Glasgow, held on 7th of March, and had a
stall promoting THInC. There was a lot of
interest from delegates asking how THInC
was created and how to go about engaging
their NHS boards. The conference put the
message Accessibility for All across very
well, with Barclays opening the conference
setting out their aim to be the most
accessible business in the FTSE100. The
message being that accessibility
consideration benefits everyone. There has
been a lot of email traffic since the
conference and plenty of positives to follow
up on. Attending the conference also
allowed for a discussion with MACS
members and Marsali Craig from MACS
attended the most recent HTAP Steering
Group.
NHSG Aberdeen A review is being carried out. The popular
Shuttle Bus
Shuttle Service is having the routes and
publicity reviewed. Through the Health &
Transport Action Plan groups, partners have
the opportunity to contribute to the review and
help inform the process. In particular partners
have fed back issues around visibility and
accessibility for patients.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress

Improvements will be be made to the
Shuttle Bus Service at ARI which
support the HTAP vision around
access to health.

Target

Status

↑
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HTAP Sub Group

Project/Actions
Aboyne Hospital
Pilot

Progress
Budget
The pilot being run by Mid Deeside Community
Transport Ltd is providing volunteer drivers to
take patients to appointments at Aboyne
Hospital. The project is advertised with
bookings possible via THInC. £3K of funding
from Nestrans allocated to the Health &
Transport Action Plan in 2018/19 has been
awarded to Mid Deeside Ltd to help continue
the pilot.

nestrans
Future Actions/ Progress
Reports on the findings from the
pilot will be shared with HTAP
partners.

Target

Status

↑
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Agenda Item 6b
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 April 2019

6b Publications and Consultations


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to inform members of recent publications and consultation
papers of interest and to agree a response where appropriate.


Consultations
❖

Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2019– Main Issues Report

Aberdeen City Council are currently consulting on a Main Issues Report for the Local
Development Plan. The consultation commenced on 4 March 2019 and a copy of the Plan
is available from the Council’s website at:
https://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/sites/default/files/201902/Main%20Issues%20Report%202019.pdf :

A draft response to this consultation, which closes on 13 May 2019, is provided in Appendix
A.
❖

Infrastructure Commission for Scotland: call for evidence

The infrastructure commission for Scotland: call for evidence open
The Infrastructure Commission for Scotland (ICS) has now been formally established, with
Commissioners announced on February 11th. In March, the Commission published its Initial
Call for Evidence, which can be found at:
https://infrastructurecommission.scot/storage/15/InitialCallforEvidence.pdf
The ICS has been created to provide Scottish Government with independent, informed
advice on the vision, ambition and priorities for a long-term, 30-year strategy for
Infrastructure in Scotland, to meet its future economic growth and societal needs. The
Commissioners intend to engage with organisations and individuals, to ensure that all of
Scotland contributes to what our future infrastructure should be.
The Initial Call for Evidence is the first of a number of rounds of engagement seeking the
opinions and perspectives on Scotland’s future infrastructure priorities.
The Scottish Government defines infrastructure as:
“The physical and technical facilities, and fundamental systems necessary for the economy
to function and to enable, sustain or enhance societal living conditions. These include the
networks, connections and storage relating to enabling infrastructure of transport, energy,
water, telecoms, digital and internet, to permit the ready movement of people, goods and
services. They include the built environment of housing; public infrastructure such as
education, health, justice and cultural facilities; safety enhancement such as waste
management or flood prevention; and public services such as emergency services and
resilience.”
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Nestrans is contributing to a joint Regional Transport Partnerships response and to a north
east strategic partners contribution (including local authorities, economic development
partners, etc.), but it is felt that an individual response focussed on transport infrastructure
and services would also be worthwhile.
A draft submission is attached as Appendix B to this report.
The deadline for submissions is 3rd May 2019.

❖

Transport (Scotland) Bill Stage 1

On 7 March, the Scottish Parliament’s Rural, Economy and Connectivity Committee
published a Stage 1 Report on the Transport (Scotland) Bill.
The Committee’s Stage 1 report on the Bill, is available to read online at:
https://digitalpublications.parliament.scot/Committees/Report/REC/2019/3/7/Stage-1-Reporton-the-Transport--Scotland--Bill#Summary-of-conclusions-and-recommendations
The Bill contains sections in regard to:
• Low Emission Zones (LEZs);
• Bus Services;
• Ticketing arrangements and schemes;
• Pavement parking and double parking;
• Road works;
• Regional Transport Partnership finance; and
• Canals.



Recommendations

It is recommended that the Board:
1.

Approve the proposed response in Appendix A as Nestrans’ representation on
Aberdeen City Council’s Local Development Plan 2019 Main Issues Report; and

2.

Approve the proposed response in Appendix B as Nestrans’ response to the
Infrastructure Commission’s Call for Evidence; and

3. Note the publication of the Transport (Scotland) Bill Stage 1.

KC/RD/ 5 April 2019

6b Publications and Consultations
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APPENDIX A
Nestrans’ draft response to the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2019 Main
Issues Report
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Aberdeen Local Development Plan Main
Issues Report. We have provided comments below and this response was considered by
the Nestrans Board at its meeting on 17th April 2019.
As I am sure you are already aware, Nestrans has started work on the development of a
new Regional Transport Strategy which we hope to have complete by the end of 2019. This
new strategy will reflect the fact that many of the large infrastructure projects contained
within the current strategy have now been or will soon be delivered. It is anticipated that the
new strategy will likely focus to a greater degree on maximising the benefits of existing
infrastructure, promoting modes other than the private car and environmental factors such as
alternative fuels.
I would be grateful if you could consider the following comments on the Main Issues Report:
•
Q5 – agree that LDP City Centre boundary and CCMP boundary should match –
however, there is a need to be cognisant of any implications for parking controls if controlled
parking zone or parking standards are linked to city centre boundary;
•
Intervention Area: Station Gateway – this should make reference to the bus station.
Even though it is owned and operated privately, it is still a key gateway to the city and in its
current state is not adequate in terms of capacity and the facilities it provides. It should be
an integral part of the station gateway proposals;
•
North Dee – the proposal for a new multi-storey car park of 450 spaces would need
to be considered against parking standards and demonstrate its fit with the Strategic Car
Parking Review and policy to reduce car parking in the city as highlighted in section 5.2 of
the Main Issues report;
•
Q6 – yes, we would agree that the CCMP sites should be included in the LDP;
•
Q9 – yes, high footfall uses should be directed to existing centres and no we should
not be considering out of town retail centres primarily because of the impact on travel and
because they will encourage trips by car and exclude people without access to a car. The
focus should be on the city centre which is easily accessible to all and can be served by high
quality public transport, cycling and walking in order to encourage mode shift;
•
Main Issue 1: Living in the City Centre – yes, we support residential accommodation
in the city centre in order to maximise the number of people who can walk and cycle to work,
shopping etc.;
•
Q16 – the quality and quantity of external amenity space should give consideration to
how cars and parking affect the environment. Promoting spaces and places that facilitate
walking and cycling will contribute to enhanced quality of life;
•
Section 5.1: Transport Background – The LDP should acknowledge that the City
Council are members of the North East Bus Alliance and working in partnership to
encourage enhanced bus services throughout the City;
•
Welcome reference to the Regional Parking Strategy;
•
Q19: City Centre parking – yes, there is an opportunity to reduce car parking in the
city centre. The Strategic Car Parking Review found that there was an abundance of
parking, that it was cheap relative to comparator cities and that parking standards for new
developments was high. The opportunity to extend Controlled Parking Zones and constrain
parking in new developments would be consistent with the findings of SCPR and with the
principles in the LDP;
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•
Section 5.3: Transport Emissions – the Main Issues Report should make mention of
the need to reduce pollution from traffic and the proposal to implement an LEZ in the City
Centre;
•
Q21: Developer Obligations and Infrastructure Delivery – yes, there is a need to
address the cumulative impacts of development and a mechanism for infrastructure needs to
be identified and to be funded. The Strategic Transport Fund has been quashed, but the
issues that it was trying to address remain and they are not addressed by the current
system.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment. Please do not hesitate to contact me
should you wish to discuss any of our comments in more detail.
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APPENDIX B

Infrastructure Commission for Scotland: Call for Evidence
Issues and key questions within the scope of the Commission:
Draft Nestrans response
In light of the requirement of the Commission to develop recommendations, it has set
out below four key issues that it will be seeking to assess as part of its initial phase of
evidence gathering.
1. The remit and in particular the Commission objectives provide an illustration of
some key strategic drivers to an inclusive growth and low carbon economy:
a. What are your views on these drivers and are there any others that should be
considered by the Commission?
The key strategic drivers (Securing Scotland’s international competitiveness; The markets
and connections Scotland requires for goods, services and people; How to prioritise
investment to deliver inclusive economic growth and low carbon objectives; Demographic
and other social change factors; Place-making; Technological change and innovation;
Considerations around development, ownership and financing of infrastructure; and
including Fair Work) seem appropriate and comprehensive.
However, the Strategic Drivers could also include one related to ensuring everyone has the
opportunity to participate in ‘sustainable inclusive economic growth’ and should also include
reference to the very different needs of different areas of Scotland – rural/islands/urban, for
example.
In 30 years, the conversion to a low carbon economy should have been realised – however
there could be parts of the economy which require considerable change in order to
accommodate this. Rural communities in particular will require careful attention as regards
connectivity – particularly sustainable connectivity. It is unclear at present how these
strategy drivers can be met.
It is noted that the Commission may also require an additional six months to provide views
on ‘delivery models’.
General points include that no reference is made to the National Transport Strategy,
Regional Transport Strategies, Local Transport Strategies or City Region Deals – only the
National Planning Framework.
It should also be acknowledged that investment in infrastructure requires commensurate
investment in revenue funding for maintenance and services.
b. What is the impact of these (and any additional) drivers on an inclusive growth and
low carbon economy?
The need to balance growth with a move towards a low carbon economy will be a key
challenge over the 30-year timeframe of the Infrastructure Plan. However, they need not be
mutually-exclusive and solutions which provide economic stability with low carbon
technologies should be actively pursued.
Need for a balanced economy which is socially inclusive, economically healthy and
environmentally sound.
c. What are the key interactions and dependencies across these drivers?
The drivers should be seen as a suite of objectives, none individually of any more
importance than others. Occasionally, some give and take will be required to achieve
suitable outcomes, but long-term consistency should endeavour to see progress across all
the drivers.
From a transport perspective, these are wide-ranging and complex. A co-ordinated and
integrated approach will be required to delivering the above.
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d. What is the impact of each of them and cumulatively on Infrastructure demand and
need now and for the future?
From a transport perspective (and possibly others), it is important to distinguish between
demand” and “need”. The objectives and drivers listed may give rise to a requirement for
more efficient use of resources, fixing existing infrastructure (road maintenance), capacity on
public transport network, LEZs, etc. Move to less fossil fuel dependent modes, non-diesel
trains, autonomous vehicles and more effective mass transit systems.
2. Infrastructure has a key role in relation to an Inclusive Growth and Low Carbon
Economy:
a. What are your views on Scottish Government’s definition of infrastructure as
provided in the Commission remit, and are there any additional elements that should
be considered, or areas that could be omitted?
The report gives insufficient weighting to the issue of infrastructure’s role in place-making
and should have a more wide-ranging view to take account of key schemes such as
Aberdeen’s City Centre Master Plan. An over-reliance on big infrastructure schemes –
“predict and provide” – is a legacy from the past – the delivery of large schemes should be
focused largely on impact on localities rather than by more general aspirations around
journey speeds and times.
b. What contribution does each of the infrastructure categories identified make to
achieving an inclusive growth and low carbon economy?
Transport’s contribution is not recognised sufficiently at present despite wealth of evidence
to the contrary. Transport’s place in investment hierarchies is appropriate to its impact on the
economy, environment and society.
c. What role and impact does each of the infrastructure categories identified have on
the drivers identified in the Commission remit and objectives?
Purely sticking to transport, we would suggest that economic growth and societal need can,
with the correct funding, infrastructure and support, be delivered in the longer term but this
requires a step change in the attitudes to public and private transport. The primary driver of
economic growth should be accessibility for freight movements – although much of any
constructed infrastructure capacity will inevitably be taken up by private car trips, whilst the
mass transport of passengers on the rail network could squeeze freight options to the
margins. A balanced approach to meeting the needs of the economy whilst also enabling
access to jobs, health, education, retail and leisure has to be found. In this regard major
investment on existing, and potentially some new, rail infrastructure as well as major
investment on other mass transit modes such as bus services, should start to be planned in
the next 5 years for delivery within the 30-year timeframe. As such “big infrastructure” might
not necessarily be required but targeted infrastructure and appropriate modal use can deliver
both economic and wider societal benefits.
d. What are your views on the relative importance and impact of optimising whole life
asset capacity through investment in enhanced renewals and maintenance compared
to investing in and developing new infrastructure?
There is a need for a balanced approach. Focus should be on areas of imminent critical
failure or capacity issues. Maintenance of existing assets should take priority in the short
term, with new infrastructure a consideration for the longer term.
e. To what extent and in what way can infrastructure act as a catalyst for change in a
place; be that at a community, local, strategic or national level?
A new station or fixed transport route can have a massive impact on a place, although the
costs and the timeframes involved in delivery of relatively modest schemes are considerable.
In 30 years’ time, the change to low carbon transport should have been realised but the
societal demand for individual car use may not. Engagement of the public to come to terms
with the new realities associated with the low carbon world of transport will have to be
undertaken to a significant degree. Infrastructure of itself cannot deliver massive and
instant change to areas where the economy is not developed or is not developing in a way
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that will benefit. There is also a need to consider funding and the potential for an
Infrastructure Levy or other means of funding from development uplift.
f. To what extent and in what way can infrastructure act as a catalyst for:
i. increased economic investment and growth?
ii. improved service delivery?
iii. improved community cohesion?
Transport infrastructure and services contribute significantly to all three, but not in isolation.
There has to be realism about what infrastructure can and cannot deliver – and what
transport can and cannot bring to areas of development. Future use of private vehicles
should require perhaps more thought as regards range, carbon impact (at source if not at
point of use) – if this cultural change can be achieved then all three aspirations can
potentially be met.
3. The demand and need for the infrastructure assets included in the Commission
remit is considerable and wide ranging. Across all the infrastructure assets identified:
a. What is your assessment of the current infrastructure stock in terms of quality of
provision?
Local roads need significant investment as does the bus network. Rail currently gets big
investment with priority on areas where capacity is an issue. Future investment will need to
consider the whole network, including where lines are not electrified. The maintenance of
existing road and rail infrastructure will become more important given both its age and also
potentially its resilience to weather episodes should weather patterns continue to move
towards a less predictable pattern. The provision, therefore, of new infrastructure could
become less of a priority than maintaining current and ensuring resilience.
b. What is your assessment of the current infrastructure stock in terms of its capacity
and fitness for purpose to meet current demand and needs?
Scotland’s Transport network is creaking in some places as noted above – local roads, bus,
ferries and rail. Making existing infrastructures fit-for-purpose rather than proposing
completely new infrastructure will have to be examined along with the financial and business
cases associated with both options. The move away from private car use will increase
demands on other modes which will need to be ready to cope with passenger growth – not
just bus, but also ‘new’ modes, such as autonomous vehicles, etc.
c. What is your assessment of forecast future needs and demand for infrastructure
and the key areas of change and development over a five and 30-year horizon?
In the short term there is a need to progress schemes and projects which have been
committed, such as dualling A9 and A96 and rail enhancements including AberdeenInverness and Aberdeen-Central Belt. However, it is recognised that considerable
infrastructure projects that have been undertaken of late (Queensferry Crossing, Central Belt
rail enhancements, AWPR) and these will need to be taken stock of, in light of new transport
and travel demands brought about by the need for low carbon transport in the near future. A
structured approach to the delivery of infrastructure will have been formulated to address the
issues and a move away from “Predict & Provide” transport planning. As stated previously
this could mean that the maintenance on existing assets (including, potentially,
improvements such as a series of charging stations or facilities to enable a switch from
petrol/diesel-fuelled vehicles) will have greater priority.
d. What do you see as the priority areas for investment in order to enable these future
needs and demands to be met?
In the short-term lowering pollution, increasing affordable public transport and making best
use of existing assets needs to be prioritised. A move towards mass transit and away from
individual mobility will be required. This will necessitate considerable planning, investment
(but targeted) as well as changes is societal behaviours.
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e. Where do you see future convergence of need and demand having an impact
across infrastructure classes?
In the short-term convergence will not happen - this is a longer-term aspiration. As stated
previously, there will require to be a shift away from the assumption that the use of private
vehicles can continue in all parts of the country.
4. In relation to approaches to infrastructure assessment and prioritisation and across
all the infrastructure assets identified:
a. What is your view on existing approaches to evaluation and assessment of
infrastructure in Scotland?
The existing assessment tool of the STAG process appears weighted to ‘big infrastructure’
like road and rail, and to economic growth. Not enough emphasis on social inclusion and
environment, and insufficient focus on whole-life benefits of an asset. Need more weight
given to transport services (such as bus) and the importance of revenue funding for these.
Current assessment tools are unable to quantify the benefits of Active Travel or Demand
Management. There will also require to be an increasing emphasis on evaluating the needs
of the freight user – including modal shift, which might require the 30-year timeframe.
b. What is your view of good practise approaches to evaluation and assessment of
infrastructure internationally?
This will require to be properly assessed over the short term, with lessons learned from
elsewhere, but recognising that what is relevant internationally might not be relevant here.
c. What is your view of existing approaches to the criteria and principles for
investment prioritisation in Scotland?
Existing decision-makers can be influenced by short-termism or favour popular schemes
over those with long-term benefits. Whilst STAG was intended to be analytical and impartial
its focus on economic returns have led to deliver “nice to have” schemes rather than those
with wider benefits. There is insufficient weight attached to the need for addressing revenue
priorities, with a focus on capital-intensive schemes.
d. What is your view of good practise approaches to the criteria and principles for
investment prioritisation internationally?
As per previous with regard to international comparisons.
e. What is your view on existing approaches and methodologies that enable cross
infrastructure sector evaluation and assessment to be undertaken, and also the
potential for further development of such approaches and methodologies?
Transport appears to be too low down the pecking order. There is a need for a greater profile
for transport (should it emerge) to ensure that cross structural considerations will take
transport into account at a far earlier stage of any developing process.
f. What is your view on existing approaches and methodologies that asses impact at
different spatial levels, and also the potential for further development of such
approaches and methodologies?
In the short term this will not substantially change – transport is often seen as a supporting
service to be considered as schemes or projects are developed. In the longer term there
needs to be an acceptance that the provision of transport – not just transport infrastructure is as essential to society and the economy as other services such as health-care, electricity,
gas, water. As the needs for a low-carbon economy develop it may be recognised as a more
significant factor.
g. What is your view on good practice approaches to assessing and establishing the
post implementation impact on the desired outcomes from infrastructure investment?
Post implementation impact is rarely done in an effective way. It is rarely considered, post
completion, whether a scheme has demonstrably delivered all the benefits it was claimed it
would provide. This may develop in the next few years given the evolution of the importance
of transport infrastructures to the economy and society.
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Agenda Item 7a
NORTH EAST TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 APRIL 2019

7a 2018/19 Budget Matters


Purpose of Report
To provide the Board with an update on the Partnership’s 2018/19 monitoring and forecast outturn position and to consider any budget or monitoring issues that may arise.



Background
The Board has requested that a general budget report be submitted at each meeting, monitoring
expenditure, identifying any potential budget issues, and reporting on any particular expenditure
requests. The reports are prepared jointly by the Nestran’s office and Finance Officer’s from
Aberdeenshire Council.



Current Revenue & Capital Budget
Appendix 1 to this report sets out a summary budget monitoring statement of expenditure to 28
February 2019. This shows expenditure of £2,495,868.



Virements
Appendix 2 sets out the details of a couple of small virements required to tidy up over/under
spends on the various projects.



Active Travel Grant Funding
At the February Board, the Board approved delay in drawdown for the Active Travel Grant
Funding for £133,400. On the 9th of March Transport Scotland advised additional grant funding
of £254,000 was being made available to Nestrans. Given the timing of the award there is no
time this financial year to progress the projects, and Nestrans have until June 2019 to make a
claim against this funding therefore it has been included for delay in drawdown on Appendix 3.



Delay in Drawdown
If the virements are approved, Appendix 3 sets out the remaining projects where a request
and/or revision of Delay in Drawdown is being put forward, they total £434,895. The biggest ones
are additional delay in drawdown for Kintore Station, £75,000 as the majority of costs will be
incurred in 2019/20, and RTP Active Travel Grant, £254,000 as mentioned above.
Capital funding is drawn down from the partner councils once the expenditure has been incurred.
However revenue funding is provided in regular monthly instalments. There is £41,666 of delay
in drawdown on Appendix 3, and a number of small underspends forecast within the revenue
section. This has culminated in a forecast operating surplus of £81,746 as shown on Appendix
1. Should the Board approve the delay in drawdown mentioned above then the operating surplus
will reduce to only £40,080.



Strategic Transport Fund
The legal challenge successfully quashed The Strategic Transport Fund (STF). The opening
balance for 2018/19 is £1,847,449. Contractors have started requesting repayment of this
money, to date £1,345,056 has been returned leaving a balance of £502,393, excluding the
interest to be accrued for in 2018/19. This is payable in relation to 17 developments.
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Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1.
Approve the virements set out in Appendix 2.
Note the award of additional funding under the Active Travel Grant.
Approve the request for delay in drawdown presented in Appendix 3.
Note the Strategic Transport Fund position.

Alan Wood
Treasurer
09 April 2019
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Appendix 1

SUMMARY OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE
Description
Expenditure
Core Costs
Partnership Office
Partner Support costs
Board Members Expenses
Other Associated Costs
Rechargeable Costs

Revised
Budget

Actual to
Feb-19

2018/19
Forecast

Actual v
Budget %

429,020
84,070
1,000
35,500
0
549,590

351,835
70,281
0
27,112
149
449,377

408,690
74,640
1,000
33,500
149
517,979

82%
84%
0%
76%
*
82%

40,875
47,810
3,000
0
107,462
119,609
0
130,610
0
449,366

34,266
45,186
3,170
0
73,404
85,576
0
108,901
1,585
352,088

36,501
47,810
3,170
0
83,887
119,609
0
119,872
1,585
412,434

84%
95%
106%
*
68%
72%
*
83%
*
78%

Coordination & Project Development

998,956

801,466

930,413

80%

Rail
Strategic Roads
Capacity
Safety
Maintenance
Bus Improvements
Energetica Corridor
General Corridors
Walking and Cycling
Energetica Corridor
Strategic Corridors
Carbon Reduction & Air Quality
Various
Inverurie Interchange
Cycling Development Officer Grant
Active Travel
Strategic Investment Programme

230,000

109,559

157,896

48%

372,500
99,440
202,217

101,022
33,339
202,162

406,730
79,440
202,163

27%
34%
100%

50,000
64,000

40,473
52,346

50,000
64,000

81%
82%

9,000
766,448
51,788
375,181
120,000
94,083
254,000
2,688,657

9,050
713,423
6,787
354,202
0
9,884
0
1,632,247

9,050
744,989
6,787
369,854
0
9,884
254,000
2,354,793

101%
93%
13%
94%
0%
11%
0%
61%

0
0

12,408
49,747

13,913
63,539

3,687,613

2,495,868

3,362,658

68%

116,517
95,439
782,000
120,000
5,000
387,400
193,500
1,987,757
0
0
0
0
3,687,613

106,336
85,258
715,000
0
5,000
0
9,884
1,622,364
10,469
1,734
12,408
49,747
2,618,199

116,517
95,439
782,000
0
5,000
254,000
9,884
2,090,909
11,469
1,734
13,913
63,539
3,444,404

91%
89%
91%
0%
100%
0%
5%
82%
*
*
*
*
71%

0

(122,331)

(81,746)

Regional Transport Strategy
Health & Transport Action Plan
Bus Action Plan
Rail Action Plan
Freight Action Plan
General
Project Feasibility & Monitoring
Contingency
Travel Planning
Rechargeable Costs

City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis
Total Expenditure
Income
Partner Contributions
Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeenshire Council
Scottish Government - Core costs
Integrated Transport Fund
Paths for All (Smarter Choices Smarter Places)
Transport Scotland
Sustans
Capital Grant & Use of Balances
Investment Interest
Other Income
City Region Deal
Civitas/Portis
Total Income
Operating (Surplus)/Deficit
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Appendix 2
Nestrans 2018/19
Proposed Virements as at 8 April 2019
Budget Head

Project

Strategic Investment Programme
Walking and Cycling - Middlefiled and Northfield
Strategic Corridors
Active Travel Project
Walking and Cycling - LiB Junction alterations Strategic Corridors
detailed design A92/
Langstracht

Current
Budget

Proposed
Virement

Revised
Budget

90,239

(5,876)

20,763

5,876

Total

0
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Comments

84,363 ACC advised that works complete
and no further contribution required
from Nestrans
26,639 ACC has requested additional budget
as design is expected to be more
than available funding
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Nestrans 2018/19
Proposed delayed draw down to 2019/20 as at 4 Feb 2019

Budget Head
Project
Strategic Investment Programme
Rail
Kintore Railway Station and
Car Park

Proposed
2018/19
Delayed
Revised
Draw Down Budget

Current
Budget
200,000

(75,000)

Strategic Roads - Traffic Signal Monitoring
Capacity
and Control Upgrade

185,000

49,070

Strategic Roads - Digital Communications
Capacity
Migration

50,000

(14,840)

Strategic Roads - A947 Road Safety
Safety
Improvements

40,000

(20,000)

Walking and
LiB Junction alterations Cycling - Strategic detailed design A92/
Corridors
Langstracht (if virement in
App2 approved)
Walking and
Wellheads Cycle Link
Cycling - Strategic design
Corridors
Carbon Reduction Electric Vehicle Charge
and Air Quality
Points in Aberdeenshire

26,639

(19,495)

30,000

(8,637)

45,000

(45,000)

Various

41,000

(5,327)

254,000

(254,000)

Fraserburgh/Peterhead to
Aberdeen Additional rail
sensitivity testing
RTP Active Travel Formartine & Buchan Way
Grant
- generic design of
replacement bridges and
A944 cycling and walking
path feasibility and design
between AWPR and
Kingswells

Appendix 3

(393,229)
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Comments

125,000 Remaining budget no longer expected
to be spent by end March and
therefore further increase to
previously approved delay in draw
down requested to allocate funding in
advance of need and better profile the
contribution to this major project.
234,070 Delay in draw down previously
approved as works continuing into
2019/20, but more sites have been
installed prior to 31 March than
previously anticipated.
35,160 Majority of sites installed by end of
March, but works to install equipment
at remaining 4 sites to continue into
2019/20
20,000 Further increase to previously
approved delay in draw down
requested as active travel study at
Banff Bridge contract will not be
awarded in time to undertake work in
2018/19 .
7,144 Design and other preparatory work
will continue into 2019/20

21,363 Design and other preparatory work
will continue into 2019/20
0 Aberdeenshire Council still in
discussion over land availability to
install charge points in community
facilities, therefore installation of the
chargers will continue into 19/20.
35,673 Draft report received, but will not be
finalised following officer comments
until next financial year
0 Additional grant awarded on 29 March
that is available for spend until June
2019.

Proposed
2018/19
Current
Delayed
Revised
Budget Head
Project
Budget
Draw Down Budget
Comments
Co-ordination & Project Development Programme
Partnership Office - Presentation Material
2,000
(2,000)
0 Work on Nestrans Annual Report for
Other Associated
2017/18 still to be completed and
Costs
presentation material for this and RTS
development will continue into
2019/20
Health &
H&T actions
10,275
(4,331)
5,944 Accessible bike is bespoke and being
Transport Action
ordered from the Netherlands and not
Plan
therefore expected to be delivered
until May 2019
General
ASAM modelling and
107,462
(23,575)
83,887 This work is continuing into April when
Cumulative Transport
a draft report will be submitted for
Appraisal
review by officers before being
finalised.
Travel Planning
Travel Planning
76,760
(11,760)
65,000 Part of this budget is being used to
contribute to the accessible bike that
is not expected to be delivered until
May 2019. A number of the
sustainable travel advertising
campaigns are continuing into
2019/20
(41,666)
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Agenda Item 7b
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 APRIL 2019

7b 2019/20 Budget Proposals


Purpose of Report
To note the funding allocations to Nestrans and agree the revised 2019/20 budget
proposals.



Background
The Board approved a 2019/20 budget at the last meeting in February, subject to
anticipated funding levels being provided. The offer of grant from the Scottish Government
has now been received and maintains funding at the previous year’s levels.
Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council have now advised the amounts
contained within their budget setting process as grants to Nestrans for 2019/20 and this is
discussed below.
An additional allocation has been awarded under the Active Travel Grant from the Scottish
Government for 2018/19 that is available to claim until June 2019 and is now shown within
the draft Strategic Investment Programme discussed below. It is anticipated that Regional
Transport Partnerships will also receive a similar grant in 2019/20 and bids are being
developed and any confirmed funding will be reported to future meetings when known.



Consideration
2018/19 Coordination and Project Development Budget
The anticipated budget of £1,026,350 based on a continuation of contribution levels from
Council partners and the Scottish Government at the previous year’s levels has been
confirmed. There is a delay in drawdown from 2018/19 proposed in the earlier 2018/19
Budget Matters report on this agenda totalling £41,666 which, if approved, would bring the
sum available in 2019/20 to £1,068,016.
The 2019/20 Co-ordination and Project Development budget approved at the last meeting
erroneously understated the provision for staff salaries by £20,000. This has been rectified
with the additional funding required being offset by a reduction in the allocation proposed
for survey data collection and modelling analysis as a result of the impact of the opening
of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, as it is now known that funds will be available
from a range of other organisations and projects towards this. The proposed revised
budget is shown in Appendix 1.

7b 2019-20 draft budget.docx
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2019/20 Strategic Investment Programme
The funding for 2019/20 confirmed by Council partners totals £2,150,000, which comprises
of an allocation from Aberdeen City Council of £1,500,000 and Aberdeenshire Council of
£650,000. Aberdeenshire re-profiled all of the capital allocations across its capital
commitments, as part of its Medium Term Financial Strategy, which culminated in them
re-profiling £522,000 of the budget for Nestrans from 2019/20 to 2020/21.
A number of projects that commenced in 2018/19 but are incomplete are proposed to
continue into 2019/20 and a delay in drawdown from 2018/19 of £3,036,315 was
previously agreed. A further request for delay in drawdown from 2018/19 of £393,229 is
proposed in a separate earlier report in this agenda, which if approved would bring the
2018/19 funding to be spent in 2019/20 to a total of £3,429,544. The re-profiling of
£522,000 would be offset by this increase, so that the total budget changes are limited to
a reduction of £128,771.
The requirement for building up a substantial amount of delay in drawdown from pervious
years is heavily influenced by the Kintore Railway Station project funding and added to
this are the Cycle Development Officer Grant and RTP Active Travel Grants for 2018/19
that are both available to be claimed until June 2019. Along with the anticipated Cycle
Development Officer Grant of £100,000 in 2019/20 from Sustrans, this would bring the
total sum available in 2019/20 to £5,679,544.
As previously reported, funding has been allocated over a number of years towards Kintore
Station and treated as delayed draw down until now, as it was known that the bulk of the
construction cost would occur in 2019/20 and as such could not be funded from the total
available Nestrans budget in any single year. The final costs are still being identified, but
are anticipated to increase from the previous estimate prepared for the 2016 Scottish
Stations Fund bid. Transport Scotland is the overall scheme promoter and they have
indicated that they are content with the principle of meeting 60% of the total cost, with
Nestrans and Aberdeenshire Council contributing the remaining 40%. The exact cost and
profile for Nestrans payment schedule are unknown at this stage, but on the basis of most
recent discussions and latest draft estimates an additional £100,000 contribution has been
included in the budget proposals for Kintore Station, to bring the total budget in 2019/20
from Nestrans for this project up to £2,680,957.
The proposed budget is contained in Appendix 2. The proposals have been grouped to
match the themes of the Regional Transport Strategy. Full details are shown in the
Appendix, but in summary it is:

RTS Themes

Rail
Strategic Road – Capacity Improvements
Strategic Road - Safety Improvements
Strategic Road - Maintenance
Bus Improvements
Walking and Cycling
Carbon Reduction and Air Quality
Various
Sustrans CDO Grant
S Gov RTP Active Travel Grant
Total

7b 2019-20 draft budget.docx

Delayed
2018/19
draw down
£2,131,876
£85,770
£131,152
£0
£481,470
£62,132
£45,000
£5,327
£99,417
£387,400
£3,429,544
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2019/20
Budget
Proposals
£594,081
£275,000
£136,816
£41,960
£307,443
£744,700
0
£50,000
£100,000
£0
£2,250,000

Total
2019/20
Budget
£2,725,957
£360,770
£267,968
£41,960
£788,913
£806,832
£45,000
£55,327
£199,417
£387,400
£5,679,544

2

The projects removed from the budget previously approved in principle in February due to
the confirmation of available funding and additional contribution to Kintore Station have
been added to the reserve list of projects, these are detailed in Appendix 2 for information.
Any necessary virement suggestions will be reported to the Board for approval throughout
the forthcoming financial year should the need arise.



Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note the funding awards to Nestrans that have been confirmed for 2019/20.
2. Approve the 2019/20 Budgets of £1,068,016 and £5,679,544 as detailed in
Appendices 1 and 2, subject to any appropriate adjustments being made following
the Board’s consideration.
3. Note the potential for additional funding for cycle schemes through the RTP Active
Travel grant
4. Note the list of projects that are no longer being progressed detailed in Appendix 2.

Alan Wood
Treasurer
9 April 2019

7b 2019-20 draft budget.docx
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Appendix 1

North East Transport Partnership
Co-ordination & Project Development Budget for 2019/2020
Detailed Expenditure - Indicative Proposals
Draft 19/20 18/19 delayed
Budget
CORE COSTS
Partnership Office

Revised

draw down 18/19 Budget
if approved in 7a

Salaries
Accommodation at King Street (incl. rent, rates, water and insurance)
Travel
Training
Conferences
Telephone
Computers
Stationery
Photocopying
Subscriptions
Miscellaneous (incl. catering and postage)
Support costs
Legal (Aberdeen City)
Administrative (Aberdeen City)
Finance (Aberdeenshire)
Personnel (Aberdeenshire)
IT (Aberdeen City)
Advertising Posts
External audit
Board Members' Expenses (Non- Councillors only)
Other Associated Costs
PR/PA support
Sponsorship/ advertorials/events
Presentation Material
Website
Contributions to Community Planning Partnerships
NON - CORE COSTS
Project Development
Rail Action Plan
East Coast Mainline Regional Forum
A90 South of Aberdeen Rail Station feasibility

453,590

453,590

384,590
45,500
8,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,500
1,000
2,000
2,000

384,590
45,500
8,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,500
1,000
2,000
2,000

77,090

77,090

5,300
20,000
21,100
15,900
5,000
9,790

5,300
20,000
21,100
15,900
5,000
9,790

1,000

1,000

35,500

37,500

16,500
5,000
2,000
2,000
10,000

16,500
5,000
4,000
2,000
10,000

2,000

83,000
3,000
80,000

83,000
3,000
80,000

Health & Transport Action Plan
H&T Programme Support Manager
H&T actions
THInC

36,700
22,000
6,000
8,700

41,031
22,000
10,331
8,700

Bus Action Plan
BAP actions
Region Wide Real Time system annual maintenance contribution

50,140
30,140
20,000

General
ASAM modelling and Cumulative Transport Appraisal
Project Feasibility and Monitoring
City Gateway Paramics modelling (either Westhill or Kintore/Inverurie)
AWPR Impact - survey data collection and modelling analysis
Cross City Connections Study - Review of outcomes
Wellington Road multi-modal AWPR LIB study (STAG Part 2)
Contingency
Travel Planning and Active Travel
Sustainable travel grant and cycle parking grant schemes
Travel Planning
Cycling Development Officer
TOTAL BUDGET

-

50,140
30,140
20,000

23,575

23,575
23,575

165,000
10,000
30,000
40,000
85,000

165,000
10,000
30,000
40,000
85,000

5,000

5,000

119,330
20,000
60,000
39,330

131,090
20,000
71,760
39,330

1,026,350
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4,331

11,760
41,666

1,068,016
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Nestrans Draft Nestrans Strategic Investment Programme - 2019/20

RTS Project

Project Details

Appendix 2

2018/19

2019/20

2019/20

Movement

delayed

proposals

draft

v Budget

budget

Approved in

draw down

Feb
IC1

Rail
Kintore Railway Station

Insch
Dyce Station Car Park
Extension

Contribution towards the Construction of New Railway Station and
Associated Car Park (subject to further delay draw down
approval in earlier report)
Consultancy study to assess options for improving access at Insch
station
Working in partnership with ACC and ScotRail to develop proposals
for a car park extension at Dyce station (subject to delay draw
down approval in earlier report)

THEME TOTAL
IC2a Strategic Road Capacity Improvements
Traffic Signal Monitoring and
Phase 2 of the replacement and upgrading of the Remote Monitoring
Control Upgrade
System (RMS) across both Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire. Ph1
underway will replace 99 units by end March 2019 and Phase 2 will
complete the remaining 72 installations to provide a better level of
monitoring and control across the region. (subject to delay draw
down approval in earlier report)
Digital Communications
Migration

Completion of the final stage of the UTC communication upgrades to
allow the removal of the obsolete Tele12 module from Woodhill
House. This will align all UTC and SCOOT operated signals to
current communication provision and enabled them to be fit for
future technologies. (subject to delay draw down approval in
earlier
report)
THEME
TOTAL

IC2b Strategic Road Safety Improvements
A947 Road Safety
Develiery of Action Plan and Development of Business Case for
Improvements
Future Schemes on A047 and feasibility and design of active travel
for Banff Bridge (subject to further delay draw down approval in
earlier report)
IRAP Studies on Strategic
Contribution to allow IRAP Studies to be carried out on the A98,
Corridors
A952, A93 and A944, which have the highest number of collisions,
as referred to within Aberdeenshire's Road Safety Plan. A98 would
require £15,000, A952 £10,000 and £93, £30,000 and A944 £15,000
Motorcycle Initiatives

A947 Road Safety
Improvements - Minor
Improvements

£2,086,876

£2,680,957

£175,000

£25,000

£25,000

£0

£20,000

£20,000

£0

£2,131,876

£594,081 £2,725,957

£175,000

£70,930

£85,770

£131,152

THEME TOTAL

£345,930

-£49,070

£14,840

£14,840

£360,770

-£34,230

£131,152

£20,000

£35,500

£35,500

-£6,500

£40,000

£40,000

£0

£61,316

£61,316

£0

£136,816

£267,968

£13,500

£41,960

£41,960

-£7,040

£41,960

£41,960

-£7,040

£275,000

£131,152

IC2d Strategic Road Prioritised Maintenance
Union Street Strategic Bus
Union Row to Diamond Street
Lanes
IC3

£275,000

£14,840

Contribution to the implementation of Interactive Warning Signs on
A93 & A939 (NE250 Route) to alert motor cyclists of hazards if
travelling too fast.
Remedial Works highlighted following the i-Rap study carried out on
the A947 during December 2018. Funding would allow for smaller
intervention works to be carried out

THEME TOTAL

£594,081

£0

Bus improvements
Bus Stop Accessibility Phase 2

Provision of approx 30 further raised kerbs at bus stops on key
corridors in Aberdeen to provide level access for all passengers,
linking to the Quality Partnership for public transport to improve bus
accessibility
A93 Crathes Mini Interchange
Contribution towards designated Car Park, Improved Bus Stop
Hub
Facilities and Pedestrian Crossing Facility (subject to delay draw
down approval in earlier report)
Ellon Park & Ride
Contribution towards additional external waiting facilities and
upgrade to turning circle to accommodate 15m vehicles
Aberdeen City and Shire Joint Contribution towards Replacement Bus Timetable Display Cases
Bus Stop Information Initiatives. within Aberdeen City & Aberdeenshire

£120,000

£120,000

-£200,000

£53,922

£53,922

£0

£237,916

£237,916

£0

£10,000

£10,000

-£10,000

Contribution towards the development of a Mini Interchange Hub at
Oldmeldrum
Replacement
system
New e-scheduling system for AC Public
Transport
Unit that will provide better routing information and
have reduced maintenance costs in future

£69,632

£139,443

£209,075

£0

£158,000

£158,000

£0

£307,443

£788,913

-£210,000

Oldmeldrum Interchange Hub

THEME TOTAL

£481,470
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RTS Project

Project Details

2018/19

2019/20

2019/20

Movement

delayed

proposals

draft

v Budget

budget

Approved in

draw down

Feb
IC6

Walking and Cycling
Maconochie Road, Fraserburgh 50% Contribution towards the construction of a Shared Use
Footway/Cycleway between Fraserburgh Community & Sports
Centre to Seaforth Street
A98 Shore Street, Macduff
Footway Reconstruction
Phase 2
A944 Aberdeen Road, Alford
Footway Reconstruction
River Don Paths - Farburn
Providing a 3m bridge across the Farburn and the formalising and
widening of existing narrow dust paths to improve a section of the
River Don path in Dyce and installing a ped/cycle counter.
Junction Alterations (LiB)
Continuation of preparatory work to introduce alterations to
Westburn/Lang Stracht/Anderson Drive junction with a focus on
improvements for Active travel. (subject to delay draw down
approval in earlier report)
Craigshaw Cycle Route
Construction of segregated cycle lanes in each direction between
Wellingon Road and Abbotswell Road. Match funding being sought
from Sustrans through Community Links
Farburn/Wellheads Cycle Route Coontinuation of preparatory work for an extension to the Welheads
Drive shared use path to connect with Farburn Terrace, including an
upgrade to the roundabout and a link to Market St. (subject to delay
draw down approval in earlier report)
Toucan at Murcar - design

THEME TOTAL

£100,000

£0

£29,700

£29,700

£0

£40,000

£40,000
£34,000

£0
£0

£30,000

£49,495

£19,495

£500,000

£500,000

£0

£30,000

£38,637

£8,637

£15,000

£15,000

£0

£744,700

£806,832

£28,132

£45,000

£45,000

£0

£45,000

£45,000

£5,327

£5,327

£50,000

£50,000

-£61,460

£50,000

£55,327

-£56,133

£99,417

£0

£100,000

£0

£387,400

£254,000

£34,000

£19,495

£8,637

Design of a toucan crossing and preparatory work for introduction of
this facility to the south of the Murcar roundabout to connect the
cycle facilities on Ellon Road between the Parkway and the Murcar
roundabout with those being considered from the roundabout
northwards to the Blackdog area.

£62,132

CR1 Carbon Reduction and Air Quality
EV charge points

£100,000

£45,000

THEME TOTAL

£45,000

Various
Fraserburgh/Peterhead to
Aberdeen Strategic Transport
Study

Additional investigation into rail requirements between Aberdeen and
Dyce and Ellon Optimistic Scenario Sensitivity (subject to delay
draw down approval in earlier report)

Roads Hierarchy Review

Further work on Roads Hierarchy proposals and likely to involve full
public engagement exercise on the Roads Hierarchy options and
progression of certain elements of the agreed principles for delivery
in 2019/20.

£5,327

THEME TOTAL

£5,327

Provision of additional cycle/pedestrian counters in Aberdeen City
and Aberdeenshire.
Design and possible construction of missing gaps on strategic
network in accordance with the Active Travel Action Plan

£99,417

Generic design of replacement bridges on F&B Way and feasibility
and design of cycle/ped path between AWPR and Kingswells
(subject to delay draw down approval in earlier report)

£387,400

Sustrans CDO Grant
Active Travel Counters
Walking/Cycling Network
Development: City and Shire

£100,000

RTP Active Travel Grant
F&B Way and A944 corridor

THEME TOTAL

TOTAL

£486,817

£100,000

£586,817

£254,000

£3,429,544

£2,250,000

£5,679,544

£208,229

£2,131,876
£85,770
£131,152
£0
£481,470
£62,132
£45,000
£5,327
£486,817
£3,429,544

£594,081
£275,000
£136,816
£41,960
£307,443
£744,700
£0
£50,000
£100,000
£2,250,000

£2,725,957
£360,770
£267,968
£41,960
£788,913
£806,832
£45,000
£55,327
£586,817
£5,679,544

£175,000
-£34,230
£13,500
-£7,040
-£210,000
£28,132
£45,000
-£56,133
£254,000
£208,229

SUMMARY
Rail
Strategic road capacity improvements
Strategic road safety improvements
Strategic road maintenance
Bus improvements
Walking and Cycling
Carbon Reduction and Air Quality
Various
Active Travel Grants
TOTAL
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Project Details

2018/19

2019/20

2019/20

Movement

delayed

proposals

draft

v Budget

budget

Approved in

draw down

Feb

The following schemes reported to the February Board are no longer included and therefore have dropped to the reserve list
A947 Castleton Bridge - Vehicle
Restraint barriers
A98 Shore Street, Macduff
A92 Junction with Glaslaw
A944 / C43M to Craigmaud
Moss Phase 1
River Don Paths - Seaton Park
Entrance

Detailed Design and Cost Benefit Analysis

Bridge of Dee West - Active
travel options appraisal

£40,000

£40,000

-£40,000

£52,000
£40,000
£162,500

£52,000
£40,000
£162,500

-£52,000
-£40,000
-£162,500

Creation of a new Ped - Cycle Entrance opposite Lord Hay's Grove
to provide an active link between the Seaton Park paths and through
to the Beach Esplanade. Possible promotion of 20mph on Don St.
Match funding being sought from Sustrans through Community Links

£17,500

£17,500

-£17,500

Options appraisal by consultants on best option for a shared use
path, linking the existing cycle facilities at the Bridge of Dee with
RGU Garthdee campus and beyond.

£25,000

£25,000

-£25,000

£337,000

£337,000

-£337,000

HRA Inlay - From Duff Street to Crook O'Ness Street
Asphalt Resurfacing
Asphalt Overlay

£0

TOTAL
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Total carried forward from previous page

£208,229

Total Budget Changes

-£128,771

Total Reduction in Aberdeenshire Funding
Additional Delay in Drawdown, reported in 7a

-£522,000
£393,229
-£128,771
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Agenda Item 7c
NORTH EAST TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 APRIL 2019

7c Revised Financial Regulations



Purpose of Report
To seek the Board’s approval of the Partnership’s revised Financial Regulations.



Background
The Board’s remit includes approving policies for the regulation and management of the
finances of the Partnership and to review from time to time such regulations as may be
necessary for the proper administration of the Partnership’s financial affairs. The
Partnership’s current Financial Regulations were last approved by the Board on 18 April 2018.



Review
Following recommendations from the annual audit in 2017/18 officers have reviewed the
Financial Regulations, enhancing and updating their relevance in relation to strong financial
governance, ensuring that they provide a robust and clear framework for Officers to work
within.
Whilst the changes required were minor, they reflect the importance of corporate governance
and the requirement to update this annually (reference additional paragraph 4.1.3 of
Appendix 1).
The updated Financial Regulations are included as Appendix 1 to this report.
Review of the Financial Regulations will be undertaken on a regular basis and any future
updates will be reported to the Board for approval.



Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
1. Approve the Partnership’s revised Financial Regulations as set out in this report and
Appendix 1.

Alan Wood
Treasurer
09 April 2019
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NESTRANS PARTNERSHIP
FINANCIAL REGULATIONS
1.

Introduction
1.1. Financial regulations provide the framework for managing the Partnership’s
financial affairs and apply to every member and employee of the Partnership or
anyone acting on its behalf.
1.2. All members and employees have a general responsibility for taking reasonable
action to provide for the security of assets under their control, and for ensuring
that the use of these resources is legal, properly authorised, and provides value
for money.
1.3. It shall be the responsibility of the Partnership Director to ensure that members
of their staff are aware of, and comply with the requirements contained in the
Partnership’s Financial Regulations.
1.4. These Financial Regulations shall not be altered or suspended except upon a
resolution to that effect passed following consideration of a report from the
Treasurer. Action contrary to the approved Financial Regulation should not be
taken prior to this consideration.

2. General
2.1. The Treasurer, as the “proper Officer”, in terms of Section 95 of the Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1973, shall be the adviser on financial matters to
the Partnership and shall be responsible for the proper administration of the
Partnership’s financial affairs.
2.2. The Partnership Director shall consult the Treasurer in respect of any matter
which is liable to materially affect the finances of the Partnership before any
provisional or other commitment is incurred or before reporting thereon to the
Partnership Board. Such consultations must be in writing, allowing at least five
clear working days for consultation.
2.3. The following principles pertaining to segregation of duties shall be observed in
the allocation of accounting duties:(i)

(ii)
(iii)

The duties of providing information regarding sums due to or from the
Partnership, and of calculating, checking and recording these sums, shall be
separated as completely as possible from the duty of collecting or disbursing
them.
Officers charged with the duty of examining and checking the accounts of cash
transactions shall not themselves be engaged in any of these transactions.
The duties of preparing and uploading journal entries to the financial systems
must be authorised by a more senior member of staff before being processed.

3
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3.

FINANCIAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The Partnership needs to plan effectively and develop systems to enable scarce
resources to be allocated in accordance with carefully weighted priorities. The
Partnership’s Budgets are the financial expression of the Partnership’s plans
and policies.
Budget management ensures that once the budget has been approved by the
Partnership, resources allocated and procured are used for their intended
purpose and are properly accounted for. Budgetary control is a continuous
process, enabling the Partnership to review and adjust its budget targets during
the financial year. It also provides the mechanism that calls to account
managers responsible for defined elements of the budget.
3.1. Budget Preparation
3.1.1. A preliminary budget meeting shall be arranged annually by the Partnership
Director where Officers from both Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City
Councils attend along with the Treasurer, to agree a list of proposed
projects to be included in the budget for the following financial year
3.1.2. Estimates of income and expenditure shall be prepared by the Treasurer
in conjunction with The Partnership Director. These estimates shall be
submitted to the Partnership Board, and when approved shall constitute
the Budget for the relevant financial year.
3.1.3. The responsibility for providing the services included in the Budget shall lie
with the Partnership Director subject to any decisions made by the Board.
3.2. Budget Monitoring
3.2.1. The Treasurer will periodically and on request provide information to the
Partnership Director on actual expenditure and income compared with the
approved Budget. The Treasurer shall be entitled to receive any
clarification deemed necessary on any item of expenditure or income and
the Partnership Director shall correspondingly provide the Treasurer with
such information as he or she will require from them.
3.2.2. The Treasurer will report periodically to the Partnership Board on
comparisons of actual figures with budget and, forecasts for the year, as
soon as possible after Accounts have been compiled. The Partnership
Board shall be entitled to seek explanations for any figures in the cost
comparison which it deems require special attention.
3.3. Budget Management
3.3.1. The responsibility for ensuring that Budget provisions are not exceeded
shall rest with the Partnership Director except that this responsibility shall
not extend to estimates for financing costs or insurance premiums which
are the responsibility of the Treasurer.
4
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3.3.2. If it appears that the amount of any Budget Grouping may be exceeded, or
the amount of any budget grouping of approved income may not be
reached, and the excess expenditure or shortfall in income cannot be met
by the Partnership Director, exercising his or her powers of virement in
terms of Financial Regulation 2.4 below, it shall be the duty of the
Partnership Director after consultation with the Treasurer, to report fully to
the Partnership Board.
3.3.3. Any proposal to the Partnership Board, which would involve the incurring of
additional expenditure not allowed for in the approved Budget, shall be
accompanied by a report prepared by the Partnership Director, in
consultation with the Treasurer, indicating that there is insufficient provision
in the Budget, or making proposals for virement as required by Financial
Regulation 3.4 below. Should virement not be possible, authorisation shall
only be given after consideration of the expenditure involved by the
Partnership Board.
3.4. Scheme of Virement
The scheme of virement is intended to enable the Partnership,
Partnership Director and Treasurer to manage budgets with a degree of
flexibility within the overall policy framework determined by the Partnership,
and therefore to optimise the use of resources. The term “virement” refers to
the switching of budgetary provision from one budget to another.
3.4.1.

Definitions:“Budget Head” means one of the main headings as listed in the Budget
Summary page, i.e. Core Costs, Regional Transport Strategy, Strategic
Investment Programme, Partner Contributions, Investment Interest and
Other Income.
“Budget Theme” means any heading under a Budget Head, e.g.
Partnership Office, Health & Transport Action Plan, Strategic Roads –
Safety etc.
“Budget Theme Detail” means any single line in the detail section of the
Partnership’s approved Budget (e.g. Salaries, Personnel Support costs)
and specific named projects within the Regional Transport Strategy
Budget Themes and the Strategic Investment Programme Budget
Themes.

3.4.2. Subject to the following limitations, virement may be exercised by the
Partnership Director and the Partnership Board., as follows:
The Partnership Director may vire between Budget Theme Details within
a Budget Theme, but not between Budget Themes.
The Partnership Board may vire between Budget Themes and Budget
Heads.
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3.4.3. Limitation:Recurring items of expenditure cannot replace non-recurring savings.
Virement cannot be used to reinstate an item deleted by the Partnership
Board during Budget consideration.
3.4.4. When the Partnership Director intends to vire, or to submit a report to the
Partnership Board suggesting virement, the proposals shall first be notified
to the Treasurer.
3.5. Accounting Policies and Abstract of Accounts
The Treasurer is responsible for the preparation of the Partnership’s Statement
of Accounts, in accordance with proper practices and as set out in the format
required by the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United
Kingdom (CIPFA/LASAAC), for each financial year ending 31 March.
Maintaining proper accounting records is one of the ways in which the
Partnership discharges its responsibility for stewardship of public resources.
The Partnership has a statutory responsibility to prepare its accounts to present
fairly its operations during the year.
3.5.1. In view of the above, it shall be the Treasurer’s responsibility to select
suitable accounting policies and to ensure that they are consistently applied
to the accounts relating to each financial year. It shall be the duty of the
Partnership Director to maintain proper financial and accounting records to
demonstrate the adequate stewardship of public resources. No such
arrangements shall be introduced, discontinued or amended without the
approval of the Treasurer.
3.5.2. The Abstract of Accounts for the preceding financial year shall be prepared
by the 30 June following, or by such date as may be specified by Scottish
Ministers in regulations made under Section 105 of the Local Government
(Scotland) Act 1973, and submitted, by that date, to the External Auditor
and to the Partnership Board for consideration by 31 August at the latest.
Following completion of the Audit, the Treasurer shall submit to the
Partnership Board, by the 30 September, for approval and signing a copy
of the Abstract together with the External Auditor’s report thereon.
Thereafter, the audited accounts and the auditor’s annual report are to be
published on the authority’s website by the 31 October.
3.5.3. The Partnership Director shall be responsible for ensuring that the staff in
his or her Service, affords to the Treasurer such assistance as is necessary
to ensure that the deadlines agreed with the Treasurer for the completion
of the Annual Accounts are complied with.
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4. RISK MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF RESOURCES
All organisations face risks to people, property and continued operations. Risk
is the chance or possibility of loss, damage, injury or failure to achieve
objectives caused by an unwanted or uncertain action or event. Risk
management is the planned and systematic approach to the identification,
evaluation and control of risk. Its objectives are to secure the assets of the
organisation and to ensure its continued financial and organisational well-being.
4.1. Internal Control
Internal controls are the mechanisms put in place by management to: manage
and monitor progress towards the Partnership’s objectives; ensure compliance
with legislation, regulations and policies; ensure that operations are efficient
and effective; ensure that financial information and reporting is reliable; and to
protect the organisations assets and resources.
4.1.1. It shall be the responsibility of the Treasurer to assist the Partnership to put
in place an appropriate control environment and effective internal controls
which provide reasonable assurance of effective and efficient operations,
financial stewardship, probity and compliance with laws and regulations.
4.1.2. It shall be the Partnership Director’s responsibility to ensure that the
established controls are being adhered to, to seek guidance from the
Treasurer when it is identified that controls require change and to advise of
identified failures to comply with established controls.
4.1.3. It shall be the Partnership Director’s responsibility to ensure an annual
review of the code of governance is carried out, and that the results of this
review are considered by the Partnership before approving this in the
annual governance statement in the Annual Accounts for Nestrans.
4.2. Insurances, Indemnities and Guarantees
One of the tools used in managing risk is the arranging of suitable insurance
cover. This assists in lessening the likelihood of financial burden on the
organisation in the event of loss and helps in the management of expenditure.
4.2.1. It shall be the responsibility of the Treasurer to effect all insurance cover
and negotiate all claims in consultation with other officers where necessary.
4.2.2. The Partnership Director shall give prompt notification to the Treasurer of
all new risks, properties, equipment or other vehicles which require to be
insured and of any alterations affecting existing insurances.
4.2.3. The Partnership Director shall immediately notify the Treasurer in writing of
any loss, liability or damage or any event likely to lead to a claim, and inform
the police if he or she considers that criminal activity may have taken place.
Where a direct compensation payment is being considered as an
alternative to the submission of an insurance claim the Partnership Director
will seek, in writing, agreement of the Treasurer prior to payment which will
be subject to the limits set out in Aberdeenshire Council’s scheme of
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delegation.
4.2.4. The Treasurer shall annually, or at such other period as may be considered
necessary, review all insurances in consultation with the Partnership
Director as appropriate, and may report thereon to the Partnership Board if
changes are required.
4.2.5. The Partnership Director will consult the Treasurer and the Partnership’s
legal consultants respecting the terms of any indemnity and guarantees
which the Partnership is requested to give. All such guarantees must be
referred to the Partnership Board.
4.3. Assets
The Partnership may hold assets in the form of property, vehicles, equipment,
furniture and other items worth, collectively, a significant amount. It is important
that these assets are safeguarded and used efficiently in service delivery, and
that there are arrangements for the security of both assets and information
required for service operations. An up-to-date asset register is a prerequisite
for proper fixed asset accounting and sound asset management.
4.3.1. The general security of the Partnership’s accommodation shall be the
responsibility of the Partnership Director. He or she is responsible for
maintaining proper security at all times for all buildings, stocks, stores,
furniture, equipment, cash, etc., under his or her control and shall consult
the Treasurer in any case where security is thought to be defective or where
it is considered that special security arrangements may be needed.
4.4. Property
4.4.1. The Treasurer will set up and maintain an asset register of all assets owned
by the Partnership (with the exception of minor items covered by Regulation
3.6), recording the purpose for which it is held, the location, the extent,
purchase details.
4.4.2. The Partnership’s legal consultants will ensure custody of all title deeds
under secure arrangements.
4.4.3. Property shall only be let or disposed of in accordance with Partnership
Policy.
4.5. Stocks and Stores
4.5.1. Responsibility for the care and custody of stocks and stores under his or
her control shall rest with the Partnership Director, who shall ensure that
such assets are secure and adequately accounted for. Records shall be
maintained detailing the location, movement and balance of items held
which shall themselves be subject to a regular independent physical check.

4.5.2. The Partnership Director shall supply to the Treasurer such information as
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is required in relation to stores for the accounting, costing and financial
records, timeously on request. Surplus materials, stores, or equipment
shall be disposed of in accordance with Regulation 3.7.
4.6. Inventories
4.6.1. Inventories shall be maintained of all assets other than those included in
the Asset Register and shall record an adequate description of furniture,
fittings and equipment, plant and machinery etc., as required by the
Treasurer.
4.6.2. The Partnership Director shall be responsible for maintaining an inventory
of the assets under his or her control, and for taking action in relation to
discrepancies.
4.6.3. The Partnership’s property shall not be removed otherwise than in
accordance with the ordinary course of Partnership business or used
otherwise than for the Partnership’s purpose, except with specific written
authorisation from the Partnership Director.
4.7. Disposal of Assets
4.7.1. All surplus plant, vehicles, equipment and furnishings expected to realise
more than £1,000 (exclusive of VAT) where no suitable trade-in
arrangements have been made, shall be offered for sale by the Partnership
Director in consultation with the Treasurer ensuring that best value is
achieved and can be demonstrated. Items expected to raise more than
£1,000 (exclusive of VAT) individually, should be offered for sale by open
invitation or sold at auction.
4.7.2. Where the value is less than or equal to £1,000 the asset should be offered
for use elsewhere in the Partnership, and if no alternative internal use is
identified the disposal route elected should represent best value.
4.8. Treasury Management
Many thousands of pounds pass through the Partnership’s accounts each year.
Because of this, codes of practice have been established which aim to provide
assurances that Partnership money is properly managed in a way that balances
risk with return, but with the overriding consideration being given to the security
of Partnership assets.
4.8.1. The recommendations of the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy Code of Practice on Treasury Management in the Public
Services described in Section 4 of that Code shall be adhered to by the
Partnership. Section 4 of the Code contains four key recommendations
relating to the policies and practices to be adopted by transport
partnerships, reporting arrangements, the management and control of risk
and best value.
4.8.2. Accordingly, the Partnership will create and maintain, as the cornerstones
for effective treasury management:
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a treasury management policy statement, stating the policies and
objectives of its treasury management activities
suitable treasury management practices, setting out the manner in which
the Partnership will seek to achieve those policies and objectives, these
to be maintained by the Treasurer.
4.8.3. The content of the policy statement and treasury management practices will
follow the recommendations contained in sections 6 and 7 of the Code,
(subject only to amendment where necessary to reflect the particular
circumstances of the Partnership. Such amendments will not result in the
Partnership
materially
deviating
from
the
Code’s
key
recommendations).The Partnership will set out its strategy and procedures
to ensure compliance with the Code in a Treasury Management Policy
Statement and this will be monitored by the Partnership Board.
4.8.4. The Partnership Board will receive reports on treasury management
policies and practices, on an annual basis.
4.8.5. The Partnership delegates responsibility for the execution and
administration of treasury management decisions to the Treasurer. The
Treasurer will act in accordance with the Partnership’s treasury
management practices and CIPFA’s Standard of Professional Practice on
Treasury Management.
4.8.6. The Treasurer shall normally act as a Registrar for all Stock, Bonds, Bills
etc., and shall maintain records of all monies borrowed by the Partnership.
Where required to facilitate a particular method of borrowing, the
Partnership’s Banker or other agent approved by the Partnership Board
may be appointed Registrar.
4.9. Banking Arrangements
4.9.1. The Bank Account of the Partnership will be kept with the Bank selected by
the Partnership Board and where required, the Treasurer shall arrange for
subsidiary accounts to be kept with that Bank. All such Bank Accounts shall
be in the name, or incorporate the name, of the Partnership.
4.9.2. Except where in special circumstances it is not possible to borrow on the
Money Market, the Bank Account shall not be overdrawn in excess of the
sum authorised by the Partnership and agreed with its Bankers.
4.9.3. Arrangements for electronic funds transfer shall be authorised by the
Treasurer or other officer designated by him or her.
4.9.4. Any cheques issued shall bear the signature or the facsimile of one of the
authorised signatories agreed by the Partnership Board. The ordering of
and the control of cheques shall be the responsibility of the Treasurer.
4.9.5. Cheques and electronic transfers in excess of a figure determined by the
Treasurer shall require the signature of a second authorised signatory.
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4.9.6. All monies received shall be paid into the Partnership’s Bank Account daily
or at such other intervals as arranged with the Treasurer.
4.10. Investments and Loans
4.10.1. The Treasurer shall ensure the proper and safe custody of all Funds
administered by the Partnership.
4.10.2. All investments of money under the control of the Partnership shall be
managed by the Treasurer in accordance with the Partnership’s Treasury
Management Policy and shall be in the name of the Partnership or in the
name of nominees approved by the Treasurer who will report the need for
such nominees to the Partnership Board.
4.10.3. All documents of title to any investments or securities, the property of or in
the name of the Partnership or its nominees, shall be held in the custody of
the Treasurer, save that the title deeds of all property in its ownership shall
be in the custody of the Partnership’s legal consultants.
4.11. Staffing
In order to provide the highest level of service, it is crucial that the Partnership
recruits and retains high calibre, knowledgeable staff, qualified to an
appropriate level.

4.11.1. It shall be the responsibility of the Partnership Director to ensure that the
Partnership’s Policy in relation to the recruitment and selection of staff is
fully complied with and that all other Human Resources and Organisational
Development Policies approved by the Partnership are adhered to.
4.11.2. Appointments of all employees shall be made in accordance with approved
establishments, grades, and rates of pay. The Partnership Director shall
have discretion as to the incremental salary point on which employees are
to be placed within the approved salary scale for the post, subject to the
existence of sufficient provision in the Budget.

4.12. Internal Audit
The requirement for an internal audit function is regarded as a matter of good
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practice, ensuring that arrangements are made for the proper administration of
financial affairs and that the Treasurer has responsibility for those affairs
4.12.1. A periodic internal audit, under the independent control and direction of the
Treasurer, shall be arranged to carry out a review and appraisal of the
internal controls of the Partnership and prepare such reports on these as
may be required or appropriate. Work will be planned to provide
reasonable, rather than absolute, assurance and shall be undertaken in
accordance with the United Kingdom Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards. Such Internal Audit work shall not absolve management of the
responsibility to ensure that all financial transactions are undertaken in
accordance with the Partnership's Financial Regulations and that adequate
systems of internal control exist to safeguard assets and secure the
accuracy and reliability of records.
4.12.2. It shall be the responsibility of the Partnership Board from time to time to
assess the efficiency and effectiveness of its internal auditing, in
accordance with applicable standards and practices. The Partnership’s
internal auditor is the Chief Internal Auditor of Aberdeenshire Council. As
the Partnership uses the financial systems of Aberdeenshire Council it
should also consider the sufficiency of assurance that Nestrans draws from
the auditors work on Aberdeenshire Council’s systems generally.
4.12.3. Internal Audit shall have authority to:–
(i)

Enter at all reasonable times any Partnership premises.

(ii)

Have access to all records, documents and correspondence relating
to any financial and other transactions of the Partnership.

(iii)

Request and receive such explanations as are necessary concerning
any matter under examination.

(iv)

Require any employee of the Partnership to produce cash, stores,
equipment or any other Partnership property under his or her control.

4.12.4. It shall be the responsibility of the Partnership Director to ensure that
access and explanations requested by Internal Audit are provided in a
timely manner on all occasions.
4.12.5. The Chief Internal Auditor has the right to report direct to the Partnership
Board in any instance where he or she deems it inappropriate to report
direct to the Partnership Director.
4.12.6. Upon receipt of a report by the Chief Internal Auditor, the Partnership
Director shall respond fully within one calendar month.
4.12.7. Where recommendations resulting from Internal Audit work are agreed, the
Partnership Director will ensure that these are implemented within the
agreed timescale. Regular progress reports will be sought by Internal Audit
and it is the responsibility of the Partnership Director to ensure that these
are provided when requested along with explanations of any
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recommendations not implemented within the agreed timescale.

4.13. Prevention of Fraud and Corruption
The Partnership will not tolerate fraud or corruption in the administration of its
responsibilities, whether from inside or outside the organisation.
The
Partnership’s expectation of propriety and accountability is that members and
officers at all levels will lead by example in ensuring adherence to legal
requirements, rules, procedures and practices.
4.13.1. Whenever any matter arises which involves, or is thought to involve,
irregularities concerning cash, stores, equipment or other property of the
Partnership or any suspected irregularity in the exercise of the functions of
the Partnership, the Partnership Director will immediately notify the
Treasurer and the Chief Internal Auditor, as appropriate, who shall take
such steps as may be considered necessary by way of investigation and
report.
4.13.2. In order to assist in the prevention of fraud and corruption appropriate
internal controls will be established in accordance with Financial Regulation
4.1.
4.13.3. All members and employees will be expected to comply with the
Partnership’s Disclosure of Information (Whistle blowing) and Anti-fraud
and Corruption Policies, being those of Aberdeenshire Council, which the
Partnership has adopted.
4.14. Hospitality
4.14.1. The Partnership Director shall be entitled to extend hospitality, subject to
adequate Revenue Budget provision up to £300 (excluding VAT) per
occasion.
4.14.2. When hospitality is estimated to cost in excess of £300, but not more than
£1,500 (exclusive of VAT) per occasion, written approval shall first be
obtained from the following two Members: the Chair and a Vice Chair of the
Partnership Board.
4.14.3. Hospitality estimated to cost in excess of £1,500 (exclusive of VAT) per
occasion shall require the prior approval of the Partnership Board.
4.14.4. Reasonable hospitality extended to Partnership employees by current or
prospective clients, customers or suppliers, is an accepted practice, but the
acceptance of excessive hospitality or gifts, other than mere tokens, goes
beyond what is proper for a public official, regardless of whether such gifts
actually do, or are intended to, influence him or her in an official capacity.
Any hospitality or gifts must be recorded in a register kept for the purpose
by the Partnership’s Legal Consultants.
4.14.5. Subject to 4.14.4, gifts may only be accepted by employees provided they
fall within the terms of the specific Inland Revenue exemption (ITEPA 2003,
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s 324) for gifts from third parties. This effectively limits the value of gifts to
£250 including of VAT.
4.14.6. Hospitality or gifts received by the Partnership Board Members must be
dealt with in accordance with the Councillors’ Code of Conduct, and must
be recorded in a register kept for the purpose by the Partnership’s Legal
Consultants.
4.15. Payment of Grants and Subsidies
The awarding of Grants are means by which the Partnership provides subsidies
or funding to external bodies, (including individuals, businesses and third sector
organisations) to further the aims of those external bodies. Grants should not
be used to procure works, goods or services which the Partnership would
otherwise have to procure in accordance with Regulation 5.3.
4.15.1. The Partnership Director shall have authority to award grants included in
the approved Budget which have a clear link to and support the aims and
objectives of the Partnership.
4.15.2. Grants may only be awarded on written terms and conditions using grant
award letters or grant agreements on terms approved by the Partnership’s
legal consultants.
4.15.3. Any amendments to such terms and conditions will require the prior
approval of the Partnership’s legal consultants.
4.16. Sponsorship
Sponsorship is defined as “Any commercial agreement by which a sponsor, for
the mutual benefit of the sponsor and the sponsored party, contractually provides
financing or other support in order to establish an association between the
sponsor’s image, brands or products and a sponsorship property in return for rights
to promote this association and/or for the granting of certain agreed direct or
indirect benefits”
4.16.1. Commercial Sponsorship arrangements must comply with the Partnership’s
Policy and Procedures on Commercial Sponsorship in the Public Sector,
being those of Aberdeenshire Council, which the Partnership has adopted.
4.16.2. Commercial Sponsorship will be co-ordinated by the Partnership Director,
who will maintain a register of all commercial sponsorship agreements.
4.16.3. All commercial sponsorship agreements must be based on a written
agreement. For agreements with a value less than £1,000, an exchange of
letters will be sufficient evidence of a written agreement. For agreements
with a value in excess of £1,000, a full contract is required. This should be
agreed with the Partnership’s legal consultants.
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5. FINANCIAL SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES
5.1. Income
Income can be a vulnerable asset and effective income collection systems are
necessary to ensure that all income due is identified, collected, receipted and
banked properly. It is preferable to obtain income in advance of supplying
goods or services as this improves the Partnership’s cashflow and also avoids
the time and cost of administering debts.
5.1.1. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to ensure the proper recovery of all
monies due to the Partnership. To this end, he or she shall ensure that
proper financial and accounting arrangements are made throughout the
Partnership for the recording, collection, custody, control and disposal of
cash.
5.1.2. All receipt forms, books, tickets, and other such documents shall be ordered
and supplied to Services by or with the approval of the Treasurer, who shall
require to be satisfied as to the arrangements for their control.
5.1.3. All money received by an Officer on behalf of the Partnership shall without
delay be paid to the Treasurer or, as he or she may direct, to the
Partnership’s Bank account. No deduction may be made from such money
save to the extent that the Treasurer may specifically authorise.
Appropriate accounting entries shall be effected in a timely and accurate
manner to record all income due and collected.
5.1.4. Maximum limits for cash holdings shall be agreed with, and shall not be
exceeded without the express permission of the Treasurer
5.1.5. Accounts for chargeable services shall be issued by the Partnership
Director. The Treasurer shall be responsible for collection and pursuit of
outstanding sums.
5.1.6. Irrecoverable debts up to a value of £1,000 may be written off by the
Treasurer in consultation with the Partnership Director. Debts in excess of
£1,000 may be written off only after due consideration and approval by the
Partnership Board. All irrecoverable debts, where the debtor has been
subject to bankruptcy, sequestration or liquidation, may be written off by the
Treasurer.
5.1.7.

If the impact of such a write-off is such that it will result in the amount of any
revenue budget head being exceeded, or an income figure not being
reached, then the provisions of Regulation 3.3.2 shall apply.

5.1.8.

An irrecoverable debt is one where there is no reasonable prospect of
recovery. Once formally written off, no active pursuit of the debt will
normally be undertaken.

5.2. Authority to Incur Expenditure
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5.2.1. The Partnership Director shall have authority to incur expenditure included in
the approved Budget up to the level of the Budget provision, subject to
Regulations 5.2.2 to 5.2.3 below
5.2.2. Expenditure on I.T. software and hardware may not be incurred until
appropriate technical or professional advice has been taken from the
Partnership’s ICT consultants.
5.2.3. Single items of expenditure on supplies, goods, works, materials or services
shall require competitive quotations in accordance with tendering
arrangements set out in Regulation 5.3.

5.3. Procurement of Works, Goods or Services
Public money should be spent with demonstrable probity and in accordance
with the Partnership’s policies. The Partnership has a responsibility to achieve
best value through economy and efficiency whilst following the key principles of
equal treatment, non-discrimination, transparency and proportionality.
The Partnership’s procedures should help to ensure that value for money is
obtained from their purchasing arrangements whilst complying with legal
obligations and procurement principles
Purchase Orders
5.3.1. Subject to regulation 5.3.2 the purchase of all works, goods or services,
including those provided under a Service Level Agreement, shall be
ordered or instructed on an official purchase order form, which shall be in a
format approved by the Treasurer. Where by reason of urgency or
necessity a verbal order is issued, it must be confirmed immediately in
writing by the issue of an official purchase order form. The supplier shall
be requested to quote order numbers on all invoices.
5.3.2. The Treasurer has authority to dispense with the requirement to complete
a purchase order and shall maintain a register of such dispensations.
Purchasing with a purchase card is subject to this dispensation.
5.3.3. The purchase order, with the relevant contract references/schedule
numbers, included where appropriate, shall be signed in manuscript by the
Partnership Director or other authorised signatory, or by appropriate
electronic methods as approved by the Treasurer. The Partnership Director
must furnish the Treasurer with a list of signatories approved for this
purpose, and shall advise him or her of additions to or deletions from the
list as they occur. The officer approving the purchase order should be
satisfied that there will be appropriate budgetary provision covering the
estimated cost prior to authorisation. All purchase orders or contracts of
£50,000 and above in value must be authorised by the Partnership Director,
subject to obtaining appropriate approvals.
5.3.4. Regulation 5.3.1 does not apply to supplies of metered services, periodical
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payments such as rent and rates, and petty cash purchases

Contract Value
5.3.5. All references to “contract value”/”requirements” shall be read as referring
to (a) the total price of the contract (excluding VAT) where the Partnership
is the sole customer or client or (b) the Partnership’s contribution, where
the Partnership is one of a group or partnership of organisations acting as
customer or client (including the value of any assets or rights transferred by
the Partnership to the supplier).
5.3.6. When considering these regulations contract value should be exclusive of
VAT and consider the whole life of the contract including optional extension
periods.
5.3.7. In the case of a framework agreement the value of the framework
agreement is the total value estimated to be paid by the Partnership to the
supplier or suppliers (excluding VAT) over the whole life of the framework
agreement including any optional extension period.
5.3.8. Where a contract is one of a series of similar contracts, across the
Partnership for the same category of goods, or specific requirements
needed to complete a project, the value of each must be aggregated to
determine the relevant contract value. The splitting of requirements into
smaller lots or orders in an attempt to avoid the contract value limits in these
regulations is expressly prohibited.

Contract Term

5.3.9. All contracts should have a defined duration or be capable of being
terminated on a fixed period of notice by the Partnership.
5.3.10. Contracts will be subject to review by the Partnership Director at least every
four years. Contracts may only be continued beyond the initial period if it
continues to represent best value and provided the appropriate approval is
obtained in accordance with these regulations.

Orders and Contracts less than £5,000

5.3.11. Where the total value of the contract is estimated to be less than £5,000
over the term of the contract the procuring officer must obtain a minimum
of one written quote and be able to demonstrate that best value has been
achieved.
Orders equal to or over £5,000, but less than £50,000
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5.3.12. Where the total value of the contract is estimated to be over £5,000, but
less than £50,000, over the term of the purchase/contract, competitive
quotations must be sought and obtained in writing from at least four
suppliers. Should the Partnership Director be unable to obtain four written
quotes, prior approval to proceed with fewer than four quotations, should
be sought from the Treasurer.
Orders £50,000 and above
5.3.13. If the total value of the contract is estimated to be £50,000 or over, over the
term of the purchase/contract, a formal tender shall be issued to appropriate
tenderers. The Public Contracts Scotland website must be used for the
advertisement of contracts, unless the Treasurer has given express
permission for another advertising method to be used.
Orders above EU Thresholds
5.3.14. Where the value of the contract is estimated to exceed the relevant EU
threshold or it is anticipated that there might be cross border interest in the
procurement the advice of the Treasurer must be sought
Tender Opening
5.3.15. Tenders may be submitted via electronic means or hard copy via post,
courier or hand delivered. Where tenders are to be submitted via electronic
copy only, the Treasurer must be consulted on the method for receipting
and recording of tenders. In the case of hard copy tender submission
tenders shall be opened by an officer in the presence of two other officers.
Selection and Down Selection
5.3.16. Where the shortlisting of interested parties or down selection of tenderers
is permitted as part of a procurement process the Partnership Director shall
have authority to select the parties to be invited to tender or to be allowed
to continue in the tendering process, as the case may be
Tender Evaluation
5.3.17. Tenders shall be evaluated by an evaluation panel in accordance with the
procedures set out in the Procurement Guidance Notes.
5.3.18. Tenders shall be evaluated in accordance with the quotation or tender
award criteria set out in the invitation to quote or tender, and on the basis
of establishing which offer is the most economically advantageous. No
other criteria shall be applied.
5.3.19. A written record shall be maintained outlining the evaluation process,
recording the process followed, the criteria applied, and detailing the
reasons for the decision and incorporated into the Award Report. This
record shall be retained and is further detailed within Procurement
Guidance Notes.
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Post Tender Negotiation
5.3.20. Post tender negotiations may only be considered where permitted by the
Procurement Legislation and then only with the written approval of the Head
of Commercial and Procurement Services of the approach to be adopted.
Authority to Award Tendered Contracts
5.3.21. Authority to award contracts following a tendering process is permitted as
follows:(i) Contract value less than £50,000 for the duration of the contract period and
accepting lowest priced tender – Partnership Director.
(ii) Contract value less than £50,000 for the duration of the contract period accepting the most economically advantageous tender to the Partnership,
in relation to price / quality mix, despite tender not being the lowest priced –
Partnership Director in consultation with the Treasurer.
(iii) Contract value for the duration of the contract period which is equal to or
over £50,000 where the matter has not previously been reported to the
Partnership – Partnership Board.
(iv) If a decision to accept a tender has been delegated to officers and the value
of the selected tender is in excess of 25% and £25,000 above the originally
reported estimate the matter should be referred to the Partnership Board.
Authority to make Direct Awards (including special urgency)
5.3.22. Notwithstanding regulation 5.3.21, the Partnership Director may authorise
a Direct Award but then only in the following circumstances:
(i) Where the Contract Value is below £5,000 and the Partnership Director is
satisfied it represents best value
(ii) Where the Contract Value is £5,000 or more but less than £50,000, the
Procuring Officer has presented a satisfactory Award Report demonstrating
best value and the Head of Commercial and Procurement Services either
consents in accordance with regulation 5.3.12 or is satisfied that there is no
practical or economically sensible alternative,
(iii) Where the Contract Value is £50,000 or more, the Procuring Officer has
submitted an Award Report and the Head of Commercial and Procurement
Services is satisfied that there are grounds for permitting a Direct Award in
accordance with the Procurement Legislation (which grounds may include
awarding a call-off contract to a supplier under a framework agreement
without re-opening competition),
(iv) For the purchase of second hand goods in accordance with regulation
5.3.34, and
(v) In the case of special urgency as set out in regulation 5.3.24

5.3.23. Regardless of the Contract Value, the Partnership Board may authorise a
Direct Award provided the Head of Commercial and Procurement Services
is satisfied that there are grounds for permitting a Direct Award in
accordance with the Procurement Legislation (which grounds may include
awarding a call off contract to a supplier under a framework agreement
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without re-opening competition).
5.3.24. In the event of special urgency brought about by circumstances
unforeseeable by, and not attributable to the Partnership, the Partnership
Director may authorise a Direct Award provided the Head of Commercial
and Procurement Services is satisfied and provides written confirmation
that there are grounds for permitting a Direct Award in accordance with the
Procurement Legislation.
5.3.25. If there is any doubt about whether there are grounds for permitting a Direct
Award in accordance with the Procurement Legislation the Head of
Commercial and Procurement Services shall consult with the Partnership’s
Legal consultants before agreeing that the action is justified in the
circumstances.
Contract Variations and Extensions – Goods, Service and Works.
5.3.26. Where there is a requirement for extending an existing contract for a period
of up to twelve months and/or to vary the scope of the contract and the
combined value of the existing contract and the extension and/or variation
is less than £50,000, the matter shall be delegated to the Partnership
Director, subject to the approval of the Treasurer
5.3.27. Where an extension or variation increases the contract value of an existing
contract to £50,000 and above and the contract has not previously been
approved by the Partnership, then this will be subject to reporting to the
Partnership Board as outlined in 5.3.21
5.3.28. Where there is a requirement to extend an existing contract for a period of
up to twelve months and/or vary the scope of the contract which in either
case will, increase the value of contract by no more than 25% of the original
contract value, (and that contract has previously been approved by
committee) the matter shall be delegated to the Partnership Director,
subject to the approval of the Treasurer.
5.3.29. Where there is a requirement to extend an existing contract for a period of
greater than twelve months and/or increase the value by more than 25% of
the original contract value, (and the contact has previously been approved
by committee) the matter shall be subject to reporting and approval by the
Partnership as outlined in 5.3.21.
5.3.30. There shall no requirement to report to the Partnership or seek the Board’s
approval to extend a contract where the option to extend and the budget for
the extension was included in the original approval. The authority to
exercise an option to extend in these circumstances shall be delegated to
the Partnership Director.
Framework Agreements
5.3.31. A Framework Agreement is a general term for agreements with providers
which set out terms and conditions under which specific purchases (calloffs) can be made throughout the term of the agreement.
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5.3.32. Where the Partnership has entered into a framework agreement with
external suppliers covering the provision of goods, works or services, the
approval of the Head of Commercial and Procurement Services must be
sought before seeking alternative provision with different suppliers.
5.3.33. Officers may procure works, goods and services under external framework
agreements provided that authority to incur expenditure has been approved
in accordance with these regulations and also provided that:
i)

Use of an external framework agreement by the Partnership has
been approved in writing by the Head of Commercial and
Procurement Services

ii)

No material change may be made to the call off terms under the
framework agreement. (Calling-off from the framework may only be
done in accordance with the procedures laid down within that
framework),

iii) All call-off contracts must be reported to the Head of Commercial and
Procurement Services
iv) All new call-offs for goods or services made under the frameworks
which are above £50,000, and where there are multiple call-offs from
the same framework which total in excess of £50,000 must be
reported to the Partnership Board for approval in each and every
instance unless the Partnership has been advised in advance, and
subsequently approved.
Purchase of Second Hand Goods
5.3.34. Second hand goods up to a value of £50,000 may be acquired without a
competitive quotation being obtained provided that:
i. the Partnership Director can demonstrate that the purchase is
necessary to facilitate service delivery;
ii. the Partnership Director can demonstrate that the purchase
represents best value, having given due consideration to the cost of
an equivalent new purchase and estimated life of the asset both from
new and current age;
iii. the goods have been subject to inspection to ascertain their physical
condition, with a record kept of the outcome of the inspection;
iv. the Partnership has clear title to the goods; and
v. the Partnership Director obtains in writing (including e-mail) the prior
agreement of the Treasurer before effecting the purchase.

Contract Register
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5.3.35. The Treasurer shall maintain a Contracts Register for the monitoring of all
contracts and framework agreements developed or in use by the
Partnership, which shall include the value and amount of each contract
(where able to be so identified). The Partnership Director shall ensure that
the prescribed information is communicated to the Treasurer twice a year.

5.4. Payment of Accounts
In order to ensure the probity of payments, it is essential that appropriate
controls are in operation to confirm that the expenditure has been appropriately
committed in accordance with Regulation 4.3, the works, goods or services
have been supplied to the Partnership in a satisfactory manner, and costs are
in accordance with estimates.
5.4.1. The Partnership Director issuing an order is responsible for examining,
verifying and certifying the accuracy of the related invoice(s) and similarly
for any other payment voucher or account. Such certification shall be in
manuscript, in a manner or form prescribed by the Treasurer, by or on
behalf of the Partnership Director. The names of officers authorised to sign
such records shall be submitted to the Treasurer, together with specimen
signatures and initials, and this list shall be amended on the occasion of
any change therein.
5.4.2. Certified accounts shall either (a) be passed without delay to the Treasurer
who shall make payment after examining them and making such enquiries
and receiving such information and explanations as are deemed necessary,
or (b) be paid by the Treasurer after processing by the Partnership Director
in accordance with procedures agreed by the Treasurer. Apart from petty
cash payments and other payments of imprest/advances, the normal
method of payment of money due from the Partnership shall be by
electronic funds transfer.
5.4.3. Such floats or imprests as the Treasurer considers appropriate shall be
provided to the Partnership for the purposes of defraying petty cash and
other expenses as may be approved by the Treasurer for payment in cash.
Such accounts shall be maintained on an Imprest system in a manner
prescribed by the Treasurer.

5.5. Salaries and Wages
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Staff costs are a material item of expenditure for the Partnership. It is therefore
important that payments are accurate, timely, made only when they are due for
services to the Partnership and that payments accord with individuals’
conditions of employment. It is also important that all payments are accurately
and completely recorded.
5.5.1. With the general exception of pensions to former employees, the payment
of salaries, wages, compensations and other emoluments to all employees
of the Partnership shall be made by Aberdeenshire Council.
5.5.2. The Partnership Director will notify Human Resources and Organisational
Development without delay and in the form prescribed by him or her, of all
matters affecting the payment of such emoluments and, in particular:
(i) appointments, resignations, dismissals, suspensions, secondments and
transfers;
(ii) absences from duty for sickness or other reason, apart from approved
leave;
(iii) changes in remuneration, other than normal increments and pay awards
and agreements of general application;
(iv) information necessary to maintain records of service for superannuation,
income tax etc.

5.5.3. All time records or other pay documents shall be in a form prescribed or
approved by Human Resources and Organisational Development and shall
be certified by or on behalf of the Partnership Director. Certified documents
shall either (a) be passed without delay to Human Resources and
Organisational Development who shall make payment after examining
them and making such enquiries and receiving such information and
explanations as are deemed necessary, or (b) be paid by Human
Resources and Organisational Development after processing by the
Partnership Director in accordance with procedures agreed by Human
Resources and Organisational Development. The names of officers
authorised to sign such records shall be submitted by the Partnership
Director to Human Resources and Organisational Development together
with specimen signatures and initials, and this list shall be amended on the
occasion of any change therein.
5.5.4. Should it be established that an employee has been overpaid, recovery will
be pursued. Should the Partnership Director believe that there are
mitigating circumstances, non-recovery may only be permitted if the
Treasurer gives written approval, following consultation with the Head of
Human Resources and Organisational Development.

5.6. Travelling and Subsistence Allowances
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5.6.1. All payments in respect of travelling and subsistence allowances shall be at
rates determined from time to time by the Partnership and in accordance
with the Partnership’s adopted scheme, being Aberdeenshire Council’s
policy and procedures for Travel and Subsistence.
5.6.2. All claims for payment of travelling and subsistence allowances by staff
shall be duly certified and submitted to the Head of Human Resources and
Organisational Development on the approved form, made up to the last day
of each month, accompanied by VAT receipts (where appropriate) for
expenditure incurred and submitted as soon as possible. The names of
officers authorised to certify such records shall be sent to the Treasurer by
the Partnership Director, together with specimen signatures and initials and
shall be amended on the occasion of any change.
5.6.3. The certification by or on behalf of the Director shall be taken to mean that
the certifying officer is satisfied that the journeys were authorised, the
mileage and expenses incurred are reasonable and agree with the journey
description detailed, and the allowances are properly payable by the
Partnership.
5.6.4. Payment to Members of the Partnership who are entitled to claim travelling
or other allowances will be made by the Head of Human Resources and
Organisational Development upon receipt of the prescribed form duly
completed and accompanied by valid receipts for all subsistence claimed.
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7a Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2019/20


Purpose of Report
This report seeks agreement from the Partnership to the proposed Treasury
Management Strategy Statement for 2019/20



Background
In August 2008 the Board approved a report indicating the nature of NESTRANS cash
balances were such that they required minimum regulation. Since this period the
economy, regulatory environment and the average level of cash balances held by the
partnership has changed and therefore an annual Treasury Management Strategy
Statement requires to be prepared.
Treasury management is defined as the management of the organisation’s investments
and cashflows, its banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective
control of the risks associated with those activities and the pursuit of the optimum
performance consistent with those risks. A summary of the Investment Activities for
2017/18 is set out in Appendix C to this report.
The CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management in the Public Services requires the
Partnership to set out its treasury management strategy for borrowing and investment
each year.
Responsibility for risk management and control in relation to treasury management lies
with NESTRANS and cannot be delegated to any outside organisation, however the
Partnership has a Service Level Agreement with Aberdeenshire Council who assist in the
undertaking of treasury management activities.
The board adopt a moderate to low appetite for risk. As guardians of public funds security
of principal and liquidity is of primary importance. Maximising yield is desirable but of
secondary importance.



Proposals
It is proposed that NESTRANS approve the Treasury Management Strategy including the
Investment Policy for 2019/20
This strategy which is set out over the appendices to this report makes specific reference
to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prospects for interest rates (Appendix A)
Treasury limits (Appendix A)
Reporting mechanisms (Appendix A)
Use of Treasury Advisors (Appendix A)
Investment Strategy (Appendix B)

7d Treasury Management Strategy.docx
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Implications
There are no financial implications at this stage arising from the report, however:
1. The more stringent criteria applied in relation to investment counterparties
compounded with historically low interest rates may continue to limit investment
income in 2019/20.

2. Clydesdale Bank, the Board’s bankers are now a stand-alone bank as its parent
National Australia Bank sold off their UK subsidiaries. Clydesdale Bank has
sufficient capital and liquidity buffers necessary to continue as a standalone
entity. This change in ownership resulted in Aberdeenshire Council’s treasury
advisors removing them from their list of acceptable financial institutions for
investment. The proposed Investment Policy continues to allow the Board to
invest with its own bank and accept the risk.

These issues will be monitored closely during 2019/20.


Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
Approve the revised Treasury Management Strategy as set out in appendix A to B of this
report.

Alan Wood
Treasurer
09 April 2019
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APPENDIX A
Strategy Review
1.

Definition of Treasury Management

1.1

Treasury management is defined as the management of the organisation’s investments
and cashflows, its banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective
control of the risks associated with those activities and the pursuit of the optimum
performance consistent with those risks.

1.2

Within the North East of Scotland Transport Partnership (NESTRANS), treasury
management covers:

1.2.1

The day-to-day monitoring and management of the Partnership’s cashflows undertaking
short term investment as required. “Short term” relates to activities within treasury
management of less than 365 days. The objectives of day-to-day management of
cashflows is to maximise investment opportunities through detailed forecasting and
monitoring of interest rate trends and risk assessment by optimising investment returns
using a list of approved organisations for investment.

1.2.2

The Partnership has borrowing powers however does not intend to utilise these in
2019/20.

1.3

Operational treasury activities are undertaken by Aberdeenshire Council.

2.

Prospects for Interest Rates and the UK Economy

2.1

The Bank Rate (formerly known as Base Rate) is influenced by a range of factors. The
two key areas that the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) takes into
account when setting the Bank Rate are the government inflation targets and the growth
in the economy.

2.2

Interest rates will be dependent on the strength of the UK economic recovery and that of
its main trading partners (US and Europe), around which there is still uncertainty. Rates
were volatile during 2018 due to uncertainty around the terms of the UK exit from the
European Union and there are fears of recession in the 2 main Global Economies of China
and the United States.

3.

Treasury Limits for 2019/20

3.1

It is recommended good practice for the Partnership to set treasury operational limits as
part of this strategy to reduce risk.

4.

Annual Investment Strategy

4.1

NESTRANS maintains only temporary, short term investments and investments will
accordingly be made with reference to cash flow requirements. It will be the
Partnership’s objective to have a closing bank balance as close as possible to zero each
day, as this maximises the value that the Partnership derives from its cash position. The
bank account currently pays 0% interest.

4.2

The proposed Investment Policy for 2019/20 governing these activities is detailed in
Appendix B.
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4.3

Whilst the policy focuses on credit ratings these are only the starting point when
considering investment risk and wide ranging market data and information is reviewed
regularly by the Finance Section. This Policy has been reviewed in light of the current
economic climate and the recommendation within the new The Treasury Management
Code that Councils need a sound diversification policy with high credit quality
counterparties and should consider setting country, sector and group limits.

4.4

Against this background, caution will be adopted with the 2019/20 treasury operations.
The Treasurer will monitor the interest rates and adopt a practical approach to any
changing circumstances.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

The revised CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management in Local Authorities
advocated that the Board’s appetite for risk must be clearly identified within the strategy
report. The role of risk management was further codified within the Local Government
Investments (Scotland) Regulations 2010 (the Investment Regulations) and the
associated consent to invest issued by Scottish Ministers.

5.2

Sound Corporate Governance requires appropriate regulation, monitoring and control of
these activities to minimise risk exposure, by instilling risk awareness in the policy and
procedures of the Partnership. Risk associated with treasury management practices and
policies are considered throughout this report.

6.

Reporting and Formal Monitoring

6.1

The Code of Practice for Treasury Management by Local Authorities (the Code) issued
by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA), states that the
performance of the treasury management function should be reviewed at least twice per
annum. To fulfil this requirement a report will be submitted to the Board.

7.

Use of Treasury Advisors

7.1

Responsibility for risk management and control in relation to treasury management lies
with NESTRANS and cannot be delegated to any outside organisation; however the
Partnership has a Service Level Agreement with Aberdeenshire Council who assist in
the undertaking of treasury management activities.
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APPENDIX B
Annual Investment Strategy
1.

Purpose of Policy

1.1

The annual investment strategy defines the parameters by which investment activities
are permitted to be undertaken. The policy is reviewed annually by NESTRANS.

2.

Background

2.1

Objectives of Investment Activities

2.1.1

The primary objective is to minimise risk and maintain the security of funds and liquidity.
Investment opportunities are identified through detailed forecasting and monitoring of
interest rate trends, and returns optimised using a list of approved organisations.

2.1.2

The Partnership’s investment priorities are: (a)

the security of capital and

(b)

the liquidity of its investments.

2.2

The Nature and Scope of Investments

2.2.1

The Local Government Investments (Scotland) Regulations 2010 permits local
authorities to make investments subject to them gaining the consent of Scottish
Ministers. The Consent defines Investments as:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

All share holding, unit holding and bond holding, including those in a local authority
owned company, is an investment
Loans to a local authority company or other entity formed by a local authority to
deliver services, is an investment.
Loans made to third parties are investments.
Investment property is an investment.

2.2.2

The need to invest funds can arise as a consequence of the day-to-day management of
the Partnership’s funds. The cash balances of the Partnership means it is often
necessary for it to invest what can be substantial sums of money in the money markets.

2.2.3

The criteria for investment of funds are that the security of the investment is the
paramount consideration with return being of secondary importance.

2.3

Regulation

2.3.1

The Local Government Investments (Scotland) Regulations 2010 permits local
authorities to make investments subject to them gaining the consent of Scottish
Ministers; consent has been issued subject to compliance with the terms of the consent.

2.3.2

The Partnership will have regard to CIPFA’s Treasury Management in Public Services
Code of Practice and Cross Sectoral Guidance Notes (the CIPFA Treasury Management
Code).
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3.

Investment Policy

3.1

The Investment Policy formulated for consideration by the Partnership is as follows:

(a)

Investments of funds of the Partnership shall, in individual cases, be subject to the
observance of any legal restrictions pertaining to the particular investment, in Sterling
and as set out in the Permitted Investment Schedule appended to this policy.

(b)

Surplus money in the Partnership’s funds may only be advanced to any other UK local
authority or government guaranteed institution. In addition to:
1.

any bank, financial institution, insurance company or utility company which meets
the following criteria:-

(i)

It is UK, EU, Australian or Canadian based

(ii)

It falls into one of the groups of banks, financial institutions or insurance
companies and the institution concerned appears in Aberdeenshire Council’s
treasury advisors credit rating matrix as approved, specifically a rating of P-1 (or
better) from Moody’s or a rating of F-1 (or better) from Fitch. Or where the
organisations are deemed UK government backed and appear in the credit rating
matrix.

(iii)

The Partnership’s own bankers.

2.

any money market fund that meets the following criteria:-

(i)

It is a Sterling denominated fund domiciled within the UK or EU as regulated by
the Institutional Money Market Funds Association (IMMFA)

(ii)

It falls into one of the groups of banks, financial institutions or insurance
companies and the institution concerned has a rating of Aaa from Moody’s or a
rating of AAAmmf from Fitch or a rating of AAAm with Standard & Poor.

A list of approved counterparties will be maintained by the Aberdeenshire Council on our
behalf and reviewed on at least a monthly basis.
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Table 1: Investment Policy: - Permitted Investments Schedule – Treasury

Investment
Category
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Name

Minimum
Credit Criteria

Liquidity
Risk

Deposits

Call Accounts

Per Investment
Policy

Instant
access

Deposits

Business Reserve
Accounts

Per Investment
Policy

Instant
access

Deposits

Fixed Term
Deposits

Per Investment
Policy

Term
deposit

Collective
Investment
Schemes structures
as open ended
investment
companies

Money Market
Funds

Per Investment
Policy

Instant
access

Market Risk

Limit
Per
Counter
party/ Maximu
Investee m
£'s Period

Governance
Policy

£1.5m 12 mths

Investment
Policy

£1.5m 24 mths

Investment
Policy

none

£1.5m 24 mths

Investment
Policy

none

£1.5m 12 mths

Investment
Policy

none

none

Investment
Category
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Collective
Investment
Schemes
structures
as open ended
investment
companies
Securities Issued or
guaranteed by
governments

Name

Ultra ShortDated Bonds

Treasury Bills

Minimum
Credit Criteria

Liquidity
Risk

Per Investment
Policy

Minimal Pooled cash
investment
vehicle
which
provides
very low
market risk.
These will
primarily be
used as
Today + 2 liquidity
Days
instruments.

Per Investment
Policy

Term
Deposit/Se
condary
Market

Market Risk

Yes if not held
to term

Limit
Per
Counter
party/ Maximu
Investee m
£'s Period

Governance
Policy

£1.5m 12 mths

Investment
Policy

£1.5m 24 mths

Investment
Policy

Investment
Category

Deposit

Name

Certificate of
Deposits

Minimum
Credit Criteria

Liquidity
Risk

Market Risk

Per Investment
Policy

Term
Deposit/Se
condary
Market

Yes if not held
to term

Limit
Per
Counter
party/ Maximu
Investee m
£'s Period

£1.5m 24 mths

Governance
Policy

Investment
Policy
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APPENDIX C

Investment Activity

Name

Aberdeenshire Council

Balance as at 31
March 2017

Investment Return
Balance as at 31
March 2018
2017/18

£s

£'s

£'s
0

0

Bank Of Scotland

1,500,000

1,500,000

8,759

Clydesdale Bank

295,000

715,000

3,741

Royal Bank Of Scotland

0

0

0

Svenska Handelsbanken

0

0

87

1,795,000

2,215,000

12,587
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0

Total
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8 Information Bulletin


Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide information and updates for the Board on a number of
matters not requiring decision.


Getabout update

Getabout have been supporting the Sustrans Workplace Challenge encouraging people to
sign up to and log their journeys for work in March 2019. This has been done through
Getabout partners’ email signatures, radio adverts and at bus shelters and bus backs across
the region.
The Getabout Cycle Roadshow is continuing to be used at events and shows and was part of
the recent Climate Week Family Fun Day at Hazelhead Park on Saturday 16th of March 2019.
Getabout are also planning to have a stand in Aberdeen City Centre for the Cycling City Tour
Series on Thursday 16th May 2019 and for Clean Air Day on Thursday 19th June 2019.
Plans are starting for In Town Without My Car Day due to be held on Sunday 15th September
2019.


Health and Wellbeing and the RTS information gathering

As part of the information gathering for the new Regional Transport Strategy (RTS), Nestrans
have attended a couple of Health and Wellbeing related meetings to gather views in regard to
Health and Transport. These include attending a meeting of the Macular Society and a Health
and Transport meeting organised by the Aberdeen Health and Social Care Partnership.
Nestrans are working closely with our colleagues in NHS Grampian and the Health and Social
Care Partnerships to ensure that Health and Wellbeing is reflected appropriately in the new
RTS and will be part of the health and equalities assessments of the strategy. Other groups
and interested parties will be able to comment and take part in the RTS consultation process.


Grampian Cycle Partnership

The Grampian Cycle Partnership is now a constituted group and has held several events and
meetings across Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire and Moray. They have now launched a website
http://www.grampiancyclepartnership.org/ and anyone can join the partnership for free using
the site.


AWPR Launch Event - Bikes

Transport Scotland approached Nestrans recently as they had bicycles, high visibility jackets
and helmets that were used during the Community Weekend at the celebration event in
advance of the opening of the AWPR in September 2018. Nestrans have now arranged for
this equipment to be given to Aberdeenshire Council’s Leisure Lend and Sport Aberdeen’s
Adventure Aberdeen. This equipment can then be used as part of their work locally to promote
cycling and provide opportunities for those who may not have access to a bike (which includes
8 Information Bulletin
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schools) and be a continuing positive legacy of the AWPR Go Greener and Go Safely
campaigns. It is hoped to have the equipment handed over in the next few weeks.


Transport Focus Bus Passenger Satisfaction Survey

Transport Focus carries out regular Bus Passenger surveys to compare and benchmark what
passengers think about their bus service. The high-level results were published in March 2019
and officers received a presentation from Transport Focus on 3rd April with a more detailed
breakdown of results for the north east.
The graph below shows the headline figures for the north east with overall journey satisfaction
increasing from 86% in 2016 to 89% in 2018. Satisfaction with punctuality has also improved
from 70% in 2016 to 73% in 2018 whilst satisfaction with driver greeting/welcome has seen
the biggest increase from 74% satisfied in 2016 to 79% in 2018. Satisfaction with value for
money remains the factor with the lowest level of satisfaction, as also reflected nationally.

The graphs below show the comparison of satisfaction in the north east compared to other
regions across Scotland. These results show satisfaction levels in the north east are generally
lower than most other regions across Scotland. These results will be discussed through the
Bus Alliance and incorporated into the State of the Network report which is currently being
prepared.
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Scottish Youth Parliament public transport campaign - All Aboard

Every year, the Scottish Youth Parliament delivers a campaign which focuses on a major issue
affecting young people in Scotland. Their 2018-19 campaign focuses on improving young
people’s experience of public transport in Scotland. To support this a research paper was
published in January 2019 and provides the results of their phase one consultation. The report
highlights ten key findings and ten recommendations aimed at Transport Scotland, public
transport companies and Regional Transport Partnerships, calling for changes that will help
to improve young people’s experiences of public transport in Scotland.
Their ten recommendations are:
Reducing fares
1. Transport Scotland and the Scottish Government should review the existing
concessionary discount on public transport, available to 16-18 year olds through the
Young Scot National Entitlement Card, to expand the concession to include all young
people (up to their 26th birthday) at no cost to young people across all public transport
networks.
2. Transport companies should raise the age of child fares to include young people up to
the age of 18, and provide with guidance and training for customer facing staff about
how to work positively with young people. This should be carried out in conjunction
with young people.
3. Transport Scotland should work with transport companies and other organisations to
develop and roll-out a Scotland-wide app, such as NaviGoGo1, to make sure young
people have live and accessible information about the range of fares, timetables,
routes and discounts available to them, and can make an informed decision about their
travel choices.
Accessibility
4. In line with existing SYP policy, transport companies should sign up existing bus, train
and tram charters which set out best practice for service providers when interacting
with passengers who have a disability, such as the RNIB ‘We’re on Board’ accessible
travel charter.
5. Customer-facing public transport staff should receive comprehensive training on
safety, accessibility and inclusion, including visible and invisible disabilities. This
training should be co-produced and delivered by facilitators who have a disability.
6. Transport Scotland and Regional Transport Partnerships should improve promotion of
the Thistle Assistance Card to young people and public transport companies, to help
increase young people with visible and invisible disabilities’ confidence that they will
be treated with respect and dignity by staff when travelling.
Bus standards
7. Public transport companies should work with young people to co-design bus timetables
and route information which is easy to read and accessible. This information should
be included on an app, the company’s website, and at bus stops and in waiting areas,
and should be regularly reviewed to ensure it is up-to-date and accurate.
8. Public transport companies should improve young people’s experience of travelling on
buses by taking steps to ensure friendly customer service by all staff; aiming for higher
minimum standards of safety, hygiene and cleanliness on buses; and providing Wi-Fi
and charging points on buses where possible.

1

https://www.the-espgroup.com/project/navigogo/
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Youth participation
9. Regional Transport Partnerships should take a human rights based approach to
ensure young people are meaningfully included in decisions about public transport
which will affect them. This could include the establishment of a regional young
transport users forum, and building and strengthening links with existing youth voice
mechanisms within the region.
10. Public transport companies should ensure young people are being consulted on
decisions affecting them, and make more effort to gather and regularly review feedback
from passengers. For example, as a minimum, they could print a short rating question
on the back of bus / train tickets, which passengers could put in a collection box as
they exit the bus. This would enable companies to collect on-the-spot feedback, and
to recycle used tickets.
The findings and recommendations from this report will be taken on board and fed into the
development of the Regional Transport Strategy and, in particular, to considerations about
how we undertake communication and engagement with young people. We will also raise this
through the North East Bus Alliance.



Report on Impact of Festive Traffic Restrictions in Madrid

Madrid closed its central business district to cars during the 2018 Christmas period and an
analysis was undertaken by Spain’s second largest bank (Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria)
in association with the City of Madrid to find out how restricting car access to Madrid Central
impacted on Christmas shopping. Information was gathered between 1 December 2018 and
7 January 2019 and a comparison was made between data from the last two Christmases to
assess any revenue changes in Madrid Central (Gran Vía and five sub-areas) versus changes
in the entire city.
Twenty million anonymised transactions were analysed and it
was discovered that the decision to limit road access to the city centre by motorists led to
increases in spending in Madrid when compared to the same time the previous year. The
sample showed a 3.3% increase in spending in Madrid, which goes up to a 9.5% increase in
retail takings on Madrid’s main shopping street, the Gran Vía and reached 8.6% in the central
area.
The City of Madrid’s imposition of a “low-emission zone” for the Christmas period also led to
benefits to citizens as well as shops and restaurants as there was a 71% fall in air pollution
during the period of the experimental motor traffic restrictions.


Press and Communications

A summary of Press Enquiries, Media Releases and coverage relevant to Nestrans is attached
as Appendix A to this report.



Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board note the contents of this report.

KW/KC/RD/JA 5 April 2019
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Appendix A

Nestrans Communications Report
1 s t February- 1 s t April 2019


Nestrans Media Queries

Date
Media
6th March Evening
2019
Express



Query
Asking for an update on Kintore
Station, what work had been
done and when it had started

Response
A response from Cllr
Argyle
was
provided
updating them on the
progress of work at the
station.

Nestrans and partner Press Releases

Date

Details

27th Feb Community Planning Aberdeen reaffirms commitment to citizens
2019
The refreshed Aberdeen City Local Outcome Improvement Plan (LOIP) 201626 has been formally approved by the Board of Community Planning
Aberdeen…
28th Feb Do you have the drive to help shape the future of North-east transport
2019
strategy?
Nestrans, the Regional Transport Partnership for the North-east of Scotland
have today launched their search to find a new member to serve on the Board…
13th
Grampian Cycle Partnership launch
March
A new collective voice for all those interested in cycling across the North
2019
East has been formally launched……
26th
Nestrans welcomes Lee Craigie to Aberdeen
March
Nestrans were delighted to welcome Lee Craigie, Scotland’s Active Nation
2019
Commissioner to Aberdeen on Tuesday 26th March…..



Nestrans News Coverage

Date
9th Feb
2019

Media
Buchan
Observer

Headline
A90 options discussed at
meeting
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Details
The newly formed lobby
group “Dual Peterhead”
met with representatives
from Nestrans,
Aberdeenshire Council
Transportation Department
and Peterhead Port
Authority last Wednesday
to discuss the possibility of
a dual carriageway from
Ellon to Peterhead.
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9th Feb
2019

Evening
Express

Report predicts ‘substantial
car park expansion’ needed
at north-east train station

12th Feb Evening Express Get on your bike to give
2019
views for cycle project
12th Feb
2019

Press & Journal

Chance to have your say on
bike hire scheme

20th Feb
2019

Evening
Express

AWPR Supplement- Faster
links can beat the
bottlenecks

26th Feb
2019

Turriff Advertiser

Local Development Plan
consultation reaches half
way

4th March
2019

Evening
Express

Drive to find transport Board
member

7th March
2019

Evening
Express

Clear tracks as station bid
takes places

8th March
2019

Turriff Advertiser

Transport Board seek noncouncillor member

8th March
2019
12th March
2019

Huntly Express

Vacancy on transport group

The Ecologist

Aberdeen gambling on oil
and gas

14th March
2019

Press & Journal

Business Breakfast

14th March
2019

Press & Journal

New group
cyclists

formed
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Transport partnership
Nestrans’ consultants
report on future parking
and access demands at
Portlethen, Stonehaven
and Laurencekirk railway
stations.
A public consultation into
plans for a bike hire
scheme in the city is set to
take place.
Aberdeen residents have a
chance to have their say of
a new bike hire scheme in
the Granite City.
Opening of new routes has
already slashed journey
times with knock on effects
of better public transport &
less congestion and
pollution.
A consultation linked to the
area’s emerging planning
blueprint has reached the
halfway point.
A north east transport
body has launched the
search for its newest
Board member.
Work has begun to create
a new railway station for a
north east town.
Nestrans have launched
their search to find a new
non-councillor member
Nestrans is looking for a
new board member
Is Aberdeen preparing for
the low carbon future the
UK and the world is
promising, or is it still
investing in a future where
oil and gas remain the
spine of its economy?
A business breakfast is
being held next week to
promote active and
sustainable travel to work.
The Grampian Cycle
partnership has officially
launched.
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15th March
2019

Evening
Express

20th March
2019

AGCC News

26th March
2019

Evening
Express

1st April
2019

AGCC Business
Bulletin
magazine

New group for cyclists

The Grampian Cycle
partnership has been
launched.
Grampian Cycle Partnership A new collective voice for
launched
all those interested in
cycling across the Northeast has been formally
launched
Plea to open station as soon A leading campaigner has
as possible
called on transport bosses
to open a new north east
station ASAP.
Grampian Cycle Partnership A new collective voice for
launched
all of those interested in
cycling across the north
east has been launched.

8 Information Bulletin
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Agenda Item 9
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 April 2019

9 Conferences and Presentations



Recent and Forthcoming Conferences of Interest to Nestrans

Date

Location

Title

Organiser

Conf
Cost
(Excl.
Vat)

Nestrans
Attendees

Tuesday 19th
February 2019

Bridge of
Don

Switch on to
Electric Vehicles

Aberdeen &
Grampian
Chamber of
Commerce

Nil

No

Wed 20th
February 2019

Garthdee
Campus

Professorial
Lecture – Prof
Richard Laing

Robert Gordon
University

Nil

Rab Dickson

Wed 27th
February 2019

Univ. of
Aberdeen

Street Design and
Health

Civitas Portis

Nil

Monday 4th
March 2019

Jury’s
Hotel,
Aberdeen

Aberdeen to
Inverness Rail
Project work this
Summer

Network Rail
and Nestrans

Nil

Rab Dickson
and Kelly
Wiltshire
Rab Dickson
and Kelly
Wiltshire

Wednesday 6th
March 2019

Albert
Halls,
Stirling

Active Travel
Taskforce Delivery
Plan Workshop

Transport
Scotland

Nil

Kelly Wiltshire

Wednesday 20th
March 2019

Aberdeen
Altens
Hotel

Travel Planning
Business
Breakfast

Nestrans and
Sweco, part of
Civitas Portis
project

Nil

Kelly Wiltshire,
Rab Dickson,
Jon Barron

Friday 22nd
March 2019

Atlantic
Quay,
Glasgow

Place Principle
Workshop

Improvement
Service

Nil

Rab Dickson

Tuesday 26th
March 2019

Salutation
Hotel,
Perth

Mobility as a
Service Workshop

Transport
Scotland

Nil

Nicky Laird

Wed 27th March
2019

Univ. of
Aberdeen

Smart Journey
Planning and
Placemaking

Civitas Portis

Nil

Rab Dickson

Thursday 28th
March 2019

Duff
House,
Banff

Double Decker:
Mare Space

Stagecoach

Nil

Kirsty Chalmers
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Date

Location

Title

Organiser

Conf
Cost
(Excl.
Vat)

Nestrans
Attendees

Tuesday 2nd
April 2019

Westburn
Lounge,
Aberdeen

Active travel and
health promotion

Cycling
Scotland/HTAP

Nil

Jon Barron

Thursday 4th
April 2019

Verity
House,
Edinburgh

Road Safety
Framework for
Vulnerable Road
Users Workshop

COSLA

Nil

Jon Barron

Friday 5th April
2019

Perth

SAPT Transport
Seminar

Scottish
Association for
Public Transport

Wed 24th April
2019

Univ. of
Aberdeen

Aberdeen Airport
and TECA

Civitas Portis

Nil

Rab Dickson

Thursday 9th
May 2019

TBC,
Aberdeen

Low Emission
Zone (LEZ)
workshop

Transport
Scotland

Nil

Kelly Wiltshire
and Jenny
Anderson

Wed 22nd May
2019

Glasgow

Scottish Transport
and Applications &
Research
Conference

Scottish
Government/
Transport
Scotland

£170

Wed 29th May
2019

Univ. of
Aberdeen

Personal Trip
Sharing and
Health/Cycling

Civitas Portis

Nil

Wednesday 12th
June 2019

Corn
Exchange,
Edinburgh

National Active
Travel Conference

Cycling
Scotland, Living
Streets, Paths
for All and
Sustrans

£85

Wed 4th – Fri 6th
September
2019

Klaipeda,
Lithuania

Annual Partners
Meeting

Civitas Portis



No

Fully
Funded
from
Portis
Project

Jenny Anderson

Jon Barron

Rab Dickson

Other Training

Date

Location
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Cost
(excl.
VAT)

Attendees



Presentations by Nestrans
Date

Location

Presentation Title

Organisation
and Audience

Press
Involve
ment

Presenters

Wednesday
20th March
2019

Aberdeen
Central
Library

How to Go Green

Aberdeen
Climate Action

no

Jon Barron

02 May 2019

University
of Dundee

In Town Without
My Car Day

Travel and
Transport
Support
Network (Act
TravelWise and
Universities and
Colleges)

no

Kelly Wiltshire

RD/KW 5 April 2019
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Agenda Item 10
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 17 April 2019

10 Pending Business and Reports for Future Meetings


Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to advise of progress on pending business requested by the
Board and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings, and to provide the
opportunity for the Board to add to or amend this scheduling.



Background
It has been agreed that this be a standing item on the Board's agenda, listing progress
on major areas of work which are not yet in final form to report to the Board with reasons
for any delays explained, together with a provisional list of major reports for future Board
meetings.



Pending Business
Reports highlighted previously as pending or which the Board has requested reports on,
which are included in this agenda are:
o Regional Transport Strategy Update - Item 3b;
o Rail Update - Item 5a
o Aberdeen City Council Local Development Plan – within item 6b.



Major Reports for Future Meetings
It is intended to bring reports on the following items to future meetings of the Board:
o
o
o
o
o



Road Hierarchy report (June Board);
Fraserburgh & Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic Transport Study – additional rail
considerations (June Board);
National Transport Strategy progress (early summer);
Strategic Transport Appraisal progress (summer);
City Centre Masterplan progress (autumn).

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the
provisional scheduling of major reports to future Board meetings.

RD/8 April 2019
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